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Kuwaiti student expresses
concern for family
By PANFILO GARCIA
Managing Editor
The TV set atMohsen Husain's apartment is almost
always tuned in to the Cable News Network, as
Mohsen is forever monitoring the newscasts for updated information of the crisis in the Persian Gulf.
But Mohsen, a member of the UTPA soccer team,
has more than just a passing interest in the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait.
Mohsen is a native of Kuwait and currently has five
sisters and two brothers isolated in Kuwait. He has no
way of contacting his siblings and does not know how
they are.
"I tried to call them ever since (the invasion) happened," Mohsen said. "My family is trapped in Kuwait.
''There's no lines-no connection."
The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on August 1 left
Mohsen dumbfounded, he said.
"I was just in shock," Mohsen said. "I went to school
and I was in another world."
"Somehow I just absorbed that shock and I'm able
to go back to school."
Mohsen, a 22-year-old pre-engineering major, said
he spoke to one of his sisters the day of the of the
invasion.

"I called them up and asked them what happened.
She said there was no problem," he said.
"I tried to tell her what I saw," Mohsen said.
"Nobody knew that the Iraqi troops were massed on
the border."
Mohsen said his parents were on vacation in Iran at
the time of the invasion and arc, in a sense, trapped
in that country.
''They are just over there now- they can't go back
(to Kuwait)," he said.
The ordeal of his family being trapped in their
native country has placed great stress on Mohsen,
since family closeness and respect is revered highly
in his homeland, he said.
However, having his wife Susana with him as well
as one brother has helped ease the stress of the
situation for him, Mohsen said.
''That's what really kept me going on," he said. "I
have family here-I'm not alone."
Mohsen said he would not have expected the invasion to come from Iraq, although he theorized that
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein may have invaded
Kuwait to save face after an 8-year war with Iran that
gained little for either side.
"This guy had to prove to Iraq that he could do .
something," Mohsen said.
'To understwd this conflict, you have to understand the Israeli-Palestinian situation," he said.''There
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Kuwait national, Mohsen Husain, at his McAllen apartment following the saga of his
homeland.
·
ar~ a lot of Arabs who want their countries to be Mohsen said he does not condemn the Iraqi people,
uruted.
only their president.
"I expected an attack from Israel," he said. " Y o u - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - would not expect it from an Arab nation."
See Student Page 8
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Five UTPA police officer positions in the process of being filled
should help alleviate what Police
Chief Greg Salazar said he perceived as an understaffed police
department.
"I would say we are a little understaffed," he said. ''The funds
available to the university dictates
the number (of police)."
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Texas Republican gubernatorial candidate, Clayton Williams carried his campaign to
South Padre Island on Memorial Day to sway votes for the November 8 state elections..
Williams , running opposite of Democrat Ann Richards, spoke of the ills of drug use and
promised to suspend any student or faculty member in an state college or university for
drug use. His call for stricter disiplinary measures is part of his 25 point drug plan.
t _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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According to figures compiled
from the UT System personnel
strength report for July 1990 and
enrollment figures for the UT
schools during the Fall 1989 semester, the officer-and-guard-tostudent ratio at UT-Pan American
is 863-to-1.
th
In contraSt , e ratio at various
UT schools is as follows: UTAustin, 318-to-1; UT-Arlington,
542-to-1; UT-El Paso, 436-to-l;
UT-San Antonio, 350-to-1; and
UT-Tyler, 455-to-1.

A sergeant position, three police
officer positions and one guard
position as well as a new dispatcher
postion are currently in the process
of being filled, said Salazar.
"I had two officers resign in August," said Salazar.
As a result, the department is
currently operating with nine policeofficers and two guards, Salazar
said.
"It's resulted in a little overtime,"
he said, although he explained that
most of the overtime hours resulted
from the added length of the registration process this fall.
"We had two weeks of registration instead of two days," Salazar
said. "The scheduling of officers is
going to be more scrutinized (for
future registration days)."
The sergeant position opened
after a woman hired this summer
resigned the position shortly after
beginning work, he said.
"Each sergeant has a shift they
are responsible for," Salazar said
of the sergeants' duties.

Two of the three officerpositions
opened as a result of two officers
who resigned in August, he said.
"It's not that they were dissatisfied, it's that they got better job
offers," Salazar said.
The guards are unarmed employees of the department, but may be
called on to assist the officers,
Salazar said.
''The guard would assist in locking and unlocking buildings and
assist with traffic," he said. "The
guard will be more of a traffic
controller than anything else."
The dispatcher position is a new
position to the department, Salazar
said.
Previously, the department had
been assigning a guard to work as
dispatcher, Salazar said.
Salazar said he anticipates a
steady increase in the number of
officers alloted to UTPA by the UT
System.
"I anticipate there will be one or
two positions added each year,"
Salazar said.

Long lines for add/drops, permits frustrate students
Tn PAN AMERJCAN!Monlca Martinez

Students expressed anger about
waiting in the long lines that snaked
in front of the University Center
Overflow, but a UTPA employee
said there was only one major glitch
in the computer system and that
two extra days were added to the
adds and drops process.
Many students said they dislike
the new method of registration,
citing long lines to process the adds
and drops procedure and to be issued a parking pennit.
Lisa Garza, a junior from
Edinburg, said she did not perceive
the long lines for adding and
dropping courses and for the issuing of parking pennits as being an
improvement to the registration
process.
"Its chaos. Its all messed up," she
said. 'They gave me the run-around
and l had to wait in line three hours

to pay for my classes."
"I had to wait in line an hour in
the sun to get my parking permit,
said Nellie Garza, a senior. "Then
they went to lunch and we had to
wait until they got back."
However, one student 8aid she
felt the registration process worked
well.
"It was a good idea," said Sylvia
Lopez, a freshman from San Juan.
"I thought it was fast ... I didn't
have any trouble."
Because of a problem in the system, the computers went down for
two hours Tuesday, a spokeswoman for the UTPA Computer
Center.
To accommodate for the delay,
the admissions office extended the

See Lines Page 8

Mile Line
"lt'sa circus,"
said
Becky
Tresniky, senior. "If they
had one line for
drops and another for adds,
It would speed
things up."
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Guest Column
David Diaz
Is the United States preparing for war because ofoil? Probably not.
Is it to protect the national sovereignty of Kuwait? That is what we
are being told. The United States isn't really interested in the national
sovereignty of Kuwait. Could the reason be that our national security
and our way oflife are threatened? This argument is becoming more
and more transparent. Is it because the military wants to legitimize
its huge cut of the pie? There is probably more credibility to this
reason than the others.
The above reasons have all been given as justifications in the last
few weeks. We see headlines, buzz words, cartoQns, images of guns,
planes, and young college dropouts in the desert protecting the way
oflife of some millionaire with a suit and tie. Certainly it is those that
do not enjoy a comfortable way oflife that are being asked to sacrifice
for those who do.
Could it be that the U.S. president and others do not really want
peace with Iraq? Might they want war, however insane that desire
might seem to a rational person? Iraq's leaders may want dialogue but
that may not be possible because the U.S. leadership is seemingly
wanting war rather than words. The Iraqis' desire for dialogue might
be a ploy, but I suggest it's worth investigating because your enlisted
brother or reservist cousin might have their lives saved. Oh, let's not
forget that the lives of many Iraqis and other civilians would also be
saved if war was averted. Going to war is an irrational desire because
of the lives it would cost.
How can we understand irrational desires? According to a 1985
Wall Street Journal article by Alexander Cockburn, Lloyd de Mause,
a psychohistorian, believes that personal anxieties get projected onto

the public stage and determine events, rather than the other way around.
We usually dre'am about what we are going to do before we do it. At this
moment, many in this society are wanting to go to war.
Mr. de Mause notes that this country has always gone to war after the
re-election of a prosperity president. Wilson and Johnson entered into
WWI and Vietnam, respectively, soon after their re-elections; FDR, a
little later, and Truman later still. Let's recall that Ronald Wilson
Reagan was itching to invade Nicaragua the night of his re-election in
November, 1984. Wars, according to Mr. de Mause, follow periods of
prosperity. Every U.S. war has come after at least two years of an
increasing gross national product, approximately every twenty-two
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t is hard to fathom the reactions of some Americans concerning the
situation in the Middle East.
For the first time in a long while the State Department is handling a
crisis correctly, yet the department is being condemned for its actions.
It would seem that Saddam Hussein is attempting to build a new superpower
in the Middle East. Should the U.S. continue to procrastinate and allow
Hussein to control both Kuwait, with 20% of the world's oil, and Saudi
Arabia, with even more oil resources, he may well succeed.
Oil is the primary energy source of the industrial world, and should he
control such a significant percentage of petroleum, Saddam could force the
Western Hemisphere to bend and buckle to his will.
Pacifists protesting the U.S. intervention fail to mention the interning of a
large number of innocent hostages, both American and foreign, at strategic
sites in Iraq in an attempt to deter U.N. forces from striking these targets.
They also fail to acknowledge the atrocities committed at Saddam's behest
on Iranians, Kurds, and nonconforming Iraqis.
Critics of the U.N. peace-keeping force worry about the potential loss of
lives, and cry "Remember Vietnam!" However, they fail to remember a more
comparable incident that occurred in September of 1939.
Procrastination on the part of the West allowed Hitler to subjugate Europe
and to almost succeed at racial genocide. Hitler could probably have been
stopped in Poland by a combined world force similar to the one currently in
the Middle East, and at a much smaller loss of lives and property.
Hussein refuses to obey the mandate of the U.N. Security Council. If
countries are allowed to ignore the decisions of that global body when ever it
benefits them to do so, then what is the point of having a world governing
institution?
Conscientious objectors criticize the potential loss oflife should a conflict
d~velop. However, these anti-war activists do not take into account that
soldiers enlist knowing they may be called upon to fight in combat, possibly
resulting in death or injury.
The role of the Armed Forces is not to provide jobs or free skills training,
but to protect this country and its interests where diplomacy has failed.
Diplomacy is failing abysmally in the Middle East.
Hussein's empire-building activities could result in a hostile superpower
more dangerous than any communist one. It would control our primary
source of energy and would be populated by a race who believes death for
their cause to be an honor. Who knows what a Middle Eastern empire would
do, say, with nuclear weapons.
Let the Russians be our enemy any day.
David Armstrong
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years. Mr. de Mause concludes that wars are caused by prosperity_ and
the guilt that prosperity brings. Wars allow pros~rity to _continue
during the war because guilt is reduced by the sacnfice of lives. The
deaths ofrecruits are necessary forothers to feel good about themselves.
Perhaps the real reason why the U.S. wants to go to war (or is it
already at war?) is guilt. Guilt is experienced because_ you 1?1?w ~at
you have done something wrong morally. Your conscience is impnsoned to guilt. Forexample, lots of folks in this country _are not
experiencing prosperity and itjustmight be the few that are domg well
by ill-gotten means are feeling feeling a bit guilty (remember the
"kindler, gentler, America" statement?). Ifthe war doesn't take place,
then, according to de Mause, there will be a recession and a frustrated
people will not re-elect the president. some have cynically suggested
that the military buildup in the desert is a grand plan in order to gain
seats in the November elections. In the ancient near east (how ironic),
the kings would offer sacrifices in order that their gods would bless
them with a good harvest. Young recruits, then, are to be sacrificed for
the siP-S of others.
Alternative voices for peace and conscience need to be heard for the
sake of the future of humanity. Throughout the century, voices
inviting rationality and respect for the lives of persons on all sides of
conflicts have been heard in the midst of each U.S. wa:. Recently,
Hispanics in Los Angeles voiced their opp'.)sition bec:mse they are
aware of how a war would affecttheircomn:unity. Several Hispanics
from San Antonio have already been sacrificed in an accident last
week. Across the country there are peop:P,s of faith and conscience,
veterans and mothers, all of whom know about sacrifice. We are
invited by the voices in the wilderness to make straight in the desert
a highway for the One who erases all guilt and who offers peace.
David Diaz is United Methodist Campus Ministry director.

U.S. priorities give mixed signals

I

n times of crisis, we tend to do
things in order of the priority that
wegivethem. Rightnowwehave
theGulfCrisis,theBudgetCrisis,
the S&L Crisis, the Real Estate Crisis, etc.
Notice how these are all problems of an
economic nature. Yes, even the Gulf Crisis is primarily economic in nature.
The media talks about the hostages and
shows "Hi, Mom!" footage of the soldiers
to put a human face on the situation; but
the whole big deal is about the world's oil
supply, not the sanctity of human existence and freedom. We are defending
SaudiArabia,notexactlyoneoftheworld's
great democracies, for its bloated oil reserves.
What of the human equation? How
sensitive are most Americans to human
suffering around the world?
When the great earthquake in Iran occurred, what did most Americans say?
"Good."
While the totalitarian regime of The
People's Republic of China oppresses a
billion human beings, 250-million Americans gripe about some little flaw in their
own existence.
While that regime crushed student dissidents in Tiananmen Square in June '89,
American students argued over whether
or not "Batman" should kill crooks.

-

Conversation
Piece
Phi Iii p l.ozano
•--------While Chinese students died because
they erected a statue of Lady Liberty, we
mocked them by signing into law a pravisionthaterodestheprivilegeoffreespeech.
The U.S. Supreme Court later overturned
the anti-tlagdesecrationlawonthegrounds
that it was unconstitutional.
The Chinese retain their "favored nation" statu.s among our trading partners.
The news coverage coming from the
Persian Gulf is massively censored by the
foreign nations involved and our own
military. Little mention of this is made
unless the censorship comes from the "oppressive" Iraqi government.
Meanwhile, people in Texas are in an
uproar over The Daily Texan's publication of a photo that showed gay staffers
kissing at a gay rights rally in Austin.
One reader expressed concern that pictures of sex with children and animals
would follow.
Supply-siders in the late '70s and early

There are still some Americans who
would rather die on their feet than live on
I wanted to puke after I read the two their knees, and while you buried your
editorials regarding the "Crisis in the Gulf' heads in the sand, they assembled a force
in the last Pan American. I found no hint to protect your other end.
Jack C. King
of outrage about Saddam Hussein's use of
Graduate Student
poison gas to kill women and children, no
condemnation of his invasion of peaceful
Kuwait, no word of sympathy for the
thousands of innocent people he holds Editor's views on Gulf
hostage, no resentment of the fact that he
rewards his troops by permitting them to Crisis Unjustifiable
rape, murder, and loot, and no sense of
relief that a US military buildup in Saudi Regarding the editorial by James Van
Arabia prevented him from shutting down Tolar in the Aug. 30 issue of The Pan
half the industry on this planet and holding American, all I can say is, "So what's your
point?"
the world hostage.
James Van Tolar and Phillip Lozano Van Tolar seems to think that the only
chose, instead, to attack our president for reason that the United States is in the
his proper and timely action, and to parrot Persian Gulf is to protect American fithe warnings of Saddam, that Americans nancial interests in Kuwait and Saudi
would come home in body bags if they Arabia, and other than that, America has
dared to challenge him. Apparently, the no business being in the Middle East. I
Baghdad propaganda machine has a branch have to agree that without the financial
interest, Washington would have been slow
office right here on campus.
Perhaps these writers enjoy paying more to act, but Van Tolar has closed his eyes to
for gasoline. Maybe they would like it the human factor involved in this crisis.
better if the price tripled and the profits He overlooks the Western hostages taken
went to develop the blatant butcher's by Iraq. True, some have been freed, but
nuclear weapons and delivery systems. what about the rest?
Maybe then he could destroy Israel and Van Tolar overlooks the invasion of a
peaceful country by her aggressive
unite the Arab world against us.
He overlooks the overt cruelty
neighbor.
But relax, fellows.
shown by Saddam Hussein towards his

Pukes over editorials

·~os whined th~t high taxe~ l~vied on the
nch depressed investment lll industry.
Since then, tax ~fo~s have e~ed ~e
bu~en on the ~auon ~ ~conom1c ellte,
freemg them to mvest m Junk bonds and
S&Ls. Industi:r is as depre~s~ a~ ever,
the_ econom~ mexorabl! sliding lil~O. a
maJor recess10n. The nauonal budget 1s m
shambles and the S&L fiasco will cost us
billions. The lower economic classes are
paying a disproportionately greater share
of their income in taxes than the wealthy•
Most people still believe that a capital
gains tax cut for the rich will benefit the
nation and stimulate the economy.
The planet is slowly dying, strangled
slowly by the dominant species existing
here: Oil company executives.
Oil spills wipe out huge numbers of
wildlife. Oil rigs despoil the surrounding
landscape. Emissions from automobiles
poison the atmosphere and heat up the
planet.
As we speak, millions of human lives
hang in the balance while opposing armies
prepare for war to decide who will control
the world's oil reserves and the destiny o
the planet Earth.
But we gotta drive our cars, right?

Lozano is a junior history major.

own people. To say that U.S. invasion is
motivated by economics alone is to undermine the fact that Hussein, quite simply, has finally crossed the line. Mr.
Hussein has broken international laws
which we and the rest of the world are
expected to enforce.
The editor also draws irresponsible parallels. Van Tolar has compared this action
to Vietnam. If parallels must be drawn
let's use the overused but much truer on~
of the 1939 invasion of Poland by Hitler,
and the world's response to that action.
Just as the world rose up against Germany,
the world is now telling Mr. Hussein that
his actions will not be tolerated.
I agree that loss oflife will be tragic, but
those in the military are ready to fight, and
to die ifnecessary. The soldier dies so that
you and I don't have to.
If this was a simple case of economics on
the part of the U.S., I would be surprised to
find any other country supponing our actions. However, when I see the Soviet
Union, France, Japan, West Germany
Jordan and the rest of those countrie'
standing alongside the U.S., condemnin:
Iraq's actions,
. I take personal offense when
someonetnestotellmetheonlymotivati
force is lower prices at the pump.
ng
To paraphrase a U.S. general in Sa d"
Arabia, this action is likened to that 0~ ~

See LETTERS Page 3
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Spokesperson discusses careers

of school and are legal U.S. residents. If
the applicant or anyone else in the household has done Cann-related work for at
least 75 days in the past tw, . MS, he or
she may qualify for the program.

Cassie Ghee of the U.S. State Department
will be on campus today in the Placement,
Testing and Cooperative Education Office
to disc uss carreers in the foreign service
with interested students.
T ASP Workshop organized
She will also be available to make class
T ASP workshops will be held Sept. 8 for
presentations from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
mathematics
and Sept. 15 for writing in
To make an appointment call Placement
Student Services Building, Room 141. Cost
and Testing Office at 381-2243.
per session is $5. To register, go to The
Theatre lunch planned today
Office of Testing and Placement in the
Students who would like to get involved Student Services Building, Room 510, or
with The University Theatre are invited call 381-2574
for a free lunch today at noon in the CAS
Diesiseis celebration set
Room 107.
Bring your own drink.
The Center for Latin-American Studies

CCM begins liturgy
The Catholic Campus Ministry (CCM)
will begin its first catholic liturgy today at
noon in the chapel.
Father Marti Zuber will lead the mass.
, Each liturgy will include scripture reading
with reflection followed by a sharing of the
Eucharist.

: HEP accepting applications
The High School Equivalency Program
(HEP) is accepting applications for classes
beginning Monday. Prospective students
should call Noemi Cavazos at 381-2521
for an appointment.
Day classes will begin Monday and night
classes Oct. 3. The day classes are held
from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and night classes from 6:30to9:30
p.m. Monday through Thursday at
Edcouch-Elsa and La Joya high schools.
The program accepts migrant or seasonal fannworkers who have dropped out

will hold the Dieciseis de Septiembre celebration Thursday, Sept. 13, during activity period in the Media Theater of the
Learning Resource Center.
The guest speaker will be Dr. Felix
Almaraz, professor of history at UT San ·
Antonio. He is the author of four books on
the people and history of Texas.

Under the direction of Rev. David Diu~
l' .1CM provides interested students with
1:-· lical instruction, activities that nurture
f llowship, counseling and spiritual direcuon, and opportunities for leadership development.
For more information,contact Rev. Diaz
at 383-0133.

PT Clinic provides free treatment
A physical therapy clinic operate· by
the Physical Therapist Assistant Program
is now available to all UT Pan Amencllll
students, faculty and staff.
The clinic provides common treatments
free of charge. It is located in Building D
(between the CAS and LA Buildings) and
is open from 2 to 4 p.m. on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday and from 3 to 5
p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday.
For more information call Joe Wilkinson
at 381-2291.

'

GMAT prep course offered

The School of Business Administration
is signing up students for a Graduate ManMusic will be presented by the UTPA
agement Aptitude Test (GMAT) preparamariachi group, Mariachi Estudiantina,
tion course. The deadline to sign up for the
directed by Dahlia Guerra, instructor of
course is noon Sept. 21.
music.
The Diesciseis de Septiembre celebrates
The fee for the course is $50 per person_.
the beginning of Mexico's fight for indeRegistrants should send name, social secupendevce from Spain.
rity number, address, phone number along
with the payment for the course to UTPA,
UMCM announces activities
School of Business Administration,
The UnitedMethodistCampusMinistry Edinburg, TX 78539, ATIN: Dr Vern
will have a Bible study group meeting Vincent, MBA Director.
every Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Campus
The course will cover basic mathematics
Ministry Center, 1615W.Kuhn(oneblock and language skills needed for theGMAT.
west of the dorms).
A free sample test of the GMAT will be
In additions, the ntinistry will provide 99 administered 8:30 to 12:30 p.m. in the
cent luncheons at noon on Tuesday.
Business Administration Building, Room

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY •WIDE

September
Special

Career Opportunity

2 beef or chicken patos
Spanish Rice, Ranchero
Beans, and a 12 oz.
Coke.

TIIE FORl-:HiN SER\'lCE
\\ RITTEN EXAi\lINATION
Saturday, October 27, 19'JO

Applicalions must be received by
September 21, 19'JO
The Wriaen Examinalicn is the initial s1,p
in oompding for a caroor u a Fon:ign

....•••••• WHITE FLOUR
••
:&
....•••• PATOS
_______

Service O{f,ccr.

Appicaru for the e:wnination roost be:
• At lcast 20 yc,an old en the dale a
the examination
• Uniled SlalCS citm:ns
• Available for worldwide assignment

.._

$2.89

_.

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!
■ow

UICIAUll•G 1• NANDMADI FLOUR HIITILLAI
.... I'S on HOMEMADE IECINI ALL FHD
MADE FIESN DAIL f 01 ,aUUSES

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.•SUNDAT 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI

You may obtain funher information and
an application from your Campus
Pl.acaned Office or by calling am1 code

McALLEN IPecan)..........................................2•3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83) ......................................687 08269
McALLEN (No. IOth) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••682•1576

(700) 875-7490, or by writing:
The Rccrui1mcnt Division
U.S. Dcpanment d Siare
P.O. Box 9317
Arlington, Virginia 7.2'2@

• M
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F.QIJAL Ol'l'o1t111N11Y EMPl.ol'Et •

ATTENTION HEALTH CAREER STUDENTS
STOREWIDE SALE
9:30 a.m. • 6 p.m.

Layaways Welcome
•

515 S. Main

McAllen, TX

1686-0091

WHITE SWAN
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person coming to the aid of a panies like Exxon, Mobile, and
crime victim. In this case, it is a Texaco with a large lobbying
whole community rising up and population in Washington, D.C.
saying, "Enough!"
who are exasperating the citizens
Economics is the name of the of America, those who have to pay
game, but that is what America is an extra 30 cents at the pump.
all about. Nothing new with that Pleasedon'tlosesightofthehuman
idea, and nothing new with helping factor here. That happened in
those in need. If blame must be put Vietnam, and I don't want the veton anyone's head, put it on Saddam erans of this crisis to go through
Hussein. Stateside, there qte com-.._what those in Vietnam 1-,went

through with their homecoming.
Maybe I'm being idealistic with
my perception of this crisis, but
better that than being cynical. If
war does break out, I feel it is
justifiable.
Hawk? No. Realistic? Yes.

Eric Hayes Patkowski
Sophomore

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must be signed and
include the writer's hometown and classification at UT-PA. An address and phone number should be included
for verification. Letters should be fewer than 250 words and guest columns no more than 600 words. Letters
and guest columns will be edited for length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion
will not be changed. Guest columns \\(pi" be run as space pennits. Letters can be brought to Emilia Ramirez
Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, EH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.
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GREAT NEW MANAGEMENT

EL BOSQUE

$5,990

'

E!Jl!l8«.f1, llXl..f

512-j8J..gJ82 *512-383-6162

w/ ale

1.8 literEFI
5 spd. man. trans.
Powersteering
Full wheelcovers

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
1990 MIRAGE -14 to choose from
4 dr, NC, Alf ,AM/FM CASS.
P/S, P/B Factory Warranty

$189.00**
Month

$8,990
1990 GALANT-20 to choose from
4 dr, Auto NC, Alf, AM/FM CASS.
Tilt, Factory Warranty

$10,990
1990 MONTERO -Only 2 left
4 WO, Auto., NC, AM/FM Cass.,
Loaded, Factory Warranty

$14,990

$337.55**
Month

**60 Monthly Payments w/$1,000 Dwpm @11.9% APR Prices exclude TT&L
All units subject to prior sale
Artwork for illustrations purposes only.
$ ggo 00
'84 Mercury Capri - Super Cleani---------- 2 ,
·

'87
'88
'86
'84
'87
'87

Chev Nova Auto, A/C, AM/FM---------------------- $4,490.00
Dodge Colt - 5 Speed, A/C-- - - - - - - - - - - - - $3,790.00
Isuzu I - Mark 4 dr - s speed, A/C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $3,990.00
Ford LTD Crown Victoria - Auto, A/C------- $3,990.00
Nissan Pickup 5 speed, A/C AM/FM Cass--------------------- $4,990.00
Ford Taurus LS - Fully Loaded•------------------·---- $5,990.00

.:1:Zl:KIID V
MITSUBISHf

Service Contracts &
financing availab:a

Welcome Credit Union Members

.,, . RIO GRANDE VALLEY
Contact:

t609 lvfff.f(}lftf/ll(}R

990

Stock No.EC 9107

ON THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO

r:

META

by Ottenheimer & Co .. Inc.

One of the largest stocks of Uniforms & Accessories in South Texas
STUDENTS Receive Additional Disco:unt with this Ad & Valid Student I.D.

Letters

7MJ9
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Gilbert Longoria
Reno Alfaro

DEALER GROUP

Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez

Lower Valley

Mitsubishi Hotline

423-7328

969-2828

Betty Garcia
Manager
Upper Valley

383-4915
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'2001 Nights' poetic future history
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
& GILBERT D. MARTINEZ
Reporter
2001 NightsNo.1 & No.2,Story
and Art by Yukinobu Hoshino.
80 pgs., b&w, $3.75. Viz Comics.

Hoshino, widely considered the
best "hard" science-fiction comics
creator in Japan, has given us this
new title, 2001 Nights, which is
basically a "future history" series
of
poetic vignettes about
humanity's exploration of the
universe.
The fantastic, realistic· art work
perfcctly captures the textural
subtleties of the narrative. In a
series of self-contained stories,
Hoshino constructs a univ'erse of
terror, loneliness, and awe. Questions are asked about humanity's
place in the universe. Are we alone
in the cosmos, or, as one character

puts it, "Is this empty space we another planet. The twist ending is 9000 (ala HAL from 2001: A Space
seektoconquertrulyaseaoffertil- an ironic commentary on our in- Odyssey)thatisbeingprogrammed
ity?"
stinctive preoccupation with prog- with the sum of all human know]eny.
edge in preparation for an unThe first story of No. I,
manned interstellartrio. The reader
"Earthglow," contains some dated In the second volume, Hoshino experiences the gradual humanCold War references, but the ob- begins with "Rendezvous," de- 'ization of K.A.R.C., which beservations are valid. Commenting scribing a higher state of being comes a threat to a certain
on Reagan's horrific concept of experienced by a young astronaut crewmember whom it threatens to
SDI, one astronaut exclaims, "All while in cryogenic hibernation. take along on its half-century jourthis training, just for the honorable However, when he is revived out ney. Alas, the computer is only
mission of bringing war to the
playing a joke to demonstrate its
stars ...our first steps into space,
mastery of humor.
just an empty dream!"
The second chapter, "Sea OfFerThe last, and most interesting
story, "Lucifer Rising, Part l,"
tility," questions our purpose for
space exploration. "Toward what of this "living death," he is combines science with theology
end does man venture forth into the wrenched away from the astral and philosophy. The discovery of
world, and the images of this su- Lucifer, a dark planet beyond the
eternal night of death?"
preme state fade from memory. At boundaries of the known solar
The third, "Maelstrom III," ex- the same time Hoshino contrasts system, prompts the Roman
plores an astronaut's inner torment, this event with the freezing death CatholicPontifftodispatchapriest
contrasted with his struggle for of an alien child who shares this · toinvestigatethesupposedly"evil"
survival on a doomed spacecraft. glimpse of of the ideal non-cor- planetary member. The theological
musings and the stunning artwork
Of the four in this issue, the most poreal state of being.
combine to provide a freshly
powerful story is the last, "Posterity," in which humanity makes the The second story, "Discovery," original story that stimulates new
first traumatic attempts to colonize tells of a computer, K. A. R. C. speculation on the role of God in
man's rapidly expanding universe.
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MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm sure
my college degree and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the leadership and
management experience I got through Army ROTC
that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me responsibility, self
discipline and leadership. Those are things you just
can't learn from a textbook.
I don't know where I'd be right now if I hadn't
enrolled in Army ROTC, but I do know one thing for
sure ..• I wouldn't be here.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact Major Gary LaFevers,
Southwick Hall Room 204, (512) 381-3600.
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Hoshino is truly a "future historian," providing a poetic and perceptivecommentary on humankind
and its future tragedies and glories.
He invites us to examine the stars
before we make a commitment to
accept the inheritance.
Viz Communlcatlona

All the stories tie into a ten-volume story-cycle that, so far at least,
is worthy of Bradbury. Highly recommended.

McAllen Comics provided these
books for review.

A page from the science-fiction comic book series "2001 Nights,"
by Yokinobu Hoshino. The series is a "future history" of
humanity's exploration and colonization of the universe, told in
the manner of a story-cycle not unlike Ray Bradbury's classic
"The Martian Chronicles."

l"Bob" 1·s cool I
.

.

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

Beginning Freshman Elections will be held
on
October 2-3, 1990
Polling places will be located in the LRC
and
CAS Buildings.

Filing dates for candidates:

September 11 - September 18, 1990,

For further information, call 381-2517 or
381-2260 or come by UC 205.
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'The Abyss' a waterlogged action film
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
No new movies staning this week.
Still no Wild At Heart, which, incidentally, is not showing at any
theater bearing the logo of the chain
controlling most of the Valley theaters. Too controversial, I guess.
The same chain refused to play The
Last Temptation Of Christ, the
Martin Scorsese dud from some
time ago.
Oh, well,just because a chain has
18 screens in a single locality isn't
a guarantee that Pretty Woman
will be put out to pasture after six
months, I guess.
Since there were no new movies
out, I did what theater operators
hate for film buffs to do: I watched
a film on cable. After an unsuccessful attempt to rentNunsOn The
Run at the video store, I settled
down for the pay-cable premiere
of James Cameron's water-logged
epic, The Abyss, starring Ed Harris, Mary-Elizabeth Mastrantonio,
and Michael Biehn.

camera work and revolutionary Camerondoesbest,and,asawhole, the power of love and the human
- ·spirit to overcome adversity.
underwater effects work (the most is not worth the trip.
difficult kind).
There are many nice moments, Also effective is the sustained
However, there are some dia- visuals and good symbolism; par- sensation of existential dread that
logue problems, and Mastrantonio ticularly nice is the film's faith in pervades most of the film. Such
isn't entirely convincing in her
role. However, the non-stop action and Biehn's Oscar-worthy
performance were almost enough
to carry me to the end.

JJ <G

The plot concerns an underwater
rescue, in which a revolutionary
new mobile submerged oil rig is
commandeered by Navy SEALS
to rescue the crew of a wrecked
sub, perched precariously on the

Video
Review

moments, however, tend to be un- expect to encounter something
dermined by Alan Silvestri's in- wonderful.
sipid musical score.
The Abyss is now showing on
!he Abyss is worth watching as pay cable and is available on video
popcorn entertainment. Just don't cassette.
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ledge of a bottomless undersea
trench (hence the title).

The reluctant crew of the rig, led
by Harris and Mastrantonio, rails
against the hard-ass SEAL commander, played by Biehn, who is
slowly going insane from underwaterpressure sickness. They find
Admittedly, this movie is the sub's crew dead, but they also
Cameron's attempt to do "some- find, well, "something wonderful."
thing wonderful," ala Close Encounters Of The Third Kind or However, where Mastrantonio
2001: A Space Odyssey. It is par- sees neat bio-mech aliens, Biehn
tially successful, but the director's sees commie bogeys. Therein lies
lofty aspirations tend to be at odds the plot's main conflict, and the
film's fatal flaw. See, Biehn gets
with his gut-level film style.
killed off way too early, and the
As an action film, The Abyss is a climax grinds to a halt a whole reel
tense, well-paced, well-crafted before the actual conclusion. The
movie with some extraordinary slow, subdued ending is not what
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Boys' Student

Junior

Misses

GITANO®
BEADED SHIRTS

CAMP SHIRTS

Save 33%

Save 26%

8.90and
10.90

19.90

reg . $29.90

100% blue cotton denim, straight leg style.
Student w aist sizes 25 to 30.

Long sleeve, two pocket shirt with jewels,
beads and stone app liques. 100% cotton
in colors: SML.

Men's

~N/K£-.

NIKE®
~
LEATHER ATHLETIC
COURT SHOES

Save 27%

39.90

reg. $55

Basketball or multi trainer court shoes in
white leather with assorted color trim s.
Sizes 7 to 12.

\§\!JI~
STONEWASHED DENIM
JEANS AND JACKETS

Dresses with vests or suspenders plus
assorted style denim overalls including some
belted looks. Assorted fabri cs. Sizes 7 to 14.

White leather in women's sizes 5 to 10.

HANDBAGS

Junior

Save 59%

DRESSES

Save 42%
reg . $1 2

26.00

ladies'
jackets, reg . $59.90

Se lect group in 100% cotton; stonewashed
blue. Jeans, 28 to 42; jackets. SMLXL.

SPORT SHIRTS

reg . $20 to $27

Brights, pastels and neon prints. 100%
cotton. Short sleeve in sizes SML.

Large selection of styles and colors!

DRESSES
AND OVERALLS

14.90

high tops, reg. $48

jeans, reg . $29.90

Men's

Save to 44%

34.90

orig . $15 to $16

4 ■ 90

Save to 33%

Girls'

Save 50%

13.0010
14.00

reg . $26 to $28

Assorted long sleeve styles in stripes and
patterns Poly/ cotton in sizes SMLXL.

®

ladies'

~E~l'S®

24 ■ 9 0
39.90

AVIA®
AEROBIC LEATHER
COURT SHOES
Save 27%

Save to 31%

14.90

reg. $20

•
A'..,<d
F.l""....-ri

Women's

LEVI'S®
WHITEWASHED
DENIM_JEANS

$45

BESTFORM® BRAS

reg .

5.00

Latest fashion styles in cottons and
polyesters. Sizes SML.

reg .$10

Good selection of styles. White, beige and
black.

r.----------------1
* EXTRA BONUS COUPON*

I

I
I
I
I
I

·I

I
I
I

ANY ONE ITEM IN OUR STORE WITH THIS COUPON
Limit one coupon per cust omer.

~----------------~

I

COUPON GOOD THAU SATURDAY, SEPT . 15, 1990

ll mount $ _ __

_

100

300

400

Edinburg: Las Palmas Shopping Center (421 East University Ave.)
Brownsville: 335 Mexico St. (Across from Amigoland Mall) •2330 Boca Chica Blvd. Harlingen: 509 East Expressway 77
McAllen: South 23rd St. at W. Expressway •North 10th St. at Nolana
Weslaco: Palm Plaza Shopping Center (Hwy. 83 at N. Texas Blvd.)

500

600

700

800

1500

1600

1800

I

Daily 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday noon to 6 p.m.
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Soccer triu01phs in season o.p ener

never had a football team. We cannot afford
a football team. The only football at UTPA is
the intramural flag football games. The
Broncos, no matter how hard they try to say
otherwise, are not associated with UTPA

The Bronc Zoo
.Rob Neagl~ . .:•:

thi

whatsoever!

of

: .Ah:
pegippirlg
~he school year,
Perma:qeppyetchedin,1ny.fuinda:reyisionsof
footballi Of dim~\,.,~(ted high school
cheerleaders jumping arid screaming about

e

Frida 's a.ine. Oflar 'bcks . aradin around

· • .·t· ~◊fipeh··~pJrkli~ane·· •s·:.n.t.tmh¢_tp····oimms~.us~p·;_ln•·~.•t2
w.

What happens if one of the players breaks
his neck? Who is going to pay? Do you think
·that Don Pendergrass, Bronco head coach, is
going to pay for it out of his own money? I
think not.

fcj~anysd>· \(\::

m
···t
s
. l
·•
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fight songs. Of touchdq\flls; field goals and

.

· •·
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Pendergrass remains ~· bonstant critic of
Athletic Director Sam Odstrcil. At times his

:tiJf~;:,~oori~meµtbe:lW~~y•? :.:::·~~~J~~:~t.ac:; :y~;o: :;
::~~~t~:::~!!re!~~~:=~~!ai~~:
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· Don'tge~J:I).e)Vrong.J~njoyed the hell out
those
hf~h .schooffootball
.·•·••·· ••......
·••··•·•...........
· •·•· ••·· · ................,.,........ .... . da
. Y.$;
. . . I . was
··breathleS.sWith aritldpa1foh over the opening
· kickoff2. yelledjusras ·loud
anybody
during µi9sepepral~es llllq, dammit, was just
1 st.
·? .
.·.· We
young! We: w,.~re supposed to do
stuff like .this! A high school football team
was just much a. part of growing up as .my
. first c;µ§ uiµ~ quiz,
taS~J>fbeer

of

as

f

·~~fwere
~}f~~jj~~~jbf1Y~•·
,·

, THE PAN AMERICAN/ Tony Mercado

Ronny Cabrera, Bo11vlan sophomore, w~rks around
a St. Edward's defender en route to UTPA's 1-0 win
University in the finals; T€U is
in a three-team group with
Incarnate Word College and
Houston Baptist. UTPA's group
is shared with St. Edward's and
St. Mary's. The top two teams
in each group play for the
championship. The Broncs and
TCU are the only Divisioa I
schools in the field.

· The Broncs finished second
in this tournament last year with
a team Moran feels was more
talented than this year's. But,
this team possesses a much
stronger work ethic, he says.
"(Last year) we should have
won," he admits, "but this is the
most disciplined team I've ever
had."

as

Reproductive
Services

tnYfii~t

noticed

era

the
up of a
sfhooiiQbibait players who•·are
up glory day~
school. .

THE HEALTH CO,
(FITNESS CENTER)

Visit flLPttfl KflPPfl PSIThe Professional Business

.. .In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs
Adoption Services
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Business And Economics
MCJJors: You re lnvltcrd To

I

fraternity For Men find
Women That Provides
Sodal Support. leadership
Experience find Much
More.

'W'E:

C>JFJFE:--..

Personalized Welght-Tralnlne, Aerobic Classes (Cert.
Instructors:) Fitness Instructors, Saunas,
Whirlpools, Co-ed Welpt Facilities 8 Health
Supplements.
Company Group-rates 8 Specials Available?
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UTPA Students, Staff
8 Faculty • Only SX7
per month with this
Ad.
No Initiation lee or contract

All Thi• ••• Plus Much
More? For szo.oo Per
Month? Check Us Out!!

tb, bvnvfits or

I

mvmbershlp.

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243

M-Th. 6 a.m.
toup.m.

Date: Scrpt. 13 90

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health
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OPEN MEMBERSHIP ·1NVITATION
'
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LEfiDERSttlP BEGINS HERE

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

Odstrcil an "overstuffed elephant'' with the
pockets to match. He constantly wonders
aloud why Odstrcil has been placed in the
A.D. spot and thinks that he is overpaid. He
told me last year that he would be willing to
..take Odstrcil' s job and give every penny that
<he is paid back to the athletic department.
Do you honestly believe that?

Pendergrass is the perfect coach for this
. ridiculous team: He is nothing more than a
who spent too many days in front of the
the first time I
hair
arms.
television and wants to be like Dallas Cowboys
But most of us outgrew this passing phase Head Coach Jimmy Johnson; pacing the
.
apd got <m with ouilives,. / ·
: . . . .. sidelines..: .·Unfoquriitely, soltie
to ·•·1e1·
The coach and the players aI:"e all trying to
recapture a little of that high school football
this
oftbeir lives.piss.
. . •····--=····
glory.
They need to realize that itis all in their
..·. Hence,
Bronc.o f.optball teaip . .
•The ·teltin is niade
group of ex-high past. The Bronco football team will never
iinwilli11g to succeed, because the coaches and the players
~e both misguided and confused. Time to
give ffiJU'
t>f liigh
Time to grow up, guys!
•;;;. gTOW up guys! YOU 're wasting your time.
The glory days ~e long gone. (Sigh!)
\. ·
UTPA
does not have ! football
foam. They
•·.· -;,:-:-.-..
·-·•,·.·

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Bronco football players and coaches
trying to recapture those glory days

It's one thing to beat
somebody. It's quite another to
beat them back to back.
That's the obstacle the UTPA
soccer team must hurdle Friday
as they open the St. Edward's
University Soccer Tournament
at 6 p .m. against the host team.
Winning on the Hilltoppers'
own turf will be doubly difficult
because UTPA will leave for
Austin Friday morning and play
the twilight match after a sixhour drive.
The Broncs escaped with a 10 victory over St. Edward's last
weekend to start the season.
Bolivian Ronny Cabrera of
UTPA drew a hard foul late in
the second half to set up the
winning penalty shot by
Argentinian Demian Morquin.
"We had only 12 eligible
players and one didn't show up
- it was like playing a whole
basketball game with five
players," said. Coach Eloy
Moran. ''This win is probably
the ultimate surprise. It took all
11 in a team effort to win it."
Saturday, the Broncs play
another NAIA team - St.
Mary's of San Antonio.
The fifth place, third place
and championship games are
on Sunday.
"I expect to get to the finals,"
saidMoran. ''Withmoreeligible
players, we should beat St.
Edward's and St. Mary's - on
paper."
1)1.e founh ear coach expects
to ·meet Texas Christian

EPTEMBER

Time: Thurs. Activity Period

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

Place: BA 110

Frl•Sat. 8 a.m.
to I0p.m.

Sunday 1 p.m. to
6p.m.
BETWEEN xoth 823rd

LOCATED ON HWY I07
(EdlnbUl'K•McAllen Bloom Center)

@©w)@ ©W2
Be a part of

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL

~
;~ Pocket some bla savinasl
~~

'

Games begin Sept.II
Mandatory clinic for team captain Sept.7
8
8

ENTRY BLANKS
UC 102 OR UC320
CALL 381·3439 OR 381·3673

a.m.-s:Jo p.m. M•TH
a.m.- MOON FRIDAY

25°/o OFF

SELECTED ITEMS ON OUR

'. BARGAIN TABLE
Notebooks, spi r a l notebooks,
highlighters, markers, dry
erase pads, and much more!

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
YOUR COLLEGE TEXTBOOK STORE
1516 W. University (behind Pizza Hut)
Edinburg, Texas
380-0345
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Volleyball team opens play this weekend ·CC teafnS ~8Ji~xtqf~~~P%C·'"
By DAVID H. HUNTER
Sports Writer

Thebeginningofanewdecade
gives rise to new hopes for the
Lady Bronc Volleyball team.
Following last year's record of
4-20, Head Coach Becky De
Los Santos has her sights set on
new horizons.
"The team definitely looks
stronger than it did last year,"
DeLosSantossaid. "Rightnow
we are shooting for a fourth
place conference finish.
Arkansas State will probably
take first. They're very strong.
Later on in the year if we get
going, though, that might
change."

This year's team is a
combination of eight
veterans, three freshman, and
one junior college transfer.
Combining this fresh talent
with the seasoned experience
already present may be just
the recipe needed for a
winning team.
Returning to the team are
NormaHerrera, SandraKyle,
Marla Cuellar, Carla
Williams, Cindy Viesca,
Magda Rios, Tanja Thomas
and Lucy Hooper.
New to the team are
Candace Guillen, Lana
Wright, Stephanie Adian, and

championsHip for1,11 ._;; ·»S:m

Maricruz Rivera, a transfer from ball." De Los Santos said.
Coffeyville Junior College.
"Veterans Tanja Thomas and
Carla Williams came on strong
The team ' s first' game will be this summer."
De Los Santos feels that the
tomorrow in the Sam Houston
only
weakness that the team will
State Tournament. The team will
be matched in the first game have to worry about will be in
the areas of communication and
against Sam Houston State.
Though the team has never won organization. Butin asportlike
against Sam Houston, De Los volleyball that can be
Santos feels that the team has everything.
played well and could do a lot this
year.
"Mainly, we are using the preDe Los Santos feels that the conference play to see what we
experience of the veterans will need to work on for the
strengthen the team.
conference games," De Los
"We've made some changes in Santos said.
the offense to give the stronger The team will leave today for
kids more of a chance to get at the the Sam Houston State Tourney.

:-:-._.._{ if\··:./lt:}fit<:<:t:::;:::::::::::::::::::::•:-:

Flag football kicks off 1-M season
By ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

as they are enrolled at Pan Am
and have a valid I.D. they are
welcome."

turnout," said Cabrera.
"We 're hoping to have at least
12 teams."
Cabrera says that he
anticipates a good turnout in
all other intramural sports as
well. "We always try to
improve from the year
before," he said. "We hope
to get more and more teams
to play every year."

The games are expected to
last through November.
"We are anticipating a good

The UTPA intramural sports
season kicks off Tuesday as
games begin in flag football.
Entries are due tomorrow.
The Housing and Recreation
Department, who sponsors all
intramural activity, has openings
in the men's, women's and coed
divisions.
Tomorrow is also the day for a
mandatory clinic for all team
captains. The clinic will be held
at 12:30 p.m. in UC 320.
"Any UTPA students, faculty
and staffcan play," said graduate
assistant Art Cabrera in the
intramuraldepartment. "Aslong

SAM SALDIVAR
INSURANCE AGENCY
INC.

Official entry forms must
be used. These forms may be
obtained in the Housing and
Recreation Office, which is
located in UC 320 or UC

STAtl

2108 SOUTH HWY. 281
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539
BUS.: (512) 383·1242
383-4312
HOME.: (512) 383-4328

For more information stop
by the H&R Office or call
381-3439.

~ly Macintosh is more important to me than my car.
I lent my car to my sister. But nobody's taking my Macintosh.

"I don't know how anybodygets through college
today without a Macintosh.Sometimes I have so many
assignments thJf I barely have time for sleep.Yet my
Macintosh allows me to get my work done on timewithout making sacrifices.
"Working on my dissertation and field studies
means collecting an incredible amount of information.
So jumping from one program to another with
ease is imperative, as is quickly making
charts and graphs. By enabling me
to do these things, Macintosh
probably saves me an hour and
a half each day.
'~ other great thing about
the Macintosh is that it makes
you feel technically confident.
Remember putting toys
together when you were a kid?
Who reads the directions?
Nobody. You look at the
. -- ...
picture of the bike and you
know exactly what to do.
The Macintosh operates
the same way I actually taught
a friend to use one in
two minutes.
"What would my life be like
without a Macintosh?Scary."
Stop by Technology Re5ources, I.RC I16
Mon-Thurs, 8:00am - 5:30pm
Friday, 8:00am - 12:00pm
Don't miss the '13ack-to-School' Event •
Sept. 27 in the Lobby of the LRC.
T-Shirts & other prizes to be given away!

SAM SALDIVAR
PRESIDENT

102.

Jason Jimerson
B.A. Sociology, Earlham Colleg_e
M .A . Sociology, University of Virginia
Ph.D. Candidate, Sociology, University of Chicago

,au,,

I HS U.AN(I
<!>

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
HOME OFFICES: BLOOMINGTON, ILUNOIS

"LIJtE A COOD NEJCIIBOll, IITATE FARM

m THERE"

Wanted

'

Two UTPA students
to serve on
The University Of Texas Student Advisory Group

I

"JOB DESCRIPTION":
I

I

Represent The UTPA student body at Student :~1visory
Group meetings with student representatives ot other UT
system campuses; work on issues of common concer.i to all
students; meet with UT Board of Regents members and
members of the UT system administration to discuss mat- ,
ters of student interest and to make recommendations.
Weekend travel to Austin and/or other UT campuses required (3-4 times per semester). Expenses paid.
I

I

I

'
'

QUALIFICATIONS:

'

*FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT STATUS
*3.0 MIN!MUM GPA
*GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS (oral & written)
'
*JUNIOR OR SENIOR STANDING
*MUST BE ENHOLLED AND MAINTAIN GPA FOR DURATION ,
OF TERM (1 YEAR .MINIMUM)
'

I

'

'
Application forms now available at UC 205.
To apply, submit application form to:

I

UT Student Advisory Group
Selection Committee
UC205
The University of UTPA

I

'I
Why do people love Macintosh'?
Ask them.
c 1990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple. the Aoole logo. and Macmtosh
are registered trademarks ol Apple Computer, Inc

Deadline for applying : 5:30 p.m., Wednesday, Sept.1 2, 1990

I
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'This will not continue for a long
time," he said. "Military action has
to start."
The action will probably be initiated by the U.S., Mohsensaid.
"It's going to be a very delicate
situation," he said.
Mohsen said he thought U.S.
President Bush should have taken
action to prevent the Iraqi invasion.

"The OA should have known it
was going to happen,"hesaid. 'The
U.S. should have prevented it in
the first place."

NEED HELP WITH RESEARCH
PAPERS? Essays? English Lit? Quallfied tutor - B.S., M.A. 630-3492.
TYPING SERVICE: Research pa-

For now, Mohsen will continue
to monitor the CNN broadcast and
hope he will once again have a
country to return to.
"I don't have a country
now,"Mohsen said.

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

Lines-----------anything."
adds and drops period two days, unusual.
she said
''It was just a regular thing,'' she
The unknown computer system
Toespokeswomansaidproblems said. "The machine comes down problem that occurred Tuesday
with computer systems are not fornumerous reasons ... it could be was quickly resolved, she said.

Support our advertisers

6, 1990
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Student---------"I have mixed feelings about it,"
he said. "I can't say Iraqis are badjust their leader."
Mohsen said the Iraqi occupation
of Kuwait will most likely be resolved only by a military conflict.
"Ifpeople think the embargo will
work, they are dreaming," Mohsen
said, adding that goods are
smuggled into Iraq easily through
neighboring countries.

SEPTEMBER

pers, reports, etc. Grammar correction;

proofreading & editing. Over ten years
experience. Call 585-2838.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: Retired English teacher. Near campus.
Glenn 383-2066.
WRITING SERVICES, ESSAYS,
research papers resumes. Composition,
mechanics, grammar. Call after 6 p.m.,
380-1563. Rushjobs.
FOR SALE: 1987 Hyundai, white,

·1000~~:

red interior, stereo 5 speed, air 38-40
mpg, 45,000 miles, nice car: $3,700.
1986 Honda Civic 4 speed, very good
condition, 40-42 mpg: $3,200. 1983
Honda Accord, automatic, cruise, P.S.,
stereo. Runs good: $2,250 (all personal
cars). 347-5334.
HELP WANTED: Waiter/waitress.
20 hrs. per week. 10:30 -2:00. Monday
- Friday. The Gourmet Shop. 'Across
from UTPA. 1410W. University. 3818303.

WIIK,

The Gourmet Shop

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Soups • Salad • Sandwiches
Fresh Brewed Coffee & Iced Tea
Orders to
Across from
Go
UTPA
381-8303
1410 W. University

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.

C.11 1-IOMJZ-OSZI
Ext. 50

·········~:+~ARL~NGEN··········

f:

- PREGNANCY

~~~J~~~o~~~J~R

:

I♦

:

HARLINGEN, TX 78550

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
ABORTION INFORMATION
POST ABORTION COUNSELING
ADOPTION REFERRALS SERVICE

I

FOR INFORMATION CALL

423-4355
24 HOUR HOT LINE CALL
1-800-622-7388

♦
♦
♦
♦

...................................

LATE NIGHT BITES.

1fl&JIIQ.e

------------------~--~-~~----50¢ OFF
6"
ON ANY

COUPON
HOT acow

c OM f(EX

g

l

-1.00

1 89

=-~-~__ SEAFOOD

SE PT.

SUBS & SALADS

WHEAT OR ITAL/AN BREAD - SMALL OR REGULAR SALAD
FOR TWICE THE MEA! JUST SAY "SLll'fR" ADD .
CJ COLD CUT COMBO {ham, salami, bologna :!.~~~~0 •]
~ SPICY ITALIAN /genoo so/om,. pepperoni/
:: BMT {ham, genoo ~alaml, pepperon,, bologna)
:J SUBWAY CLUB [roost bear, lurker; ham/

SANDWICH
2.00

2 99

"T29" "Ts9

~
~

~

CRAB

:: SEAFOOD & LOBSTER

MEATBALL
:: STEAK a,. CHEESE

~

3.99

~

3 39

4.59

3 59
1 89

5 99
2 99

3 39

4 _59

249

3.59

2~
2n
1.49

3.79
3 59
2.59

102 S. 2nd Street
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(Across from UT-Pan Am)
(512) 380-2825

818 N. Tenth StrHt
McAllen, Texas 78501
(512) 630-4376
(512)630-4394

~ ~

· BBQ BEEF
T"'JURKEYBREAST
:: ROASTBEEF

_

~ HAM & C HEESE

COUPON

1•

~---------~------------------~-J

1

;::: vEGGIES &CHEESE

_

_

I

South Dallas
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

Entertainment

Contest

~eqoiem

Limbo, Volleyball,
and Tug-a-war

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

.SOC B.1R DR INKS AND DRAFT lJEER
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING

SOMETHING?

MAKALEKA
10:00 p.111. - 11:00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS

(Hula Dancers)

We will decorate
& give you a

Bottle of Champagne
For FREE

For Information call

3 81 -2260

or

3 81-2266

• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 -.-0 20 YEAR OLDS
PROPER 1.0. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
.
500 HACKBERRY - McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

~i■waji;fi£;: :i:i:;:i: #;:; : : :; :':;'.; ,:'.:t : :': : : ': =1=i:;:it: t.
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Student reports
unusual car
break-in
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Titillating Sculpture

Writer warns
of Racism
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A joint senate committee recommended UTPA's Faculty Senate vote to reprimand President
Miguel Nevarez and censure several other university personnel at
the Sept. 19 senate meeting.
The committee, composed of the
Faculty Senate Executive Committee (FSEC) and the Faculty
Senate Investigating Committee
(FSIC), released a report last
Wednesday of their investigation
into the administration's handling
of an internal investigation.
The issue in contention is the
recommended tennination of employment of Drs. Daniel Lee and
Charles Ellard of the School of
Business Administration for alleged violations ofuniversity policies involving merit pay, travel
funds and plagiarism.

Lee and Ellard's actions were
investigated by the Merit Investigating Committee, which was
composed of faculty members appointed by F.J. Brewerton, dean of
the School of Business Administration. The committee ruled that
Lee and Ellard had violated policy,
submitting recommendations to
Brewerton, who endorsed them and
sent the recommendations to the
administration.
Dr. Jerry Polinard, chairman of
the senate and of the joint committee, said the administration's investigation was handled poorly.
''The FSIC conducted an investigation into the substance of the
charges and also into the procedures that were used," Polinard
said. "They determined that there
was little, if any, substance to the
charges, and that the procedures
used were grossly unfair."
"The president issued a memo

stating that there had been a thorough investigation into tile matter"
Polinard said, referring to the MIC
ruling.
"Our findings in the senate were
very different," he said.
The senate was seeking to reprimand Nevarez for not exercising
the proper oversight in the invesligation, but concluded the president acted on erroneous information supplied by his administrators, Polinard said. As a result, the
decision was made to recommend
· a reprimand rather than a censure.
''The president acted on bad advice," Polinard said. "For this reason the recommendation was made
tocensurethemembersoftheMIC,
Brewerton and (former) Vice
President (Ronald) Applbaum."
Nevarez apologized for the handling of the investigation to the
Faculty Senate at Wednesday's
meeting and hoped the mattercould

UTPA Volleyball
Victorious
Page 6
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EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539

Reprimand urged for Nevarez
By DAVID ARMSTRONG
Copy Editor
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be resolved and tensions eased between the administration and faculty.
Brewerton, commenting on the
recommendation to censure him,
called the reaction of the senate
"extreme".
In a written response to the
committee's recomendations,
Brewerton stated, "All procedural
decisions in this disciplinary matter received extensive prior review
from legal counsel to ensure that
Dr. Lee and Dr. Ellard received
due process, that they were treated
fairly, and that the procedures be- ·
ing followed did not violate applicable PAU or System policies.
Brewerton is charged with negligence in appointing the MIC
members, according to an FSIC
report.
A censure is classified as a more
harsh rebuke by a person's peers
than is a reprimand.

Resolution spurs change in courses
By JOE VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

A recent resolution passed by the
Texas State Legislature requiring
multicultural components in the
core curriculum of state universities in an effort to diminish the
affects of racism has encouraged
UTPA faculty to continue work
already being done, said Dr.
Robe no Salmon, chainnan of core
curriculum.
"Since we've already responded
to revising our core," he said,
"we've decided that for the next
three years we'll work to internationalize our curriculum."
The revising of core curriculum,
which was started in 1983, was,
"Basically in response to the business community of Texas," said
Salmon.
These revisions were deemed
necessary in order to give UTPA
students a better knowledge base
of the world and help them com-

University curriculum
to be 'internationalized'
peteintherapidlyintegratingworld the article stated. Two investigaeconomy, he said.
tions were launched into this latest
The state resolution, to which incident at UT Austin.
newer revisions are responding, is These developments, and the
co-sponsored by Senator Gonzalo culturaldiversityoftheRioGrande
Barrientos and Representative Valley, add more imponance to
Wilhemina Delco.
internationalizing UTPA's curIt denounces the recent growth of riculum.
racist acts at the university level "Because the Valley is a stage,
and calls for the introduction of and it's where many worlds come
classes intended to broaden the together," said Salmon, "it is imstudentsunderstandingoftheother ponant to increase our students
cultures with which they interact. cultural and ethnic awareness."
An article in the August 31 issue "We sit between two fantastic
of The Daily Texan, the student worlds, Mexico and the United
newspaper at the University of States," he said.
Texas at Austin, reported that a bus · He cited the influx of Mexican
driver, Charles Henderson, was vacationers and the arrival of
shouted at by individuals, who said, Winter Texans as well as the in"Nigger, get your ass out of here," digenous population as examples
and "Go on, nigger."
of the Valley's diversity.
Last spring the campus experi- "When we finish this project in
enced a "rash of racial tensions," three years, the undergraduate cur-

riculum will be cross-cultural,
multicultural and international,"
said Salmon.
The resolution further stated that
all those attending the state's educational instilutioris should "search
for solutions to create a healthier
and friendlier environment."
This aspect of the resolution is of
particular importance to non-native
faculty members who fonn the
majority of the faculty.
"There are a lot of mytlis that
even the faculty acknowledge they
have," said Salmon. Being in the
Valley is a "cultural shock to them."
"Hopefully our three year project
to help them revise their cur:iculum
will make us all feel a lot better
about each other," he said.
"Our impression is thatthe faculty
is dying to learn where they are and
about the students," he said. "If
you can help the faculty to increase
their knowledge base then we see
that as translating down to the
student body."

Richards vies for Valley votes
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Staff Writer

TN1PAN AN111CAwt'ony Mercado

Democratic Gubernatorial Candidate Ann Richard"

PAN ANEIICAN/Joel Martinez

UTPA grounds keepers busily trimming palm trees.

UTPA recognizes
Diez y Seis
By JOE VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

Williams incapable of running Texas, candidate say~

The Rio Grande Valley is crucial
for the prosperity ofTexas, Democratic gubernatorial candidate Ann
Richards said Thursday in
McAllen.
''The people of the Valley are
very important for the future of
Texas," she said at Democratic
party raily.
The Valley will be very important in opening up new trade,
Richards said.
Richards pledged to help the Valley and education more than the
other candidates would.
"I've been in this Valley so
much," she said. "I've worked
hard for economic development.
"We need a governor who will
see it that way as well."
Richards cited her state treasurer's
experience as giving her the ability
to "sell" the idea of economic development in this part of the state
to investors, thereby creating more
jobs for the Valley.
"I've made more money for

THE

Texas, as treasurer, than all the
previous treasurers of Texas," she
said.
Clayton Williams, the Republican gubernatorial candidate, is a
neophyte politician who is not capable of properly running the government, she said.
Williams bought the Republican
nomination, Richards said.
''The governorship of Texas is
not for sale," she said. "I would not
insult the people of the Valley with
the suggestion that they could be
bought."
Richards said she is not worried
about the Valley's habit of voting
for Republican candidates in recent executive-branch elections.
"You're not going to vote Republican," she said.
Williams has never tried to help
the people in South Texas, Richards
charged.
There is one person qualified to

See Richards Page 8

At noon today the Diez y Seis de Septiembre Celebration will be held
in the Media Theatre of the Learning Resource Center.
The celebration is held in recognition of Padre Miguel Hidalgo y ·
Costilla' s grito de Dolores on Sept. 16, 1810: "Libertad. Independencia.
Arriba Mexico."
It is noted as the beginning of Mexico's fight for independence.
According to Dr. Lino Garcia, master of ceremonies at this year's
celebration, it should also be recognized as the liberation movement of
the Rio Grande Valley.
"He was liberating people who lived in what is now Texas. The early
Spaniards in this area joined in the fight against Spain and contributed
to the success of the revolution," Garcia said, "Liberty came to Texas
long before the Alamo."
Dr. Felix D. Alamaraz, Jr., professor of history at the University of
Texas-San Antonio, will be the main speaker at the celebration. He will
speak on the contribution this region, then known as Nuevo Santander,
made to Mexican Independence.
Almaraz is the author of four books on the people and history ofTexas.
Nuevo Santander covered much of the Valley area and included Starr
county and Northern Mexico.
"We shouldn't forget that part of history that gave the early Spanish
settlers, and what is now the Valley, a taste of liberty and freedom,"
Garcia said.
"Itis partofourpast. We must honor it, we must preserve it. We must
teach it in the university because it gives us continuity of what happened," he said.
These continuities, explains Garcia, include a late 18th and early 19th
century yearning for independence by colonies worldwide.
H was, "A combination of what had been going on in d!fferent parts of
the world like the French Revolution, the American Revolution and a
few other uprisings," he said.

See Diez y Seis Page 8
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Racist reactions
sparked by Gulf

R

acial tensions may have abated in recent decades; however, those of
us who have experienced its many subdued forms have no illusions.
At the right moments,racial feeling which lie dormant socially may
find their vent publicly, often in the guise of righteous indignation
or reckless patriotism.
There is evidence the latest events in the Persian Gulf have served to spark
racist sentiments at home.
After the November,1979 Iranian revolution, which placed the late Ayatollah
Khomeini in power, many demonstrations at American universities turned into
out-right brawls between American and Iranian students. The College Press
Service reported the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs said they
do not expect much fighting because the number of Iraqi students (770) are
low compared to the 1980 number of Iranians (50,000).
Although the number of Iraqi students are low (none at UTPA), racist angers
may be vented at Middle Eastern people in general.
Recently, two Middle Eastern men overheard speaking Arabic were called
"goddamn Iraqis." They were EgyPtians.
An apartment manager pressured a Paklsoo.J man and his American wife
intomoving out simpiy because, '"Ib~le.sca
'He might do ..
something crazy."
·'1
Misconceptions are the cause of many bitter feelings toward Middle Easterners. A misunderstanding of Jihad or "Holy War" may account for many
misconceptions.
Syed Sajjad Amir, an Islamic Scholar, told the Houston Chronicle, "You
cannot just call one (Jihad ). It must be absolutely in the way of God, because
in a religious war it is incumbent on all Muslims (to respond) once it is proven
that there is a threat to Islam, or that there is an enemy of Islam who is trying
to destroy Islam."
Hussein's call for a Holy War have gone unanswered because his war is not
one of Islam.
"You have (in Saddam) a Satan who has demonstrated his satanic behavior
over the last 10 years against Iran and the world supported him," Amir said.
Middle Eastern people should not be equated with Saddam or with the
Ayatollah. The issues which have created conflicts in the Middle East are far
deeper than religion or nationality. Other than rival warring factions, Middle
Eastern problems have largely been a reaction to American and European
intrusion into their politics and economics.
I~ is ludicrous to assign some kind of "racial characteristic" to Middle
Easterners or Muslims in general. No human being is naturally more "warlike."
Perhaps the best way to overcome this prejudice would be on an individual
basis. Since the media has not helped us touch base with Middle Eastern
cultures, we need to establish personal contacts with these people. Only
through an adequate exchange of infotmation can understanding be achieved
and fears overcome.
-James Van Tolar

T

here's nothing quite like the political arena for observing the
absurd.
Our group of staff members
entered the Villa Real Convention Center
last Thursday with the intention of "getting the story" on the Democratic Party's
wing-ding for The Candidate, Ann
Richards. Everyone and their dog that had
connections to the local political machine
was there, or else were due to arrive shortly.
The first person we encountered in this
circus atmosphere was Billy Leo, the hardworking point man for the local Party,
alternately scowling and smiling as the
last minute preparations fell into place.
Tony, our fixer, asked us how much time
we would need with the Candidate. We
told him we needed 10 minutes. Tony
asked Leo for 20.
Leo gave some noncommittal reply.
Tony said he would scan outside while we
collected our energies at a table near the
stage.
·
Then came the contenders. Politicians
and their gophers made their rounds about
the tables, appearing like well-dressed
panhandlers, handing out promotional
literature, stoking dignitaries, and wooing
the working press.
Nikki Van Hightower, candidate for state

Conversation
Piece
Phillip Lozano
treasurer, sat down at our table. We politely grilled her for a while, asking her
questions about the debt, non-tax revenues
and a possible state income tax. She
seemed eager to talk, but unhappy with her
answers. She cited her experience with
the "latest cash management techniques"
several times.
Hightower left our table, a bit worse for
wear, about the time Tony showed up
again. "Let's go outside. She may show
up at any time."
Leaving a volunteer staffer tc;> guard our
table, we took our place outside with the
other media personnel. UPI was there, as
was the local electronic media, a few
freelancers and The Monitor's reporter. I
suddenly felt silly for having a Simpsons
sticker on my reporter's notebook.
J. Edgar Ruiz was in the doorway, gladhanding and generally looking important.
Former San Antonio Mayor Henry
Cisneros almost got past us, but we followed for a couple of sound bytes. However, his manner was so serious and im-

pressive that we backed off in awe after
a few moments. We were really here to
see The Candidate, after all.
Our photographer was fighting off the
local politicos who wanted "Dumbo
shots" of themselves posing with The
Candidate, by feeding them to the disgruntled UPI photog, when suddenly a
pick-up truck pulled up, and there She
stood, all alone except for her escort/
bodyguard.
Flashbulbs popped and TV floods came
on, blinding her. We called a greeting
and she responded, gravitating toward
the friendly noises.
Taking the opportunity, we stepped in
and monopolized her time for the next
12 minutes or so. The electronic media
clustered around, and we could hear the
gnashing of their teeth as they realized
that some punks from The Pan American were going to take their time with
her away from them.
After we were done grilling The Candidate, the others closed ranks on her,
fighting for the scraps. We dido 't stick
around, instead we sampled the buffet
and enjoyed the conjunto band.
Jim Hightower stopped by and gave us
some Bluebonnet seeds.
Lozarw is a junior history major.
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Bush pep talk whacked

I

zombied through the day much in
the same way I zombie through
most of my days and later in the
evening found myself sifting
through the assorted trash on cable when I
chanced upon a particularly interesting
program.
A man, well dressed, well groomed, (obviously of some authority) was standing
behind a podium addressing a large crowd
ofpeople. He told a tale ofhow his country
would not submit to being tested nor
threatened by an insignificant dictatorship
or any other petty country for that matter.
He delivered his speech with selfassurtion and grandeur. The audience went
into an uproar at the end of every hightoned sentence. He gave tongue to an idea
of increased patriotism among the people,
in support of this country's anned forces
on the other side of the globe.
The audience was shaped by his mastery
of words. Slowly the speaker was
transmogrified into a football coach
(maybe I've been taking too much For-

NEXT OF KIN

Victor Aguilar
mula 44 for my cold) and the audience
became a ranting, angered football team.
The coach manipulated their minds....
"Okay team, we 're gonna win this one!
Are you ready?!?" his voice thundered
through the grim locker room, "Fight!
Fight! Fight!" he bellowed as the team
joined in unison and ran out of the room.
They were set, the other team had to be
obliterated. They didn't know why and
didn't care, it simply had to be done
because the coach had commanded it...
My hallucinations subsided and I came
to the realization that the speech was in
fact a pep talk with the intent to rile a
nation.
The man behind the podium, it suddenly
became clear, was none other than our
much admired leader President George
Bush.

President Bush cunningly disguises
his belief that he would rather see the
hostages in Iraq die than lose prestige
before the world by bargaining for their
release by stating that "We [America]
will not stoop to the level of using human beings as bargaining chips, ever!"
He awaits the death of a hostage to use
a legitimate reason to plunge into Iraq.
Maybe this has angered you in some
way and maybe opened a backdoor in
your mind to the reality of a frightening
situation that is not to be taken lightly.
Be sure to understand before you believe and make sure the belief is your

COLUMN DEBUT
own not one that has been cleverly implanted within your skull.
Hair-trigger annihilation lurks around
thecomer.Deathfromtheobviousangles
is imminent.
Aguilar is afreshman political science
major.
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Saddamned
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's hometown and classification at UT-PA. An
address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be fewer
than 250 words and guest columns no more than 600 words. Letters and guest columns will
be edited for length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will
not be changed. Guest columns will be run as space pennits. Letters can be brought to
Emilia Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive,
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

LEH

Call me a hawk, call me a brute, call me
a maniac, but I don't want see a solution
that leaves Saddam Hussein at large. Call
the diplomats home, I say, and address this
turkey in the language he speaks so often
and so well. Drop a knee on his neck and
rip out his gizzard with a pair of rusty vise
grips.
Jack C.King
Graduate Student

Critic Criticizes
Cable Critic's Critique

of Arabia" after viewing it on a Sony
Watchman. Perhaps Mr. Lozano should
save his magnificent comic ability for
Is this guy joking? I must question the the future episodes of "lg Man."
competence of anyone who claims he can
Todd Krainin
accurately assess the valueof''TheAbyss"
Freshman
after seeing it on cable television. I can't
say I know Phillip Lozano well, or even at
all, but after this review, he seems like the
Letters Continued Page 3
kind of guy who would damn "Lawrence
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UTEC advocates recycling program

tives to the fullest. Because hind vision taught us that The University of Texas Environmental Council
we should have nipped Hitler at the bud, I hope we
(UTEC), the newest organization on campus, sponLozano disparaged
have learned from·that terrible massacre.
sored an environmental rally Saturday to increase
With the departure of Edwin Aguilar a few years
Sergio Loya
awareness for the need of recycling materials.
back, I thought The Pan American would have a
History/Poly Sci Major Approximately 50 people attended.
chance to grow up and mature a bit. Gone were the
days of shock editorials where rhetoric ran amok and Ed.'s note: For those who are new to the The UTEC is made up of various campus organisubstance took a back seat to attention. Now with university, Edwin Aguilar, a former columnist zations. Speakers were Elaine Lockhart, an environPhillip Lozano, I find a new fly trying to land in the and reporter for The Pan American, won best mentalist from Harlingen; James Matz, commissioner
in charge of Valley Proud, an environmental program
same cesspool. Phillip, express your opinion with opinion writer in Texas intercollegiate competicovering all the Valley; and Penny Hartwell, head of
maturity, in time that will come, but there is no need tion two years in a row.
the beach clean-up.
to rape our nation's pride and integrity. The very
pride and integrity for which many of our relatives
have died trying to defend.
You cleverly fail to turn the coin topside when you
Dr. Darrell Piersol of the Governor's Executive Leadership
write that our country's only goal is to guard oil
New library circulation system implemented
Development Program and Dr. Judy Lush, Baylor University
reserves in Saudi Arabia. There is a dangerous
A new system in the UTPA library became operational this professor of home economics will be the speakers.
element with chemical weapons and nuclear weapon
semester. All faculty, students and staff must have their iden•
Students should select one session. For more information
capabilities commanding a million man army in Iraq.
tification cards barcoded before books can be checked out.
contact the Placement Office at 381-2243.
An element which cares little ofhuman life; including
Library personnel are available for barcoding Monday through
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Friday, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Notices Beginning Freshman Senator deadline nears
his brothers, his countrymen and certainly not yours
are posted throughout the library indicating the location of
or mine. If he were to proceed with his goal of
barcoding stations.
The deadline for beginning freshman to file applications for
controlling 50% of the oil reserves in the world then
Student Government Association seats is Tuesday at noon. The
he would have the capability of dictating economic
applications can be picked up at University Center, Room 205 or
Business fraternity meets today
booms and busts. Our economy would suffer, but that
Room 314.
Theta Rho Chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi, a professionnal
For more information ,call 381-2517 or 381-2260.
is nothing compared to the havoc he would cause the
business fraternity, will have a rush meeting for new pledges at
rest of the world. That's simply too much power for
noon today in the Business Administration Building, Room HEP accepting applications
one person to dictate.
110.
Ournation depends on oil, I'm not denying that. But
Membership requirements include being a business major
The High School Equivalency Program (HEP) is accepting
the rest of the modern world does too. We worry
with at leasta2.0 g.p.a. Students who graduate this semester are applications for classes. Prospective students should call Noemi
ineligible.
Cavazos at 381-2521 for an appointment.
about that and we. should. It is our life and our
On Friday AKPsi will host their annual "Smoker" Rush
Day classes will begin Monday and night classes Oct 3. The
standard ofliving as well as every other nation. Do
Special at Ramiro Guerra Park on Ware Road from 7 to 11 p.m. day classes are held from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday through
you think the people across the border care about
For more information, contact Miguel A. Calvillo, director of Friday, and night classes from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Monday through
what is going on in Iraq? Not the majority. They are
public relations, at 381-3370.
Thursday, at Edcouch-Elsa and La Joya high schools.
busy worrying about food. Is this where you want to
The program accepts migrant or seasonal fannworkers who
have
dropped out of school and are legal U.S. residents. If the
IK rush party begins tomorrow
be and want to worry about? I believe we can help
applicant
or anyone else in the household has done farm-related
others more by not declining our standard of living
The Intercollegiate Knights will begin its Fall rush party work for at least 75 days in the past two years, he or she may
rather than regressing to their level.
Friday at 8:30 p.m. at 1809 West Kuhn apartment 6.
qualify for the program;
When China crushed the freedom seekers in
Stop by and see what they are all about. The IK' s serve this
commwuty while and also have fun in school activities.
Tiananmen Square, we were all appalled at the sight.
UMCM announces activities
We all wished our government would have done
The United Methodist Campus Ministry will have a Bible
Group Counseling available for students
more. Like what? Take on the one billion Chinese.
study group meeting every Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Campus..
I do predict this, though, the final chapter in China is
The Counseling/Advisement Center is signing up students Ministry Center, 1615 W. Kuhn (one block west of the dorms).
yet to be written. Democracy evolves from within the
who would like to participate in group counseling sessions in
In addition, the ministry will provide 99 cent hmcheons at noon
Student Services Building, Room 513. Students should sign up on Tuesdays.
people who yearn for it. Not from outside forces who
by Friday.
Under the direction of Rev. David Diaz, UMCM provides
intervene with arms. I merely tum your attention to
Group sessions will focus on value clarification, communica- interested students with biblical instruction, activities that nurEurope for proof.
tions, self-awareness, assertion training, and parenting.

You may not agree with every policy our government implements, nor do I, but I will be damned if I
will tum my face when our military boys come home
from the Middle-East. I sincerely hope that now we
are there, that we stay there and carry out our objec-

Interviewing Tactics Taught
The Placement Office has scheduled two sessions each day
for Tuesday and Wednesday, 9 a.m. to noon or 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
to help students with interviewing techniques.

UTEC will set up receptacles for aluminum cans in
all campus buildings this week. The cans will be
recycled in McAllen. Later on, receptacles will also
be set up in campus offices to divide and recycle

paper. It is still unclear what the money will be used
for. "Whatever students want because it is their
money," said Chaparro. "We '11 probably do a survey."
Although money is involved, Chaparro insists
UTEC's purpose is not to show a profit.
"This effort is not for money," Chaparro said. "It is
something that has to be done."

Assistant Program is now available to all UT Pan American
students, faculty and staff.
The clinic provides common treatments free of charge. It is
located in Building D (between the CAS and LA Buildings)
and is open from 2 to 4 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday and from 3 to 5 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday.
For more information call Joe Wilkinson at 381-2291.

GMAT prep course offered
The School of Business Administration is signing up students for a Graduate Management Aptitude Test (GMAT)
preparation course. The deadline to sign up for the course is
noon Sept 21.
The fee for the course is $50 per person. Registrants should
send name, social security number, address, phone number
along with the payment for the course to UTPA, School of
Business Administration, Edinburg, TX 78539, ATTN: Dr
Vern Vincent, MBA Director.
The course will cover basic mathematics and language skills
needed for the OMAT.
A free sample test of the GMAT will be administered 8:30 to
12:30 p.m. in the Business Administration Building, Room
118. Students should call 381-3311 before noon Sept. 14 to
register for the sample test.

Personnel meeting slated
UTPA employees are invited to attend a meeting today at
noon in I.A 119 with administration officials to discuss the
recent staff reclassification system.

A memo by Gloria Gilpatrick, Minority Biomedical ResearchSupportsecretary and president, and TSTA/UTPAstaff
local units requested the presence of Antonio Villalobos,
personnel administrator, and Jesus Gutierrez, classification
and compensation officer in this meeting. At press time, it was

ture fellowship, counseling and spiritual direction, and opportunities for leadership development
For more information contact Rev. Diaz at 383-0133.

not known if they would anend the meeting.

Physical Therapy Clinic offers free treatment

process and what is the formula for salaries ofnon-exempt and
exempt employees.

Questions to be addressed include why were seniority and
experience not taken into consideraion in the reclassification

A physical lherapy clinic operated by the Physical Therapist

For more information, contact Gilpatrick at 381-3546.
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Stock No.PR 9006

$5,990

'

990
w/ ale

Stock No.EC 9107

1.8 literEFI
5 spd. man. trans.
Powersteering
Full wheelcovers

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
Limited Time Only!
1990 MIRAGE 4 dr, A/C, A/T,AM/FM CASS.
P/S, P/B Factory Warranty

$167.43

* ·
10

Month

$8,490

1990 MONTERO -

$312.31*

4 WO, Auto., A/C, AM/FM Cass.,
Loaded, Factory Warranty

$14,990

Month

•so Monthly Payments w/$1,000

Down+ TT&L @12% APR
Prices exclude TT&L-AII units subject to prior sale.
Artwork for Illustrations purposes only.

'88 Dodge Colt - 5 Speed, A/C
,----------------$3,790.00
'86 Isuzu I-Mark 4 dr - 5 speed, A/C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $3,990.00
-$5,990.00
'87 Ford Taurus LS - Fully L o a d e d - - - - - - - - '85 Dodge PU--------·-------------45,990.00
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Mitsubishi Hotline
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383-4915
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Contests, hula dancers liven Luau
By MONICA MARTINEZ
Staff Writer

More than 900 limbo dancers
and rockers glistened with sultry
sweat, dancing the night away at
the 25th annual back-to-school
Luau at the PE complex quad
Saturday night.
Some participated in a volley-

ball tuumament, a tug-o-war and
the traditional limbo contest.
A participant in all events, Eddie
Ponce, a freshman from Edinburg,
thought it was a great idea and lots
of fun even if he lost in every
event.
"It was bad ass," Ponce commented. "It was my first, and I'll
definitely go to next year's luau."

The winners of the volleyball
tournament, with a final score of
15-9, were the Simpsons. They
played two teams before they
qualified for the final round
against The Biggers.
ThcMostValuablePlayerofthe
tournament, chosen by the officials, was Obed Matus of the
Simpsons.

Fired Point Blank: The music group 'Point Blank' jammed out tunes to the delight of
luau goers

Matus, a junior from Mexico
City, was honored and smprised
to be receiving the trophy.
"I was surprised," Matus said. "I
really enjoyed playing with my
teammates and it was just for fun."
The Tug-O-Warbecame an exciting event when the Baseball
Players and theTrackTeam joined
up to beat the Basketball Players.
A member of the tug-o-war
winning team, Jerome Chambers,
a junior from St Louis, said "_I
liked the tug-o-war cause we won
and beat the Basketball Players
including Big Mike."
The traditional Limbo was the
most popularevent. Students lined
up behind the bamboo stick while
Requium played a popular tune
by The Beach Boys.
Limbo contest winner, Juan
"Cookie''. Gonzalez, a freshman
from Edinburg, was happy and
excited.
"It was cool," Gonzalez commented. "It was pretty good for
my first limbo contest."
Dancing to the musicofRequiem
and Point Blank, revelers did

everything from the jitterbug to the
twist.
A lover of all musics, Ted
Barrera, a freshman from McAllen,
preferred the music to the games.
"I especially liked the music over
the games," Barrera said. "The
Luau was new to me and it is a
great idea."
Makaleka, the Hula Dance Group,
was a big hit. They were surrounded
by curious students as they performed several numbers.
When the hula dancers asked for
volunteers to learn the hula, a few

freshman from Trieste, Italy,-the
Luau was a totally new and pleasant experience.
"I thought it was pretty nice,"
Manzi said. "It was a nice different
experience and a nice way to meet
people."
For beginning Fre~hman
Veronica Garcia from Har:lingen,
the male volunteer Hula dancers
were the most entertaining.
"It was good," commented
Garcia. "I liked it, especially when
the guys started Hula dancing."
The Luau is an annual event

"we were definiteiy a big success."
Kathy Dickens,
chairperson of special events
brave students joined them on the
platform.
Volunteer hula dancer, Andy
Garza of Edinburg, thought it was
fun and excitinr..
"It was spectacular," he said. "It
was grandeur, an awesome experience."
For one student-Luigi Manzi, a

sponsored by the University Program Board. This year's Chairperson of Special Events, Kathy
Dickens, a junior from San Benito,
says it was a big rnccess. "We
were definitely a big success,"
Dickens said. " We are looking
forward to the carnival, and hopefully we will be as great a success."

Business professor dies
Services were held Tuesday at
San Martin de Porres Catholic
Church in Alton forRichardPatrick
Pardi, an adjunct marketing instructor in the School of Business.
Burial was at Valley Memorial
Gardens in McAllen.
The Rev. Samuel Arizpe officiated.
Pardi, 59, died Friday following heart bypass surgery.
Born in Columbus, Ohio, Pardi
had lived in Mi1;sion since moving
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Career Opportunity
·111E FOREHi'I SI-.R\'ICE
"RITTEN EXA:\m\oiATION
Saturday, October 27, 1990
Applications must be received by
September 21, 1990
The Wrillen Eiwnirucm ii lhe initial s1q>
in ampeling for a can:er • • Foo,ign

Service Off,cer.

Appi<:aru for the =imination must be:
• At least 20 yean old at the dale of
the examination
• United Stales citm:ns
• Available for worldwide assignment

You may obtain funhcr infonnatiat and
an application from your C.ampus
PlMmled Office or by calling area rode

Pat Pardi
to the Valley from Indiana 22 years
ago. He taught marketing part time
at Pan American University from
1971 to 1979. From 1979 to 1985
he taught full time. Since 1985, he
had taught part time. He was also
chief executive officer of the
George J. Pardi Produce Co. of
Edinburg.
Pardi earned a bachelor's degree
in agricultural chemistry from
Purdue University in 1953 and a

Allen ~lnral
bu icttu, Jue.

(100) 87S-7490, or by writing:
The Recruibnent Division
U.S. Dcpo11me111 of State
P.O. Box 9317
Arlington, Vi!iini• 221JYJ

• NI

F.QIJAL Ono1tTIJNITY

masters of business administration
from Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1959.
He was a member San Martin de
Porres Catholic Church and a
member of the Parish Council; the
Stewardship Committee at St.
Joseph" s Catholic Church in
Alamo; the Knights of Columbus,
and served as a CYO leader and a
CCD teacher.
His professional memberships
included Alpha Kappa Psi and the
Texas Association of College
Teachers.
Survivors are his wife, Jo Ann
Pardi of Mission; a daughter,
Elizabeth Pardi of Indianapolis,
Ind.; a son, Timothy Pardi of
Houston; his mother, Thelma
Settles of Indianapolis, Ind.; his
father, George Pardi of
Fredricksburg; three sisters, Mary
Storey of Indianapolis and Tammy
Merkatz and Kelle Adams, both of
San Antonio; and a brother, Robert
Settles of Indianapolis.
Pallbearers were Wayne Boettger,
Harold Macomb, Alex Pequeno,
Erasmo Salinas, Dennis Sheeran,
and Gilbert Trevino. Honorary
pallbearers were Tony Fasano, Ken
Klechak, Ralph Nardini, Pat
Sheeran and Lupe Trevino.

Auto burglarized, items recovered
A dual-cone speaker cabinet with a power amplifier was found abandoned near Lot C.
It is thought to have been left by a man suspected
of burglarizing an automobile in the lot, said UTPA
Police Investigator Willie Rocha.
Police officers found the speaker cabinet and a
plastic box of cassette tapes Sept. 4 at 8:25 p.m.,
reportedly taken from a 1979 green Mercury as
well as a IO-speed bicycle reportedly used by the
suspect as he fled the scene, Rocha said.
An AM-FM stereo and three cassette tapes taken
from the vehicle were not recovered at the scene,
Rocha said.
According to Rocha, the value of the stolen items
has not been determined.
Rocha estimated the weight of the speaker cabinet
at more than 50 pounds.
He said the suspect may have been cut during the
burglary, since blood stains were found on some of
the recovered items and at the scene.
The suspect allegedly broke the passenger-side
window to gain entry into the vehicle and also
allegedly broke the rear window to remove the
speaker cabinet, Rocha said.
A witness told police that the suspect was severely
cut when he fled the scene on the bicycle.
Rocha said the police are currently investigating
the case.

The burglary is a third degree felony punishable
by up to 10 years imprisonment and up to a $10,000
fine.

Vehicles Vandalized
Windows of three students' vehicles parked in
Lot B were broken, possibly by a pellet or BB fired
from a gun, according to UTPA police reports.
A suspect supposedly shot out the rear windows
of a 1991 Chevrolet Blazer and one other car and
the passenger-side window of a 1981 Mercedes
Benz, the reports stated.
According to the reports, the criminal mischief
occurred Sept. 6 between 8 and 10 p.m.
One person is suspected to have committed the
three crimes, said Investigator Willie Rocha.

Trumpet taken
A trumpet valued at $1800 was reported stolen
from a Fine Arts Complex office# 119-C Monday,
according to a UTPA police report.
UTPA Inspector Willie Rocha would not comment
as to whether there was a possible suspect in the
case.
The crime was classified as burglary of a building
and is a second degree felony punishable by up to
20 years imprisonment and a maximum $10,000
fine.

Conversions result in slight facuity increase

1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383·8611

By JAMES VAN TOLAR
Editor

EMl'LoYEt •

Because untenured positions were converted to tenure-track positions, there was a
slight increase in faculty numbers, said Ernest
Baca, interim vice president for academic
affairs.

LATE NIGHT BITES.

Baca said the budget allowed for several oneBaca said that a number of vacant positions
yearfaculty positions to be converted to tenure- had been filled and the increase also repretrack.
sented a portion of the gain in faculty.
''The conversions represented a slight net
According to Baca, some faculty positions
gain in faculty," Baca said.
had remained open "for quite some time" since
Approximately $70,000 was spent to make
the conversions, although initially $54,000 was
See New Faculty Page 8
budgeted.
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50¢ OFF ON ANY 6" SANDWICH
1
COUPON

COUPON
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WI/EAT OR ITAL/AN BREAD - SMALL OR REGULAR SALAD

I
I

FOR TWICE THE MEA! JUST SAY "SUPER" ADD
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BARGAIN
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Notebooks, s piral not ebook s,
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3 99
3 59

339 459
3 59
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1 89
3 39
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2 99
4 59
3_99

2 49
2 69
2 29

3 59
3 79
3 59
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102 S. 2nd Streat ·
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(Across from UT-Pan Am)
(512) 380-2625

highlighters, markers, dry
eras e pad s, and mu c h more !

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY

618 N. Tenth Street
McAllen, Texas 78501
(512) 630-4376
(512) 630-4394
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25°/o OFF

SELECTED ITEMS ON OUR

,

YOUR COLLEGE TEXTBOOK STORE
1516 W. University (behind Pizza Hut)
Edinburg, Texas
380-0345

.i WHITE FLOUR .
iPATOS
.
·-------.

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

2 beef or chicken pa os
Spanish Rice, Rancheru
Beans, and a 12 oz.
Coke.

$2.89
IIIICIAl.111111111 NAIIDllADI FLOUa TOfflLUI
.... I'S on NOMUIAH IICIHI ALL FOOD
MADI HISN DAIL f ON NUIIIII

NOW OPEN DAILY Al 7:00 A,M.•SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
McALLEN (Pecan)........................................682■3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83)......................................687•8269
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'Reclining W oIDan' provokes
by SOPHIE D. PENA
Reporter

·

·
:
·
·

Students
walking
'
through the
A~
ground floor of
~
ilie
CAS
S
Building may
'--~-'-'-"==~ have
been
wondering what
the unusual object in the Gallery is.
Well, it's actually a sculpture by
UTP A Design instructor Frank
Manuclla.
The title of the piece, which is
five feet wide and extends 110 feet,
isReclining Woman. The piece was
dcsi gned especially for the Gallery.
According to Manuella, "the
Gallery becomes part of the piece.
You cannot separate the Gallery
from the piece."
When asked why he chose the
female form for this piece,
Manuella gave several reasons.
He chose the fabric to
complement the Gallery's long
narrow shape, he said.
"Even as a fabric, it looked to me
as a woman in a white dress. So I
said, 'How do I make it look more
like a woman in a white dress?'
Well.just by adding... the spheres."

He also said that he simply
considers the female form to be a
beautiful shape. He added that
another important factor to him
was that women outnumber men
on campus and worldwide.
When asked about the responses
people have to Woman Reclining,
Manuella said, "Everyone sees it
differently. Men will look at it
differently than women will, and
old people will look atit differently
than young people do." ·

The materials used to construct
Reclining Woman are 150 feet of
elastic net fabric, two large plastic
spheres, and two styrofoam
hemispheres.
"Most of the materials I use are
common materials; anyone has
access to them," says Manuella.
The fabric, which was flown in
fromNewYork, weighs80pounds.
Manuella, who put up the piece
himself, said that when he would
get tired from the work of lifting

"People should tell me what (my art's) about."

Frank Manuella, art professor
Manuella has an open-minded
attitude about viewer responses.
"My art, if I'm successful, the
people should tell me what it's
about, as opposed to me being the
dictatorand telling them what they
should see in it."
"Everyone brings to it their own
ideas of what art should be, or what
a piece should be," he said. "Some
people are going to dislike it. Some
people are going to love it. Some
people are just going to laugh, and
some people are not going to know
what to do with it."
"It's everything to everyone," he
said.

and attaching the spools of fabric,
he would "deal with the easy part,
which was manipulating it and
moving it around ... at the bottom."
Other works of art Manuella has
done include what he calls a
"humorous piece" that had a
goldfish in a light bulb.
"It looked as if the goldfish was
in the lamp... actually connected to
the electricity, but it wasn't," he
said.
People wanted to pull the plug
out, he says, so that they could deal
with it in a physical way.
Another humorous piece
Manuella did was called Green
Guy. "I took the soil and added

grass seeds to it, and shaped it to
the shape of a man," he said.
"It had a grow-light above it, and
it was watered every morning for a
month. It started out brown, and
then it turned green. It looked like
a green ape at the end of the show,"
Manuella said.
Manuella was not always such an
experimental artist. He was trained
as a classic artist, but soon gave up
painting with oils.
"I realized early on that I could
not worlc those materials better than
they had been worked before. I
gave my box of paints to my
brother," he says.
"At that point, I started to look at
non-traditional art materials. I
worked with fiberglass .. .! spent
more time looking in hardware
stores for art materials than I did in
art stores."
From that he developed a style,
he says, which evolved into the
largeexperimentalpieceshe'sbeen
doing for the past ten years.
He says he now prefers to use
common materials, which he feels
suggest themselves what should
be done.
"Often, after I do a work, a person
Sophie O. Pella/The Pan American
will come to me and say 'I could
ArtistFrankManuella standing with his sculpture, "Reclining
have done it.' " That's when he woman." Manuella is a professor who teaches Grap hie Design
knows he's successful, he said.
and Lettering.

Censorship issue at · MTV A wards
•

By EVA MAZA
Reporter
As dusk set upon the Universal Amphitheatre on September 6th in Los
Angeles, music's creme de la creme gathered to celebrate the MTV
Video Music A wards. The event, hosted by late night mogul Arsenio
Hall, was seen in over 100 countries and brought together today's
hottest recording artists.
The night belonged to the ethereal Sinead O'Connor, who took
awards for Beft Video of the Year, Best Female Video, and curiously
enough, Best Post Modern Video for her cover of Prince's "Nothing
Compares 2 U."
O'Connor, sporting Hare Krishna fashion, added grains of controversy to the show by justifying her actions for a concert (earlier this
year) in which O'Connor refused to perform if the Star Spangled Banner
was played.
O'Connor explained, "My attitude over the national anthem was in
order to draw attention to the censorship issue."
The censorship issue O'Connor referred to was the recent Florida
court ruling that censored rap group 2 Live Crew. The controversial
Crew was on hand at the show to perform "Banned in the U.S.A.", which
explains the group's stance on the issue.
M.C. Hammer, who joined in on 2 Live Crew's performance, picked
up awards for Best Dance Video and Best Rap Video for"U Can't Touch
This." Hammer, with his 30 person entourage, brought life to the show
with a pumped up performance of his hit song.
The comeback rock group Aerosmith, who also performed, garnered
awards for their song, "Janie's Got A Gun", in the categories of Best
Metal Hard Rock Video, and the Viewer's Choice Awards.
Steven Tyler, lead singer of Aerosmith, put in his two cents on the
censorship issue by saying, "Thank you Tipper (Gore) and Jesse

I

(Helms) for making sure that as long as there are a few four-letter words
in the album, it will always sell an extra million copies."
Another big winner at the MTV ' Awards was Janet Jackson, who
walked away with the Video Vanguard Award, for her many video
contributions. Jackson, along with co-choreographer Anthony Jackson,
also received the Best Choreography Award for the video, "Rhythm
Nation."
Other winners included Be&t New Artist Michael Penn and veteran
Don Henley, who was given the Best Male Video Award for his
nostalgic "End of the Innocence." The B-52's shacked up the Best
Group Video Award for the vivid "Love Shack." Leg injury-recovered

Billy Idol sneered all the way to the stage to pick up the Best Video From
a Film Award for "Cradle of Love" from movie Ford Fairlane.
The always-shocking Madonna struck a pose to perform the smash hit
"Vogue" in what looked like a tribute to Dangerous Liaisons. However,
the "voguester" was stumped when the only statuettes she received were
in the technical field.
The show ran along smoothly and should be recognized for having a
variety of performers such as Faith No More, Phil Collins, a reunioned
New Edition, World Party, and INXS.
On a sour note, any sort of tribute was overlooked for Stevie Ray
Vaughan, who was killed on August 27.
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South Dallas
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

II

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

.SOC E.1R DRINKS AND DRAFT EEER

8:00-10:00 p.m.

CELEBRATING SOMETHING?

10:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS
We will decorate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE

MAIL PAK
0

1.41~•u~:1
5111 North 10th Street

MON-FRI: 9-6, SAT: 10-2

McAllen Texas 78504
North of LUBY's on North 10th

• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 ·10 20 VEAR OLDS.
PROPER 1.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.

Phone 687-PACK (7225)

500 HACKBERRY - McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133
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Basketball
opposition
will be
toughest
ever
By adding Texas, Missouri and
Southern Mississippi to the
schedule, the UTPA men's
basketball schedule has been
described as the Broncs' toughest
in history.
"There's no doubt," said Coach
Kevin Wall. "It's the toughest
schedule we've ever faced.
Missouri was a Top 10 team last
year."
With the game against Missouri,
a visit to the Longhorn Classic in
Austin, games against Texas Tech,
Southern Mississippi and the
al ways-strong ASC field, the
Broncs have a total of 12 home
games, 14 road games and two
neutral court games.
The only non-collegiate
opponents will be the New 2.ealand
Select Team and the Fort Hood
Tankers. These teams will meet
the Broncs in home exhibition
games.
The New Zealand Select Team
plays here Nov. 10 and the Fort
Hood Tankers, a perennial rival,
will visit the Fieldhouse Nov. 17.
Three early home games will be
played against Colorado State,
Tulane and Texas-San Antonio all of whom defeated the Broncs
when UTPA visited their courts
last year.
Central Florida, a newcomer to
the American South Conference,
joins old rivals Arkansas State,
Lamar, Louisiana Tech, New
OrleansandSWLouisiana to share
home-and-home series.
"'
t
The ot h er •• ome ests come
against Grambling State (in the
official home opener Nov. 24),
Southern Mississippi (Feb. 18) and
Missouri-Kansas City (in the home
finale Feb. 25).
Road duels include the Longhorn
Classic (Dec. 7-8), an event in
which the Broncs took third place
three years ago.
The Broncs will also visit
Missouri for the second time and
Maine for the firsttime. Grambling
State and Central Florida are also
road "firsts."

13, 1990

Volleyball ousts A&I in five sets
DAVID H. HUNTER
Sports Writer
Following a Tuesday night
victory over Texas A&I, the Lady
Bronc volleyball team will have a
chance to gain their third win of
the season at the UT-San Antonio
Tournament this Saturday and will
play their first home match next
Wednesday against Texas A&I.
The first team the Lady Broncs
will encounter at the UTSA
tourney will be the host team.
"Next to Texas A&I, UTSA is
one of our biggest rivals," said
Head Coach Becky De Los Santos.
The University of North Texas,
Stephen F. Austin University,
Texas Southern University and the
University of New Orleans will
add to the list of teams that UTPA
will possibly play
The Lady Broncs won their
match against Texas A&I in a
grueling series of five games,
losing the first two and coming
back and winning the last three.

that the A&I match would be "The
Game, because Texas A&I is one
our biggest rivals."
In the game Thomas and
Williams
showed their
determination as they combined
forover40 kills. They were backed
up by the defensive efforts of
Sandy Kyle and Cindy Viesca who
contributed to the team's total of
128 digs in the back row.
The Lady Broncs did not show
well at last week's Sam Houston
State University Tournament
where they went 1-3 and ended the
tournament in third place.

"The team showed
a lot of unity in the
game"
- Coach Becky De
Los Santos
"We won but we did it the
hard way," said De Los Santos.
"During the first game we had a
three point lead and they came
back and beat us 16-14. then
during the second game we went
flat. In the third game the team
realized what they had to do. I
could see that they were really
coming together. I could here
them in the huddles saying 'we
can do it'. The crowd was really
into it and we came back and
won. The fourth game was the
easiest. We won something like
15-3 and then in the fifth game
we had it in our hands."
Players Tanja Thomas and
Carla Williams said Monday

The team got their first win
against Prairie View A&M
University but lost to Lamar, Sam
Houston State and Nicholls State.
Coach De Los Santos said that
her Lady Broncs had their best
game against Nicholls State despite
a loss.
''The team showed a lot of unity
in the game and worked hard
together."

The Pan American/Monica Martinez

Miguel Lugo of 1-K jets away from an opponent. The
Flukers beat the Knights 62-0 and theYoung Guns beat
ROTC. The Young Guns battle the champions Mustangs
today at 5 p.m.

National Wrestling
Alliance brings
show to UTPA tonight
- - - -- - - - - -brawls. To help control the
action, former Me x i can
- - - - - - - - - - - wrestling star Jose Lothario will
be the special referee.
.
.
The National Wrestling
.
.
In other action, the boys from
A~1ance comes to town tomght "Bad Street USA", The
with a full slate of matches Fabulous Freebirds, will face
scheduled to begin at7:30p.m. the wild- eyed Southern Boys.
Dr. X will face the 7-foot ?In the main event, the NW A
inch El Gigante.
World
Tag
Team
Championship is on the line as
The
Women's
World
Doom (featuring their manager
Wrestling title will be on the
Teddy Long) defend their belts
line as Susan Sexton battles
against The Rock and Roll
Bambi.
Express.
In other action, Buddy Landell
These two teams have been
faces Hector Guerrero; The Iron
feuding for months and the
Sheik squares off against
rivalry has produced some wild
Trucker Norman and Barry
Horowitz wrestles Terry Taylor.

By ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

The Gourmet Shop
Soups • Salads • Sandwiches
Fresh Brewed Coffee & Pastries
Lunch Special
1:15 p.m.3:00 p.m.

SEPTEMBER

Fresh Garden Sal &d or Soup
Du Jour with French Bread
& Iced Tea $1.99
lus tax.
Orders to Go

3 81 - 83 03

Tickets are on sale at C&C
Music (McAllen), A&L
Athletics (McAllen), Boots N
Jeans (Weslaco), Lopez
Supermarkets (Harlingen and
Brownsville) and the UTPA Box
Office.

Minority Biomedical Research Support Program
Job Advertisement
Minority Biochemical Research Support Program is currently
acce pting applications for G radu ate Research Assistants. Students
must be enrolled full time. Salary is $5640/year, plus $900 for tuition
and fees. Apply at the M B RS Program O ffice, Gloria Gilpatrick, LA 358
or c all 3 81-3546.

,1LVIAN
VVIARTIN

•

QUALITY POSITIONS

+a-l.
Sincerely Yours

QU ALIFIED PEOPLE

1619 South Closner
Edinburg

DEMONSTRATORS:
National company nHds friendly outgoing p1opl1 to work In local
stores o n Friday and Satur day. Exc ellent opportunity to make extra
money. Call K imberley at Vivian Martin Employmant Service,
687-9404. No faas.

5401 North Tenth
The Courtyard, Suite 126
McAllen, Texas 78504

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

Tel. (St 2) 687-9404
Fax (5 12) 687-9243

ATTENTION HEAL TH CAREER STUDENTS

Biology;

Graduate research assist ant to carry out cytogenetic
investigations of various tick species. The individual must be broadly
trained in biolog y and will be expected to become proficient at t ick
rearing, microdissecti on , karotypic and chrom osome banding
techn iques , light microscopy, and data analysis.

Psychology;

Graduate student to work as a research assistant in a
project which will document progress of infants who are d ischarged
from Neonatal Intensive Care over the first fo ur years of their life.
The assistant will interview families and administer tests which
measure abilities of babies and young children . Must be proficient in
Spanish and English.

I

The largest inven tory of Uniforms & Accessorie s in South T exas
STUDENTS Receive 10% Disc ount with this Ad or Valid° S tu dent I.D.
~

*MEDICAL APPAREL

.

*STETHOSCOPES

•

*NURSE'S WATCHES
*MEDICAL ACCESSORIES

*LAB WEAR
•NURSE SHOES

515 S. Main

*

686-0091

✓

McAllen,
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Netters be in fall season
By DAVID H. HUNTER
Sports Writer

Head Tennis Coach David
Cross has a simple philosophy
titles the UTPATriangrifai_:_ :: i'Iffi:llik we will w.in,U Harter . Tomas Ramos -and Hector
for coaching at a collegiate
Meet. the fitst corn~titfo~ of_· said/ffiutwehave been training Roddgµez. - · · -. -..· · · .... level.
"I think that when you get at
this level, especially with the
men,itsnotwhohitsthehardest
or who hits the ball the most
times. It becomes a battle.
Who can handle the mistakes
and take charge when things
go wrong."
The tennis team is currently
preparing to defend their title
at the Monterrey Tech
tournament Sept. 28-30.
It is this philosophy that two
years ago gave the women's
team their first conference
championship and the men
countless wins. Now, two
years later, after many changes,
the team still goes by the
NEED HELP WITH mechanics.grammar. Callafter FOR SALE: 1987 Hyundai, philosophy that will carry them
RESEARCH PAPERS? 6 p.m., 380- 1563. RUSh.JObS. white, red interior, stereo, 5 into another winning year.
Essays?
English Lit?
speed, air, 38-40 mpg, 45,000
Despite the loss of senior
Qualified tutor - B.S., M.A.
miles, nice car: $3,700. 1986 Brad Melville, the men will
630-3492.
Honda Civic 4 speed, very good have a strong backbone with
condition, 40-42 mpg: $3,200. their top four men returning. "I
TYPING
SERVICE:
1983 HondaAccord, automatic, expect those four guys (Laurent
Research papers, reports, etc.
cruise, P.S., stereo. Runs good: Jacquemin, Michel Fabry,
Grammar
correction;
$2,250 (all personal cars). 347- Frank Vos and Richard
proofreading & editing. Over
5334.
Mainella) to do a lot for the
en years experience. Call 585-·
team." Cross said.
2838.
The rest of the team is made
TYPING/LANGUAGE
HELP WANTED: Waiter/ up of returnees Oliver
HELP: Retired English
waitress. 20 hrs. per week. Trittenwein and Chris Caldwell
•eacher. Near campus. Glenn
10:30- 2:00. Monday- Friday . with newcomers Mark
383-2066.
The Gourmet Shop. Across Gonzalez, Alain Fabry and Jeff
WRITING SERVICES,
from UTPA.
1410 W.
Garrett.
ESSAYS, l'esearch papers
University. 381-8303.
The women are coming off a
esumes.
Composition,
disappointing year, where in
the early season they were

at

The Pan American/Ben Lopez m

Sudden Impact. Richard Mainella, sophomore, of the
men's tennis team slams the ball back. Both tennis
teams will compete in Monterrey Sept. 28-30
expected to win the American happen," Cross said.
South Conference title again.
The women's team will be
According to Cross, the loss anchored by Leah Villoria and
of Gail Macisaac, Barbara Tania Webster. Backing them
Barrera and Mary Jane Mayer up will be returnees Laura
will detrimental to the team.
GonzalezandGigiEstacio, with
"I think those three had stellar newcomers Ellen N elissen and
junior years but last year as Nathalie Roziers.
seniors the pressures of
graduating got to them. This
year we have a mix of
underclassmen with two seniors
and I don't think that will

Reproductive
Services

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243

eau y
Boutique
Regular H/C S••
Stuclenta 11/C $4.
••03 W. Univenity,Suite
F, Edin•ura

380-2239
Opea Mon..Sat. 830 a.m. to

•Gop.m.

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. University

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health
Edinburg

ENTIRE

Order your college ring NOW.

STOCK
FRAMES
& LENSES

JOSTENS
AM

ERIC

A

S

COLLEGE

383-9035

SINGLE VISION

RING™

YOU GET ALL THESE:

Date: September 18 & 19

Plastlc ...................................No Extra Charge
One case with each
complete offer....................... No Extra Charge

Time: 9 - 3

Choo•• from our Entire Selectlon of Hundred•
of Beautlful Color• & StylH ....No Extra Charge
Ad)Ultmlntt: As Many lmH As Needed .......No Extra Charge

FRAME:

Deposit Required: $50

FEDERAL VISION CENTERS
f"aytntnt Plans Availat>lt

Place: LRC
-----.-:- f

Meet with your Jostens representative or

Z --I
1

~ •.d

full details See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.
·
00-230a,cP-o:2&-•1a
1

McAllen
117 s. McColl
687-6909
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Mission
Conway & Exp.
Between Fay's & Walmart
580-3344
8 to 5

Harlingen
5300 S. Exp. 83
Between Ed Carey Dr. & Helen Moore Rd.
428-9922
8 to 5
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Brad C. Henry, who is assistant
professor of zoology and comes
from Angelo State University. He
received his degree from Texas
A&M.

Deig Nevy Sandoval, assistant
professor of chemistry. comes
from InterAmerican University
and received his Ph.D from the
University of Arkansas.
Lawrence Higdon, who previously taught at UTPA, is an a~sistant professorof speech and hearing. He received his M.A. from
Texas A&I.
Teri Mata-Pistokache, assistant
professor, teaches special education in the department of Communications and has a Ph.D from The
University of Texas at Austin.
William F. Strong, assistant professor of communications, comes
from Texas Southmost College. He
received his Ph.ct from The University of Arizona.
Barbara Laughton, assistant professor of English, comes from UC
Riverside where she also received
her Ph.D. Valerie Reimers, assistant professor of English, taught
formerly atAdephi University. She
is receiving a Ph.D from SUNY.
E. Ed Fulton, assistar.t professor
of health and kinesic:ogy, comes
from Biardville ISO. He received
his Ph.D from Texas Woman's
University. William C. Bryant,
assistant professor of modem languages and literature, comes from
Oakland University. He received
his Ph.D in romance languages
from The University of California.
Salvador H. Ochoa, associate
professor of school psychology,
worked previously at McAllen
ISO. He received his Ph.D from
TexasA&M.
Fernando J. Galan, associate
professor of sociology, taught previously at the University of Houston. He received his Ph.D from
B randels University. In the School
of Business Administration, there

are 4 new tenure-track faculty.
The new tenure track faculty in
theSOBAare:TheodoreEDegnan,
associate professor of accounting,
taught previously at Western
Carolina University and received
his Ph.D from University of South
Carolina.
Gouranga Ganguli, also associate professor of accounting, comes
from Fayetteville State University.
He received his Ph.D from The
University of Mississippi.
Donald A. Ball, professor of finance and marketing, taught formerly at Nova University and received his Ph.D from The University of Florida.
Michael Minor, associate professoroffinance and marketing, comes
from Oklahoma State University
and received his Ph.D from
Vanderbilt University.
The School ofEducationhas three
new tenure-track faculty. Richard
Irizarry and Judith Kieff are both
assistant professors of curriculum
and instruction.
Irizarry was previously employed
by the Brownsville Independent
School District and received his
Ph.D from The University ofTexas
at Austin.
Kieff, who taught previously at
Oregon State University, received
her M.S. from Western Oregon
State.
Ernesto Bernal is the new dean of
the School of Education. He was
employed previously by Northern
Arizona State. He received his
Ph.D from The University ofTexas
at Austin.
The School of Health and Related Professions has added four
tenure-track faculty.
New tenure-track faculty for the
School of Health and Related Professions are:
Melisa J. Cabrera, assistant professor of dietetics. taught previously at Andrews University where
she also received her M.S. in nutrition. Jeanette H. Ashwood, assistant professor of medical technology, was employed formerly at
1\1ethodist Hospital in Houston,
1,:,cas. She received her M.S. at
Wa~'iington State University.
Hele. Franscini, assistant professor ot.'ursing education, taught
at Tarrant County Junior College.
She receiveci her M.S.N. from
Wright State University.
Thomas E. Shefcik, assistant
professorof rehabilitative services,
received his M.S. in Psychology
from Oklahoma State University.

Diez y seis

to be governor, she said, "and
you 're looking at her."
"I'm going to win this race and
South Texas is going to help me do
it," she said.
Richards said that as state treasurer she filed a brief in support of
the education lawsuit that helped
decide the system for funding education in Texas was unconstitutional.
"No child in this state should be
punished because they happen to
live on a piece of property that is
worthless than some child's somewhere else," she said, referring to
the system that funds school districts with local property taxes.
Richards said that educational
development is needed for economic development.

'The future of education will determinethefutureoftheRioGrande
Valley," she said.
The budget cuts Williams talks
about are intended for education
funding, particularly higher education, she claims.
Richards criticized Williams'
proposed drug policy, which includes random drug searches on
state college campuses and automatic suspensions for drug use.
"We have seen, time and time
again, politicians who were not
very sophisticated, with their 25
point plans and 32 point plans and
15 point plans," she said, referring
to the 25-point plan, the name of
Williams' policy.
"It doesn't occur to him that there
might be a Constitution he might
be dealing with," she said, citing

the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. practices to the savings and loans
scandal, claiming she invested
Constitution.
state funds in certain S&Ls in
[The amendment prohibits unrea- exchange for campaign contribu~
sonable searches and seizures by tions.
any agency of the State, and no However, Richards said the ads
Williams
search warrants shall be issued were not accurate.
without probable cause supported pulled the ads after Richards protested.
by sworn testimony.]
"They had so many factual er''This is a guy who really doesn't rors, they had to pull the ads out,"
know anything about government," said Richards. 'They even had the
numbers for the state budget
Richards said.
One of Richards' methods of gen- wrong."
erating non-tax revenue for Texas Hightower called Williams'
has been to invest state smpluses in claims nonsense. ,
private enterprise, said Nikki Van To Williams' repeated call for a
Hightower, Harris County treasurer halt to negative campaigning,
and Democratic candidate for the Richards responded, "When he
does that, then we'll believe him.
state treasurer's office.
In campaign ads, Williams at- "Every ad that we run is factutempted to link Richards' financial ally accurate."
I

I would've bought a Macintosh even without
the student discount.
GregGallent
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University
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"The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was
·,
immediately hooked. Its awork of art. I saw
J ·;/:?:\?J, the studen~ pricing and my next move
r: }>:: f ·;,!A was obvious: get one.
L:J\ "Some other computers are cheaper,
-J .►- ;¥'"-i)j
but they're a pain to learn, and working
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What a waste.
·. •?'! ~\
"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a·
logical extension of the mind~ It lets
1.1
1
; , ~•: , :~ W you concentrate on what's in your
i . .i ,i~ F
paper, not on how to get it on paper.
}is;~ You can create professional-looking
'ff
documents in minutes, and you lose
_the fear of learning new programs
because they all work in the same way.
"Once you've worked with a Macintosh,
there's no turning back~
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Stop by Technology Resources, LRC 116
Mon-Thurs, 8:00am- 5:30pm
Friday, 8:0oam - 12:00pm
Don't miss the "Back-to-School" Event
Sept. 27 in the Lobby of the LRC.
T-Shirts & other prizes to be given away!

UTPA Mariachi Estudiatina will play at Diez y seis.
few other uprisings," he said.
"Time and history and the philosophical mood of the country, of the
world, were for liberation.
"We must tell the world that these
things were happening," he said,
''This is why we celebrate the Diez
y Scis de Septiembre in what is now
the United States.
'The descendants of these people,
who lived in what is known as the
Valley, are still living here. That is
(another) part of the continuity of
history that we must preserve and
we must tie in with the rest of what
happened later on in Texas," Garcia
said.

13, 1990

Richards

Faculty
market.
"This year we allocated more
money to become competitive,"
Baca said.
There are 39 new faculty at the
university; 17 new Lecturers/ Specialists and 22 new tenure-track
professors.
New faculty in the School of Arts
and Sciences include 11 tenure-track
professors.
New tenure-track professors in the
CAS are:

SEPTEMBER

"Our jobs as professors and intellectuals are to.tie in all the different pieces that have been forgotten so that the Hispanic students of this university can get a
perspective of history," he said,
'That they belong to something
that happened here that was part
of a bigger (picture)."
At this year's celebration, Dr.
Jose R. Hinojosa, associate professor of political science, will
perform
t he
grito
de
independencia.
The music will be provided by
UTPA's Mariachi Estudiantina
directed by Dr. Dahlia Guerra.

"®

Why do people love Macintosh®
?
Ask them.

C: 1990 Apple Computer, Inc Apple. tne Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks or Apple computer, Inc

Racism censors
the 'Crew'

'Living Colour'
Strikes Gold Again
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Cross-country
wins 1st meet

Wresting rouses
excitement
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Add/drop problems addressed
Process may change for spring
By LETICIA CAVAZOS
Staff Writer

Several problems arising due to the
implementation of the new registration
system-most notably the extensive add/
drop line-may be solved before early
spring registration next month, said Bill
Morris, assistant to the vice president of
academic affairs.
To alleviate the add/drop process in the
spring, students who preregister might be
allowed to add/drop classes the first two
days of arena registration, said Morris.
Morris heads a group of various administration employees implementing the
Student Information System computer
program used for preregistration.
Obed Matus, junior, and Muffy Mena,
sqphomore, agree add/drop during arena
registration would be an improvement.
"I think that's an excellent idea," said
Matus.
Mena said the system would probably
work better, and the university should
consider the proposal.
Leticia Ochoa, sophomore, said more
people should be working at typing in
schedule changes.
Although some students dropped classes
for personal reasons, others were forced to
drop classes because their original choice

SGA, Berlanga say
students slighted

was canceled, said Comptroller Zeke
Granado.
Many students did not know their class
was cancelled until they arrived at class,
he said.
David Zuniga, registrar, said the departments were responsible for notifying students of course cancellations.

By LETICIA CAVAZOS
Staff Writer

He said a roster is sent to each department with the number of students enrolled
in a class, the number of students that
requested the class and the number of
students that have dropped the class.
have sufficient time,especially since her
department was making schedule changes
'The department is responup to the first class day.
She said the Admissions' office was
sible to meet with the class to
let students know it's canceled.' notified and notices were posted on classroom doors, but students were not informed individually.
David Zuniga
Another problem concerning the add/
Registrar
drop process involves students with finan- - - - - - - - - - - - - - cial aid, who must be enrolled full time to
"The department is responsible to meet receive the aid and are sometimes advised
with the class to let students know it's totakeclassestheydonotneedjusttoget
canceled," Zuniga said.
the 12 hours. These students take a place
Morris added it falls back on the depart- in class another student might need and
ments because "they decide what to do then end up having to pay $5 for dropping
with the classes."
the class.
Elia Ovalle, secretary for marketing, fl- "I wouldn't recommend students take a
~c! and general business de~artment, classiftheyhavenointentionoftak.ingit,"
satd tt does not work because tt puts a Morris said. "They need to be flexible
burden on the secretaries and they do not about their schedule."

Off-campus activity request forms scrapped
By DAVID ARMSTRONG
Copy Editor

Off-campus activities of student organizations are no longer recognized by UTPA
as of Sept. 5 1990.
Prior to this date, student organizations
were required to seek approval for offcampus events from the dean of students.
However, most organizations were either not aware of the need to fill out an
Approval Request for Off-Campus Activity forms or ignored the requirement

Rene Saenz, president of Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity, said, "I didn 'teven know
it (the form) existed. I don't think any
student organization turns them in."
According to Dean of Students Judy
Vinson, the change in policy was an at-·
tempt to lessen UTPA's liability in the
event of a potentially litigious incident
occurring at the activity.
The move was made at the advice of the
UT System legal department, Vinson said.
"It is one of several that resulted from a
policy review done to bring us in line with

SODA awaits

evaluation

the UT System," Vinson said.
Vinson said the school did not have the
abilitytocontrolorsupervisetheactivities
and so had not sought to enforce the approval requirement.
"When we were requiring student organizations to register their events we were
potentially liable," she said.
Student Travel Organization forms,
however, are still required for trips and
should be submitted to the dean of students. These forms are available in the
Dean of Students' Office, UCl 04.

Students are being shafted by the university for charging $5 for each class that is
dropped in the add/drop process, according to Student Government Association
(SGA) members.
''They're (UTPA) ripping students off,"
said Juan Lopez, sophomore senator.
SGA members say it is unnecessary for
the school to charge $5 for each class
dropped as the cashier only calls up the
students record once regardless of how
many classes the student drops.
''They (the cashiers) called it up on the
computeralready,"Lopezadded. "It'snot
like they have to call it up again."
This semester4442 students went through
the add/drop process--some more than
once, and a total of $35,890 was collected,
said Juan Mata, from Financial Aid
Records and Collections.
Carlos Berlanga, SGA vice president,
also believes the charge is unfair because
students were not aware of the charge. He
said the university catalog and the class
schedule are not correct and are giving
students the wrong information.
The catalog and schedule read $5 per
drop transaction, which according to
Berlanga, many students believe means
$5 for every drop slip.
In the PAU Board of Regents minutes,
the regents unanimously approved "the
adoption of a $5 fee for· drop• transactions
(defined as any schedule change other
than a simple adding of a class) which
occurs up through the 12th class day after
the beginning of a semester" in 1989.
Although the university falls under The
UT System, every UT campus has its own
policy on drops. The UT System Board of
Regents approved the fees set by the PAU
Board of Regents. The old computer sys-

-

tern (DEC-10) could not handle more than
one drop fee so only $5 was charged per
transaction. The new computer system
(Student Information System) can handle
more than one fee, which was the intention
to begin with, said Mata.
The money from the drops goes to the
Education and General Fund, which helps
fund academic departments and student
services, said Zeke Granado, comptroller.
''This fee's not made to generate a revenue, but since it does, it goes into the
budget," said Mata. Neither Mata nor
Granado could explain why the fee is $5,
but they said that if a breakdown had to be

See Drop/adds Page 8
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Phi Sigma Kappa
·d iscards pledging

By DAVID ARMSTRONG
Copy Editor

A School of Business Administration official said the
school is anxiously awaiting the results of the evaluation of
their self-study report on UTPA·s undergraduate and MBA
business programs.
The report was submitted to the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business, said F.J. Brewerton, dean
oftheSOBA.
The evaluation team assigned by the AACSBto UTPA
should release their conclusions soon, he said.
The team will make a decision whether to visit UTPA
based on their evaluation of the self-study report submitted
to them by SOBA.
A denial of request for visitation would mean the evaluators deemed the report unacceptable and decided a visit
would be unnecessary, said Brewerton, who is an evaluator
for the AACSB and has done similar evaluations of other
schools.
"We are anxious and hopeful that our programs will have
no difficulty in being reaccredited," he said. "We are being
cautiously optimistic about it."
Should the team accept the report, it will visit UTPA from
Jan. 27 through 30.
"Our chances of receiving a visit are about 90-95 percent," said Brewerton.
The visitation team is composed offour people, Brewerton
said. The chair of the team will be Quiester Craig, dean of
the School of Business at North Carolina A&T. The other
members are: Dennis Leyden, dean of the School of Busi-

By GILBERT D. MARTINEZ
Reporter

TH ■ PAN AM111CAN/B1n

Lopez Ill

Richard Chavez, lead vocals of "Holy Smoke," croons 275 students during
activity period at UPB sponsored special event in the snack bar Tuesday.
See SOBA Page 8

f

Phi Sigma Kappa, UTPA's only social Greek fraternity,
has eliminated the traditional pledge process in favor of
the Brotherhood Program. The new recruiting process,
which was implemented in part to discourage hazing, is in
effect this fall for the first time.
In conjunction with the new policy, the fraternity will
have an open house on Sunday from noon to 4 p.m. at the
chapter house located on 300 W. Van Week.
Despite initial reluctance concerning the new program,
Phi Sigma Kappa President Rene Saenz said, "After the
first couple of meetings this semester, we actually looked
through the whole program and found that it will benefit
us." Increased membership and retention of pledges are
two benefits the fraternity hopes to experience in direct
relation to the program.
The Brotherhood Program consists of a bid to become a
member, followed by a vote of regular members to accept
or deny the candidate. A 75 percent vote is required to
accept the prospective member. If accepted, the student
becomes a full fledged member in a matter of days. With
the traditional pledge period, the pledge did not reach
active membership until after a trial semester passed.
Dean of Students Judy Vinson said, "I think it's a really
good move. Phi Sigma Kappa is being very brave in
eliminating the pledge process." Vinson also commented
on the benefits and leadership potential involved with the
change.
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College offers life after high school
A
H

beginning freshman last
week told me of her anticipated weekend revelry; she
was going to attend her high
school alma mater's Friday football follies. She said she longed to watch her
fonner school's team play and to meet
up with younger friends still attending
the school. Upon hearing her story and
noting her eagerness, I began to realize
the gravity of the situation.
This girl has begun her college career,
yet she is still actively pursuing the ties
she has with her high school chums.
At a time where it is crucial for her to
start new bonds and to establish a network of ties within the university infrastructure, the girl is seemingly continuing to maintain her grade school relationships.
While maintaining friendships and

connections is constructive, clinging only
to past relations can theoretically be damaging to a person in the long run.
High school was a period of growing and
learning to become a little less dependent
on Mom and Dad. School football games
had a certain magic to students, offering
the thrill of watching a full-contact sport,
with the thrill magnified by the personal
relationship with the gridiron warriors.
Compound that with the celebration of
victory or the destitude of swallowing a
loss, and the makings of building strong
friendships and bonds are prevalent.
However, once high school ends, so ends
an era in a person's life. The student enters
a new stage in the learning process of life
and must establish new bonds and connections. The college experience is possibly
the most satisfying and memorable period
of the student's lifetime. Oftentimes, ties

Slice of Life

Panfilo Garcia

made during college days remain throughout life and are frequently used in the
business community.
e it through donn life, clubs,
fraternities or even classes, college students immediately become actively involved in organizations within the university community.
Beginning freshmen, as well as all other
college students, shouldn't shirk the chance
of being involved in a campus-oriented
activity in order to attend a high school
football game.

B

To me, these people lost a large chunk of
the maturing process by clinging to the
past and not entering a new phase with a
new set of goals for themselves.
Of course, it is understandable if the
student has a brother, a nephew or someone else close playing on the team.
An unfortunate aspect oflife at UT-PA is
that there is no football team. At schools
such as UT-Austin, football games serve
the same purpose as high school games,
offering students a solid environment for
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An article last week on new professors misidentified Dr. Fernando J. Galan
and Dr. Gouranga Ganguli. Galan is an associate professor of social work
and Ganguli is a professor of accounting.
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Raepers' censorship
racially motivated,
unconstitutional
he entire music world turned out to show their support for 2
Live Crew at last week's MTV Video Music Awards.
Crew, a black rap group that has been censored at several
different Bible Belt tour stops, has provoked many local
communities to enforce little-known obscenity laws, laws that have
flirted with unconstitutionality.
Well, to be quite honest, they are very unconstitutional.
The rap against this rap group seems to be their questionable lyrics.
Granted, most of the staff at this newspaper has heard the lyrics. It is
net--~ctly the kind of music that ~ want our children to listen to.
But the point is, if 2 Live Crew wants to say it, then they have the
right to say it.
The enactment of these local obscenity laws is superseded by the
Constitution of the United States of America, which protects the
group's right to freely express their views without fear of persecution.
If this newspaper decided to begin using the word 'fuck' on a consistent basis, then we have the right to do it.
Then why is the group always ending up behind bars?
Simple answer: Racism.
The group has been claiming that they are victims of racism during
this entire ordeal. Who can argue with them? If they are not victims
of racism, then why isn't Andrew Dice Clay, the master oflewd and
crude jokes, ever bothered?
Because he is white.
Why isn't Madonna, with songs of sadomasochism and outrageous
onstage antics (grabbing her crotch, yelling 'Fuck, fuck, fuck!), on a
national cable channel, no less, ever arrested?
Because she is white.
Compared to these two entertainers, 2 Live Crew rappers seem like
The New Kids on the Block with more detailed lyrics.
-Rob Neagle

group bonding.
owever, there are numerous
activities and organizations
available for students to participate in; be it student government, academic clubs or social organizations. By actively working with
groups such as these, students can greatly
increase and build new ties, enhancing
their college career.
Leave high school football for those
still in high school. High school dies
;upon a student's graduation, making
room for a new phase in life.
Otherwise, someone hiding from life
under the high school bleachers will
find the real world to be that much
harder to face once the bleachers begin
to fade away and expose that person.

About fouI'years after I graduated from
high school, I went to a high school football game with an aunt and uncle of mine.
I was amazed to see many of the people I
graduated with parading around the stadium, wearing their high school letter
jackets, trying to regain those glory days.
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'Commie' defines communism

T

he other night I hadn't noticed
an acquaintance that had come
in to my workplace for a bite to
eat (himself a former employee). It wasn't long, however, before I
saw him and said hello. We engaged in the
usual chit-chattypical between people that
haven't seen each other in some time. He
mentioned that he had read my column in
the paper. Oh no! Knowing that his political views were different than my own I
could see the conversation leading down
the path of discussion...
"So, you really are a communist huh?" ,he
accusingly said. This was the clincher.
A communist ...hmm? Communism; a
totalitarian system ofgovernment in which
a single authoritarian party controls stateowned means of production with the professed aim of establishing a stateless society.

I disagree with many things our government
does.
PERTURBING
What would happen if people didn't
CAW
question things of a dubious nature? Do
Victor Aguilar
you always take what your doctor tells
you as law? Have you ever gotten a
second opinion? If so, does that make
This is the definition of communism acyou a communist?
cording to Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, but wait, this is not the
end.lamacommunistinhiseyes...gimme Ignorance breeds ignorance. It is important to be infonned so when you
a sec..
han
Communist:; an adherent or advocate of c ceuponsomeoneswimmingagainst
communism.
•·me-- stream you may understand their
It is possible that the acquaintance was reasonsfordoingso. Thisdoesnotmean
using McCarthy's Ninth New Collegiate you must accept his view but simply
Dictionary• but I have yet to see one. What tolerate it, a basic principle that helped
he did have was a warped definition of create this nation: tolerance of religion.
communism. Unfortunately for me this Tolerance of another person's belief.
same distorted view is shared the world Aguilarisafreshmanpoliticalscience
over. I disagreed with what someone said. major.
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Laurel lauds "lg Man"
I was curious as to find out if the comic
strip "lg Man" is a new strip or if it was in
print from last year. I really enjoyed the
strip last week and I'm looking forward to
the next strip. Keep up the nice work.
Chris Laurel
Freshman
Editor's Note: ''lg Man" began in the
9/6/90 edition of The Pan American.

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's hometown and classification at UT-PA. An
address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be fewer
than 250 words and guest columns no more than 600 words. Letters and guest columns will
be edited for length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will
not be changed. Guest columns will be run as space pennits. Letters can be brought to
Emilia Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive,
EH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

"The Pan American"
harbinger of reality
I recently received the first two issues of
this year's run of The Pan American. As
a fonner student of what was then Pan
American University, and a fonner resi-

dent of Harlingen, I was skeptical of reading a paper which I had seen as nothing
more than a waste of good paper.
Much to my surprise and delight, I found
fresh, entertaining, in-depth writing. I
have not witnessed such a drastic turnaround since Ben Bradlee took the reigns
ofThe WashingtonPost. With all changes,
however, will come criticism.
It seems that such self-appointed patriots
as student Jack C. King would rather see
the Rio Grande Valley remain abackwards
fann run by corporate bosses instead of
the great population center it may become
in the 21st century. Perhaps Mr. King
should take down the gun rack in his
pickup and look out the window so he can
see the true light of the situation...that The
Pan American is the harbinger of reality
for the Valley.
I can only hope that UTPA's administra-

tion will allow the paper to continue to d
what is so desperately needed, especiall
in an area that may completely miss th
world around it without such guidance.
John Ignowski, Jr.
Santa Clara, CA

Mannella art busted
Ho-Hum. The women of UTPA (students and faculty), and especially those
ofus who occupy the CAS building, are
getting a little tired of the "art" exhibited
in the main floor gallery. Postponing
NEA-type discussions of what is or isn't
art, I will simply state that the current
showing is only the latest of works by
aging or adolescent male artists who
seem to be fixated on certain portions of

Letters continued Page 3
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Letters
Students must have ID's bar-coded
All faculty, students and staff must have their identification
cards bar coded before books can be checked ouL
Library personnel are available for bar-coding Monday
through Thursday, 8 am. to 5 p.m., and Friday, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Notices are posted throughout the library indicating the location of bar-coding stations.

Auditions set for 'The Nerd'

classes, planning your career, or having difficulty coping with
everyday problems, the Counseling Center is sponsoring
various groups to help.
Group counseling sessions have been scheduled Monday
through Thursdays at various times. These sessions will focus
on communication, value clarification, self-awareness, assertion training, and parenting.
A group to enhance study skills will be offered noon to 1 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, Sept. 2S to Oct 11. Topics will
include: listening and notetaking, reading textbooks, time
management, text anxiety and test taking skills.
Career exploration classes will be offered Ocl 23 to Nov. 8.
Session topics will include; work values, abilities, interpretation of inventories and exploring the world of work. Students
who are having difficulty declaring a major aJC urged to attend
these sessions.

The University Theater will hold auditions Monday and
W cdnesday at 7 p.m. for a production of The Nerd Appointments must be made beforehand at the Communications Office, 381-3583.
There are roles available for four men, two women. and a
child between the age of 8 and 12. The play will be directed by
Students interested in joining any of.the groups should sign
Dr. Jack R. Stanley, head of the Communications Department,
up in the Counseling/Advisement Centa, Student Services
and will be perfonned in November.
Building, Room 513, as soon u possible.

Corporate program offered for Hispanics

Emergency loan applications available soon

Sophomore Hispanic students majoring in any academic
field related to careers in business, engineering, and the sciences are encouraged to apply for a corporate orientation
program sponsored by the Council on Career Developmentfor
Minorities, Inc. (CCDM).
Applications and fact sheets are available at the Office of
Placement, Testing, and Cooperative Education. or interested
applicants may call 381-2243. The deadline for completed
applications is Monday.
The purpose of the program is to improve the career awaJCness and employability of minority individuals currently under--represented in the corporate world and to upgrade the
career counseling and job refertal services provided by those
students.
The orientation program will be held in Dallas, OcL 26 to 28.
All transportation. lodging, meals, and training expenses for
participating students will be paid by CCDM.
Accepted students will also be eligible to compete for the R.
W. Broclcsbank Leadership Award, a$1000 stipend awud for
the student who most effectively designs and implements a
career development leadership project for other students.

Students and prospective students who plan to pay for their
spring tuition using an Emergency Tuition Loan must apply
between OcL 1 and Nov. 30.
Applications will be available during the application period
attheLoanCollectionsOfllce,Admini.strationBuilding,Room
214. The applicant must pay a $15 non-refundable processing
fee when the application is turned in at Cho Payment and
Collections Office, Student Services Building. Room 115.
Students who receive other fonns of financial aid or who
have outstanding obligations such u loans or parting fines are
not eligible for the emergency loans.
Loans will not be processed during arena registration or
during the drop and add period For more information call the
Loan Collection Office at 381-2723.

Physical therapy offered to students
A physical therapy clinic operated by the Physical Therapist
Assistant Program is now available to all UTPA students,
faculty and staff.

Last chance to pick up unsold books

The clinic provides common treatments free of charge.
These include heat and cold applications, ultra-sound, whirlBoob not sold during the Book Exchange should be picked pool, electrical stimulation. traction, massage, athletic taping,
up on Friday, 10 am. to noon, from University Center, Room exercise therapy, and patient education therapies.
111. After this deadline, boob will be forfeited. ContactJayni
It is located in Building D (between the CAS and LA
Oviedo 11381-2145 for further information.
Buildings) and is open from 2 to 4 p.m. on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday and from 3 to 5 p.m. on Tuesday and
Degree deadline approaches
Thursday.
For more information call Joe Wilkinson at 381-2291.
The deadline to apply for the May, 1991 graduation date for
both the bachelor and master's degrees is Monday, OcL 8. All
applications received after the deadline will be processed for
the next eligible graduation date.
The applications can be picked up and returned to the Office
of Admissions and Records. A graduation fee of$15 should
be paid to the Office of Payments and Collections, Student
Services Building, Room 115.
Whentheapplicationisapprovcdbylhestutlmt'sdepartment
head and dean. the studem will receive a copy of the approved
application. If the graduation requirements are not comple:ed,
a $5 fee will be required IO transfer the application to a llter
graduation date.

GMAT prep course offered
The School of Business Administration is signing up students for a Graduate Management Aptitude Test (GMAT)
preparatio~ course. The deadline to sign up for the course is
noon on Friday.
The fee for th'.1 course is $50 per person. Registrants should
send ruimc, ::ocial security number, uddress and phone number
along with the payment for the course to UTPA, School of
Business Administration, Edinburg, TX 78539, ATI'N: Dr.
Vern Vincent. MEA Direc:or.

Counseling Center sponsors·helpful groups

The course will cover basic mathematics and language skills
If you are a student having problems preparing for your needed for the GMAT.

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.
ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

CALL 1-800-842-2776
TO FIND OUT MORE

B

Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you '11 have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET

WITH TIAA-CREF.

The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account•
The CREF Social Choice Account*

Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuitks from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

women's anatomy. Last year
headless, limbless casts of recumbent female torsos, with nipples
and pubic hair highlighted in unreal colors, lay on their backs in the
gallery for weeks. The offering
reduces "Reclining Woman" to a
long strip of fabric punctuated by
two enonnous balloon breasts. In
both those exhibits (and others),
the anists' statements via positioning and emphasis could not be more
explicit, despite the current anist' s
"Emperor's New Oothes" defense.
Political propaganda by specific
candidates is prohibited on campus;
why then is gender propaganda, in
the guise of "art," given such
prominent public exposure?
Redress is required. Perhaps
equal gallery time for female
satirization of male anatomy?
However, few female artists would
have such worlcs available, either
through disinterest in the subject
or frustration with the obvious artistic decisions to be made concerning such an unstable model (
should it be up, representing 1% of
its natural state, or down, representing the other 9'J% of the time).
Perhaps it is the wonderful consistency offemale anatomythatmakes
it such a desirable topic. Or perhaps
it is envy.
Whatever the source; enough. In
a world and time when many
women must struggle for humane
and non-abusive treatment, such
reductio ad absurdum and
denigrative depiction and exposure
is unthinking aid to those attitudes
which produce ridicule and abuse.
Great art often takes as its subject
matter the beauty, peace and harmony in Nature and humanity, or
explores purefonn and color. "Art"
which interferes with betterhuman
understanding, and indeed promotes the objectification and dehumanization ofmore than half the
human race is not worthy of the
name, nor of public display in a

gallery where daily viewing is not
by choice. The verbal responses of
male students constitute a complete rebuttal to the artist's statement.
Are we also going to be subjected
to the "aging" of the display as the
balloons gradually lose theirsuperinflation? How real! How artful!
How sexist.

Dorothy S. (Dorey) Schmidt
Department of English

Aguilar responds
to Loya critique
It seems that my tenure with the
Pan American, which ended in the
Spring of 1989, made quite an
impression on Mr. Sergio Loya.
More than a year after my departure from the staff, it appears that
he feels it necessary to beat a dead
horse, or at least an absent one.
For the record, I would like to
note that the Pan American has
indeed matured, although the link
to my departure is tenuous at best
The current Pan American strives
to present a far broader range of
views on their opinion page than
we did when I was a staffer. They
are to be commended onthis, rather
than condemned as Mr. Loya does.
Mr. Loya does err when he analyzes the current situation in the
Persian Gulf. The answer to the
problem there is not a headfirst
plunge into hostilities. Such an
approach almost certainly would
result in a simply short term solution, leaving the roots of the problem unexamined and unresolved.
An examination of the history of
region, which includes a long history ofoutside intervention, points
to a more measured response. Unfortunately, such a response is now
almost impossible, as President
Bush has committed himself to
rolling back the Iraq invasion of
Kuwait at any cost

We should note, too, that the invasion is itself a questionable tool
for solving problems between the
two countries. The President's
proposed response, however, is not
by any means more sensible .
Unlike Mr. Loya, I pray the
situation does not escalate to the
point where citizens of the United
States, be they civilians, hostages
or members of the anned forces,
make their triumphant return in
flag draped coffins. The atrocities
of war are too well documented for
thinking people to find tolerable in
some sort of twisted cost benefit
analysis.
I wish to thank the staff ofthe Pan
,1.mericanforallowing me the space
to respond to the recent letter by
Mr. Sergio Loya. I furthermore
would like to extend my congratulations to the university on its
first anniversary as .a member of
the University of Texas system.
Beyond that, I wish the staff of the
Pan American continued success
in the publication of what by any
standards is a fine university
newspaper.
,

Edwm Eloy Aguilar
National Science Foundation

Fellow
University of North Carolina-

Chapel Hill

Drop/add
done of how much labor, wages,
security and other expenses accrued, the cost would be greater
than the amount generated.
Berlanga proposed a cap be
placed on the amount that can be
charged for dropping classes.
Mata does not believe it will work.
"How can you compromise with
a P,Olicy set by the Board (of Regents)?" asked Mata. The drop fee
was created to recover the cost of
operating the drop/add process and
to reduce the number of students
who drop classes, said Bill Morris,
assistant to the vice president of
academ_ic affairs.

SEPTEMBER SAVINGS
1990 Mighty Max Pick-up

UPTO
$4400
SAVINGS ON

1990 Precis

1990 Galant GSX
&
1990 Montero LS

$5,990
Stock No.PR 9006

I

$8990

$2400 dealer discount &
$2000 factory rebate

Stock No.PU 9107

2.4 llterEFI
auto trans.,ac,full
carpet,tlnt glass,
tilt steerlng,cargo
llght, full size

spare.

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
Limited Time Only!
1990 MIRAGE 4 dr, A/C, A/T,AM/FM CASS.
P/S, P/B Factory Warranty

$167.43 *
Month

$8,490
1990 GALANT4 dr, Auto A/C, A/T, AM/FM CASS.
Tilt, Factory Warranty

$10,490

$209.55 *
Month

$299.58*

1990 MONTERO 4WD,Auto.,A/C, AM/FM Cass.,
Loaded, Factory Warranty

sTK#8o3s

$13,990

Month
...:.,,,---------------------*
60 Monthly Payments w/$1,000 Down+ TT&L@12'% APR
Prices exclude TT&L-AII units subject to prior sale.
Artwork for Illustration purposes only.

'88 Dodge Colt - 5 Speed, A/C- - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 3 , 7 9 0 . 0 0
'86 Isuzu I-Mark 4 dr - 5 speed, A/C - - - - - - - - - - $3,990.00
'87 Ford Taurus LS - Fully Loaded --------------$5,990.00

'85 Dodge P U - - - -

·--------

ti7?NAi& tr

MITSUBISHI
·
•
RIO GRANDE VALLEY

$5,990.00

Service Contracts &
financing available

Welcome Credit Union Members

,.<:""

ii

Ensuring the future
1111
for those who shape it.

DEALER GROUP
:'. ON THE EXPRESSWAY. WESLACOMorris
.•
Betty Garcia
Garza
Contact:

• The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are
available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.
•

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call l 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

Gilbert Longoria
Reno Alfaro

Frank Vasquez

Lower Valley

Mitsubishi Hotline

423-7328

969-2828

Manager
Upper Valley

383-4915
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Agent Cooper recaps 'Twin Peaks'
and Dr. Jacoby, Laura's psychiatrist whom she had been seeing
secretly.
Upon arriving at the sheriff's station, we examined Laura's diary.
Thelastentry,Feb. 23, read, "Nervous about meeting J tonight."
However, on the Feb. 6 entry was
taped a plastic envelope containing
cocaine residue and a safety deposit
box key.
Harry and I then interrogated
Bobby Briggs, Laura's football star
boyfriend. He had been with her
until about 9:30pm the previous
night, and denied knowing anything
about her death. In truth, he seemed
more surprised that we suspected
him than of Laura's demise.
A video that Hawk found in
Laura's room was shown to Bobby;
it showed Laura picnicking with
her friend Donna Hayward. Bobby
was not aware of this event before,
but caught on that it was a local
biker who took the pictures. We
could see the cycle's reflection in a
close-up shot of Laura's eyes.
We let Bobby go and talked to
Donna; she lied about the tape.
saying that a passing female hiker
shot it
About this time Deputy Andy
reported in tnathe had found the
murder scene.
We arrived to find a burned-out,
abandoned train car. Inside was a
lot of splattered blood and a small
mound of dirt with half a gold heart
pendant on it. On a piece of newsprint was written, in blood, the
words "Fire - walk with me."
We then investigated Laura's
safety deposit box. Inside we found
a copy of Fleshworld magazine
and $10,000 in cash. In the magazine we tfuci the connection with
the Pulaski girl: an amateur pornographic photo of Ronnene printed
in the issue. ·
In the evening, Sheriff Truman
and I staked out the Roadhouse, a
rough bikerbangoutnearLowtown.
It was my suspicion that we could
locate Laura's mysterious biker
friend whepDonnaHaywardcame
to warn him.
My suspicion proved true, but
Bobby Briggs and his friend Mike
(Donna's boyfriend) also showed
up, getting into a fight with the
bikers. Donna managed to escape
with one of the bikers up the old
logging road, and we lost them for
a while. She reappeared with a

By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
Hello, Diane,
it's the beginning of the fall
TV season and
it seems that
I'm not any
closer to solving the mystery of
Laura Palmer's murder than I was
when Twin Peaks began last spring.
Since then, however, I have discovered the delights of Douglas
Firs, mountain air, the ubiquitous
cherry pie and a wonderful little
minx named Audrey Home. who
is, unfortunately, too young and
too well-connected for my ethics
to allow me to get involved with.
So, right now I'm going to sit
back wilh a damn fine (and hot)
cup of Lucy's coffee and review
the first eight segments of Twin
Peaks which you have sent to me
on tape (via overnight mail).
One, thing, though: are fans of
the show Peakers or Peakees?
EPISODE ONE: I arrived in
Twin Peaks at 11 :30am on Friday,
February 24, in the midst of a special two-hourpremiereepisode. At
Calhoun Memorial Hospital I encountered the sheriff, one Harry S.
Truman, who showed me the body
of Laura Palmer, which had been
discovered at the beginning of the
show by Pete Martell, well-known
lumberjack and fishing fool. Laura
had washed up at the edge of Black
Lake, wrapped in plastic.
The FBI was not called in at this
point. That happened after
Ronnette Pulaski, another local
high school girl, turned up in a
catatonic state across the state line.
I attempted to interrogate her, but
in her catatonia she could only
mutter, "Don't go there."
While examining Laura's body, I
found what I intimated was a major
clue, butsince have not referred to.
The letter R, found under her left
ring fingernail. It was apparently
left by the killer, whom I suspect
committed a similar murder approximatelyone year ago. Ronnette
had no such marking, but both girls
had similar wounds on their bod-

ies.
On the way down to the morgue
we encountered a one-armed man,
who was to become important later,

J] ({J,
lh>:,

EPISODE TWO: The next
moming, the 25th, I took breakfast
in the motel restaurant, where I
encountered a damn fine cur, of

We went from there to Josie
Packard's, owner of the saw mill.
Laura tutored her in English lessons, and they had such a session
the evening before she was killed.
Josie said Laura seemed disturbed.
From the body language I correctly
guessed that Harry had been seeing her for some weeks.
From there we wentto the Double
R diner. which was owned and

THE PAN AIIEAICAN/SophleD. Pella

Coffee and donuts await Agent Cooper in "Twin Peaks"
coffee and the aforementioned
Audrey Home, daughter of the
proprietor, Benjamin Home. She
seemed to take an immediate liking to me.
At the station Dr. Hayward,
Donna's father, delivered his autopsy results. Laura bled to death
ofnwnerous shallow wounds, none
serious enough to cause death by
themselves.
We th~n talked to James Hurley.
He adrrutted that he shot the video,
and that he was having a secret
romance with Laura Palmer. We
let him go in the custody of his
uncle, Big Ed.

operated by Nonna Jennings, who
helped Laura organize the MealsOn-Wheels program for elderly
shut-ins. There I encountered some
fabulous cherry pie and the Log
Lady, whocanies aloginherarms
like a baby. She told me that her
log saw something the night Laura
was killed. The log would not
elaborate at the time.
EPISODE THREE: I went back
to my room at the Great Northern,
where a phone call from Hawk
infonned me that Ronnette had recently quit a job behind the perfume counter at Home's department store. Also, a suspicious one-

she told me that Laura worked behind her father's perfume counter
with Ronnette.
Albert, the bureau forensics expert, gave us this report: Laura had
a regular cocaine habit; Ronnette
and Laura were bound with the
same twine; animal claw and bite
marlcs were found on her shoulders
and neck; and a small plastic
fragment with the letter J on it was
found in her stomach.
The funeral was a fiasco; Bobby
Briggs mocked everyone for pretendingthatthey didn 'tknow Laura
had been in trouble, and he fought
with James Hurley. Also, Laura's
father Leland lost it, hurling himself onto her casket as it was lowered into the ground. Sarah, his
wife, said an odd thing: "Don't
ruin this too!"
The evening proved more productive. Harry let me in on his
local drug smuggling investigation.
The Bookhouse Boys had caught
Bernard Renault, brother of Roadhouse bartender Jacques, coming
across the border with an ounce of
cocaine. Bernard insisted that the
coke was for his own personal use,
butnoonebelievedit. Weresolved
to locate his brother.
I shared a beer with Hawk at the
Great Northern, but Leland broke
up the party on the dance floor,
crying
for his daughter. Hawk and
EPISODE FOUR: The next
I
helped
him home.
morning, Monday the 21th, I once
again encounter Audrey at breakfast, and I notice that her perfume Well, I'm halfway through these
is identical to that of the note I tapes, Diane, and I admit that it
received. She admits that she sent does help to see these events in
the note, explaining thafitreferred perspective. Before I continue,
to One Eyed Jacks, not the Brando however, I'm going to get a few
movie but a Canadian casino and hours of quality sack time.
brothel across the border. Also,
Goodnight.
armed man had been lurking
around, but Hawk had lost him.
At that point, a note was slipped
under my door. It was perfumed
and had the message "Jack with
One Eye" written on it.
The next morning I demonstrated
my Tibetan rock technique to-the
Sheriff and his men. You've seen
it, Diane. In any case, I obtained
strong responses with the names
Lawrence Jacoby and Leo Johnson, a local trucker.
Not much else was achieved on
Sunday, but I had the following
dream.
Mike, the one armed man, had
been involved with his psychopathic roommate, Bob, in a series
of violent crimes. Mrs. Sarah
Palmer dreamed about Bob too,
and Hawk sketched his picture.
Bob promised to kill again, but
Mike shot him with a gun.
Then, 25 years later, I was in a red
room with a vibrating dwarf and
his cousin, who looked exactly like
Laura Palmer. The dwarf commented on this and told me that my
favorite gum was coming-back in
style.
"Laura," who said that her arms
bend back, comes over to kiss me,
then whispers the name ofher killer
in my ear, which I cannotremember.
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different biker, one James Hurley.
We took him in and put him in a
cell for the night, then I sacked at a
quiet, comfortable place, The Great
Northern motor lodge.
I had disturbing dreams.
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Living Colour offers solid follow-up
PRIME CUTS
By PANFILO GARCIA
Managing Editor

Time's Up-Living Colour
(Epic)
In the popular
music industry,
'-'----~.___. bands releasing
a successful debut album are under extreme pressure to match or beat the quality or
popularity of that first album with
a second album.
Oftentimes, the sophomore release falls majorly short of the expectations of critics and the public.

However, Living Colour's
''Time's Up" offers listeners a solid
follow-up to it's debut "Vivid."
Living Colour advanced greatly
the accomplishments of of black
artists integrating into the rock
music scene.
Living Colour has successfully
synthesized two extreme types of
popular music-heavy metal and
funk/soul, giving the listener a sort
of Stevie Wonder-married-Lita

Ford-and-had-a-child feeling.
The end result is a musical style
that is uniquely Living Colour.
"Time's Up" begins in a somewhat disoriented manner on the
title track, with blazing guitar, bass
and drum licks, sounding as if the
band didn 'tknow what direction to
talce.
But, the band quickly talces focus
and extends upon the funk/metal
sound of "Vivid."
"Love Reigns," "Elvis Is Dead,"
"Type" and "Under Cover of
Darkness" all typify the bands
trademarlc style of incorporating
metal guitar licks with the slapand-pop funkstyle ofbass and drum
lines that meld the two styles together.
Some of the songs on the recording do fall a little short of expectations because of the over-reliance
on the metal sound, such as
'"'Time's Up," "New Jack Theme"
and "Information Overload."
To compensate for the monotonous metal lines, Living Colour
employs great soundinghannonies
and a solid rhythm section in bassistMuzz Skillings and percussionist
William Calhoun.
Although guitarist Vernon Reid
is recognized as the main creative
force behind Living Colour, much
of the band's success should be
attributed to Corey Glover, who
adds intense, forceful vocals to the
songs without sounding overbearing, as most hard rock singers seem
todo.
''Time's Up" also delves into a
new style for Living Colour, adding an African pop sound reminiscent of Paul Simon's "Graceland"
song to "History Lesson" and
"Solace For You."
The former offers a short piece
dubbed over with sound bites from
what sounds like documentaries

extolling the African heritage.
have fit easily into the early solo
The latter engages the style in a days of Kenny Loggins while the
full-length song, serving up yet waltzy "Out of Love" is reminisanother style Living Colour has
successfully tackled.
Two more experimental songs on
the album exhibit the bands willingness to explore new territory.
''TagTeamPartners"hastheband
diving into rap but causing quite an
ugly splash. Still, at least the band
was willing to experiment
"Ology" shows experimentation
that didn't turn into a Frankenstein
monster, as Skillings lays down
multi-track bass lines to create a
short but excellent jazz fusion bass
instrumental.
''Time's Up" proves that Living
Colour was not a fluke, but the first
sampling of a consistent band that
is headed forcefully into the future
of rock-and-roll music.
cent of classic Elton John.
Past To Present 1977-1990- "Can You Hear What I'm SayToto (Columbia)
ing" and "Animal" succeed in ofToto appears to be a band unsure fering a fresh, jazzy sound typical
of itself.
of Toto.
"Past To Present" is part compi- So far as the greatest hits are
lation, part new material, relaying concerned, the recording covers
a message that the band isn't sure the progression of the band from
of the market for it's new material, the 1977 rocker sound of "Hold
so it added four new tracks to a The Line" to the pop sound of
greatest hits album.
"Africa" and "Rosanna" to the
However, the new material on jazzy, tight sound of"99" and "Stop
the recording demonstrates the tal- Loving You."
ent and experience of the band, The new songs follow the natural
with a tight, solid sound.
Toto could have conceivably recorded a top notch album consisting entirely of originals.
Each of the four fresh tunes on
the album exhibit a jazzy funk
sound with excellent harmonies,
active bass and keys and an overall By SOPHIE D. PENA
Reporter
tight sound.
One pitfall of two of the new
Nuns On The
songs is that each sounds as if it is
,Run; written
mimicking musicians' of70s fame.
and directed by
"Love Has The Power'' could
Jonathan Lynn.

would like to
'announce that
-,_ it will be
on campus
Sept. 27, 1990.

Up From The Ashes-Don

Dokken (GetTen)
The waters of heavy metal music
are stagnant, breeding a bevy of
long-haired mosquitoes feeding
primarily on rebellious grade
school head-bangers.
Don Dokken has done li~e to stir
the waters with "Up From The
Ashes."
"Crash and Burn," the first song
on the album, starts with promise,
as an acoustic guitar intro that is
mellow, but with a slight metal
bite.
Sadly, though, it brealcs into the
standardmetalfareofpowerguitar
chords, repetitive bass lines, downbeat-bass-drum-up-beat-snaredrum drumming and screaming,
falsetto vocals.
The entire album exhibits the
tried-and-trite method of heavy
metal fare, including the obliga-

~:;e~fn':.~!!:
=---'-"'==--~ CBS/FOX.
Nuns On The Run is a highly enjoyable, albeit extremely silly,
comedy. Written and dir~cted by
Jonathan Lynn, it stars Eric Idle
(Brian) and Robbie Coltrane
(Charlie) as two stressed out
gangsters who have had enough of
the life of crime.
The plot has some surface similarities with another Brit comedy
caper movie, but is enjoyable
enough on its own that I won't
bother to pick this point apart with
a knife.
The film starts out with a hilarious and manic bank robbery, during which Louie, a partner of Brian
and Charlie, is accidentally shot by
one of the other gang members.
The scene is extremely well done,
and will have you laughing hysterically from the start.

After the robbery, Brian and
Charlie talk:
Brian: "In the old days, when we
nixed something, no one got hurt,
and no one lost anything."
Charlie: "Well, the insurance
companies did."
Brian: '1Yeah, well, ihey're bigger thieves than we are."
Determined to "go straight," they
decide to quit. Unfortunately, their
boss doesn't take to kindly to this
sort of thing, as they soon learn
second-hand.
They then resort to a different
plan of action: steal the money
their gang is planning to steal from
rival gangsters/drug traffickers, the
Triads, and flee to Rio, where they
can retire from crime.
Of course, before the plan can go
into action.there are some hitches.
Brian meets and falls in love with
a cute, blind, psychiatry student,
Faith, played by the sweet Camille
Coduri, who doesn't realize Brian
is a gangster, and would be upset if
she knew.
Here, the pace becomes crazy
and manic once again. Intrigue.
Rescue. Robbery. Bullets flying.
Etc., etc.

South Dallas

Pepsi will recruit
for professional sales and
manufacturing positions.
There will be two separate
schedules.
Students interested should
sign up in the Placement
Office, Rm 147, at student
services.

tory guitar solos for each and every
song.
And what metal album would be
complete without a metal ballad,
complete with syrupy lyrics
("When Love Finds A Fool" on
this Don Dokken album).

An ironic, almost ominous bit
from the album comes from the
intro to "Down In Flames," in
which a hokey sounding recorded
stewardess voice repeats "trust
me-everything is fine."
Trust me, Don, everything is not
fine.
Camelot Music provided these
tapes for review.

'Nuns' run well
;:;:,::'(\

I

progression of the band and give a
hintofwhattheTotoofthe90swill
be.
Tbto should have left the past hits
for people to peruse and pick up
from the bargain racks at the local
music stores.
Quite possibly, the release of two
albums-one with exclusively
greatest hits and one with exclusively new material-would be
doubly successful.

BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

But there's more! Trapped in
London with the loot, and no way
to get to the airport without calling
attention to themselves, Brian and
Charlie duck into a convent and
disguise themselves as nuns (of
course.)
-:-:.i 1,,0 ,;-,, • , ,
1
The plot then becomes entangled
in a web of wardrobe changes and
mistalcen identities.
The movie is filled with many
good jokes, and a fine array of prat
falls and slapstick.
Although the movie is riddled
with plot-holes (the relationship
between Brian and Faith seems to
form over one day), the personalities of the main characters carry
the movie from start to finish.
The casting for this movie is excellent. Despite a lack of character
development, one can relate to the
worries of the characters.
The pacing is generally well
thought out, although some of the
convent scenes become a bit dry.
The dialogue, however, is fantastic throughout, and snaps right
along.
This is a movie for fans of British
humor, as well as those who enjoy
light-hearted comedy, and, dare I
say, occasional whimsy.

The Ultimate
Tuxedo Rental
1Ces,i111 TIN V•l•y's last t.lllt.,, MM
1W '-st!'

z,,...,,

WEDDJNCS
PROMS

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

PARTIES

80CIAL8

,. Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome

On Tuesdays Only!

t..w Ratea
Personalized Attention

•_ .,._ 1_._1 ltll2S
Acron lrom lt•Mart
::,,,g_;;;r_.-._~
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NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

.SOC IJ.1.R DP.INKS AND DRAFT IJEER
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CELEBRATING

SOMETHING?

10:00 p.m. -11 :00 p.m.
$ISO BAR DRINKS
We will decorate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE
• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 TO 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY • McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133
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TANNOW
TAN FAST
State of the Art Equipment

TAN EXPRESS, INC,
THE COURTYARD
5401 North Tenth
Suite 103
McAllen, TX 78504
TELEPHONE (512) 631-1191
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Cross country teams victorious in season opening meet
By DAVID H. HUNTER
Sports Writer

The men's and women's cross
country teams took care ofbusiness
in their first meet, the UTPA Triangular, where the teams easily
defeated Southwest Texas State
and Tex.as A&I.
The men set the standard in their
8K race, placing six of seven runners in the top ten. Rene Guillen
ran away with the individual gold.
Tomas Ramos came in 2nd, followed by Hector Rodriguez (3rd),
Manuel Jiminez ( 4th), Roger
Gonzalez (7th) Eddie Calderon

(8th) and Mario Estrada (21st).
Despite the easy win, Coach
Harter is still looking toward later
in the season.
"I feel they're a good team. My
only concern now is that we need
to strengthen our fourth and fifth
men and get them up closer to the
other athletes."
The Lady Broncs were also victorious at the meet, led by Sylvia
Rodriguez (1st), Cathy Tanner
(3rd), Debbie Devine, (4th), Laura
Arteaga (6th), Vanessa Moreno
(7th), Yvette Portales (8th) and
Christine Diaz (14th).
"With the women, we've got
three up there and we need to get

four and five up there," Harter said.
"But at this point in the season that
is common. They are just getting
in shape."
The next test for the Bronc and
Lady Bronc Cross country teams
will be at the University ofTexas at
San Antonio (UTSA) Meet Sept.
29.
Head Coach Reid Harter feels
that the next meet will be a test for
the team's confidence.
"In previous years Lamar, Rice
and Houston have ran at this meet,"
Harter said. "Over the last few
years UTSA has won in both the
men's and women's divisions and
they are very tough at home."

Hutson fills assistant track coach slot
By DAVID HUNTER
Sports Writer
Five-and-a-halfyears of working
in an oil field is hardly the background that you would expect of a
collegiate coach.
But that was not long enough to
keep Keith Hutson, UTPA's new
assistant track and field coach,
away from his dreams.
Hutson replaces Doug Erickson,
who accepted a position as head
cross country coach at Southwest
Texas State University.
Hutson will assist Head Coach
Reid Harter in training both men
and women athletes in indoor and
outdoor track.
"I sec it as a job that I will stay at
as long as they need me," Hutson
said. "My short-term goals are to
become a better assistant coach

and gain more knowledge in the
events that I am not specialized
in."
Hutson said he
would eventually
like to be the head
coach of track and
field at the university level.
However,
his
Assl coach life's dream inKeith Hutson valves five multicolored rings.
"I would like to
one day train an Olympic athlete,"
Hutson said.
To complement his extensive
dreams, Hutson has enjoyed a suecessful career in track and field.
While attending high school in
Genada, Texas, he specialized in
the mile run and placed second in
themileatstateduringhighschool.
"I have always loved all sports,"

Hutson said.
Hutson ran four years at Texas
A&I, competing his senior year
under the guidance of Harter.
Hutson said he has known Harter
forsixyearsandthathefeelsHarter
is successful as a coach.
· "In coaching or in athletics in
general, character is more important than anything," Harter said.
"Keith has a lot of character and I
know he will do a good job."
Hutson keeps himself busy at the
school working for a master's degree in health education and working in the health and kinesiolgy as
a teaching assistant.
Hutson said he wants to help athletes learn, not only about the sport
but about life in general.
"I get a sense of satisfaction from
seeing the athletes accomplish
something and tum i11to good
people," he said.

Lady Broncs Laura Arteaga, Debora Devine and Yvette Portales set the pace as
UTPA heads for victory In the season opening UTPA Triangular Meet against SW
Texas State and Texas A&I.. The men also won their division.

Spikers shut out at tourney
By DAVID HUNTER
Sports Writer
-----------Following last week's hard
fought victory over Texas A&I,
the Lady Bronc volleyball team
did not have a good showing at the
UTSA Wang Classic tournament.
Head coach Becky De Los Santos
is expecting better results from her
team during the tourney.
"I think that the team realized
what mistakes they made and now
they know what they need to do."
De Los Santos said
The team lost all three games in
ihc tournament. They lost the
opening match against the host

team 15-0, 15-8, 15-4. They also Lana Wright really came through
lost in straight sets to North Texas leading the team which is hard to
in the second round (16-14, 15-4, do and there was a lot of pressure
16-14). They kept the streak of on her as a freshman."
winless sets alive against Texas
Southern in the final match, 15-12,
"We tried a lot of different com15-4 15-12.
biriations and got a lot of people
cdach Becky De Los Santos at- playing ex.pirience. It's still early
tributed many factors to the close - in the season." De Los Santos
losses in the second and third said.
The spikers will travel to the
games.
Stephen
F. Austin Tournament
''The game with North Tex.as, I
feel that we could have won. Com- Sept. 28-29 in Nacagdoches.
Last night the Lady Broncs faced
munication was off and it was just
the
Lady Roadrunners in a rematch
a long tournament for all the girls,"
of
the
game in San Antonio. ReDe Los Santos said. "We had a lot
of good play. Cindy Viesca gave a sults were not available at press
lot of support in the defense and time.

Golfers swing into fall season
By ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor

THI PAN AMEIICAH /

Jo•I Martinez

The UTPA cheerleading squad attended the Southwest Texas State University cheerleading
camp July 29 - Aug. 2 where they cheered their way to a Division I Cheer Award. The
competition included schools from all Southern states, including The University of Texas.
Pictured are (standing, I tor) David Juarez (co-head), Rolly Rodriguez, Oscar Ortiz, Martin
Trevino, Beau Garcia (kneeling, I tor) Melissa Garza (co-head), Zandra Martinez, Annalisa
Cavazos, Alma Mendoza, Carol Herrera and Mari De La Garza. Not pictured is Frank
Barrera.
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Your College Textbook Store
1516 W. University
Edinburg, Texas

(behind Pizza Hut)
380-0345

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

-

Soups * Salads * Sand w1c cs
Fresh Brewed Coffee & Pastries
Lunch

Special

1:15 p.m.-

.m.
1on-Fri I 0:30
3:00 p.m.

Fresh Garden Sal~d or Soup
Du Jour with French Bread
& I~ed Tea $1.99
lus tax.
Across from UTPA
Orders to Go
1410 W. University
381 - 8303

The Bronc golfers get into the
swing of their fall season when
they travel to the Woodlands
Intercollegiate Tournament in
Woodlands, TX.
Eighteen teams will compete in
the annual kickoff tournament,
where UTPA placed a disappointing 14th last season.
Defending champion USL will
join host Sam Houston State as the
Broncs' main opposition. The
other teams competing include
McNeese State, Stephen F. Austin, NE Louisiana, North Texas,
SW Texas State, UT-San Anto-

nio, Southern Methodist, Baylor,
South Alabama, Texas Tech, Arkansas, Texas A&M, Lamar, Miami (FL) and Houston.
Last year, USL edged Houston
by a single shot, despite an individual championship performance
by Houston freshman Dee Green.
Joakim Peterson, who led the
Broncs last year by finishing 54th
at this tournament, will be the top
returner for UTPA.
Competition is tight among the
qualifiers. However, Bronc golf

coach Tony Guerrero encourages
competition within the ranks to
make the players more competitive on the links against other teams.
"It's very encouraging," said
Guerrero regarding the competition. "We have a lot of maturity
out there."
Swedish freshman Pehr
Bergquest leads the qualifying.
Other leading qualifiers are Saltillo
sophomore Genaro Davila, Mexico
City freshman Daniel Rebollar,
Canadian junior John Cofer and
Candian sophmore Charles Yoo.

Et PATO

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALL■Y •WID■

Reproductive
Services

September
Special

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35

2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
. • Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

....,......... . . ...

....................

......

HWHIT~ 'FLOUR .

HPATOS
..
··-------TRV'EM, VOU 1 LL
LOVE 'EM!

2 beef or chicken pHos
Spanish Rice, Ranchern
Beans, and a 12 oz.
Coke.

$2.89
INCIAUIIIIG ,. NANDMAN FLOUR romua1

.... I'S on NOMIMAN RICIPII AU FOOD
MADI fRIIN DAIL f ON PIIIIISU

NOW OPIN DAILY Al 7:00 A.M.•SUNDAT 9100 A.II.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
McALLIN (Pecan).•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2•3176
McALLIN (■ us. 83)......................................687-a269
McALLEN (No. IOth) ....................................612•1576
EDIN■U■G••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··•••••••••383■0725

BROWNSVILLE ............................................$4 I -024 I
111511011 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••S8S-4545
W■SLACO ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••969■ I• 1 e
NARLINGIN •••••••••••·•••·•••·••••••••••••••••..••••••••••428•6224
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World Championship Wrestling gives entertaining show
::B:--y-::R::".0::".B::-:--N".".:E:-A-G:-L-E
_ _ _ _ he said in defense of his wrestlers. dressing room was his trademark

Sports Editor
They're not just athletes. They
- - - - - - - - - - - - a r e entenainers. The wrestlers'
job is to make the crowds love
The crews began assempling the them or hate them. The better they
wrestling ring early Thursday af- are at this, the better the pay.
ternoon. Only two people were
setting it up; an older man with a
As the stands swelled with fans,
limp and a stocky, younger guy the late-arriving wrestlers also bewith a ponytail, tattoo and a notice- gan to show up.
able 'New Yahk:' accent.
The Iron Sheik walked into the
"It's goin' awriet,"he said when arena, looked around, and with a
asked, with an empty, tired look in surprisingly American accent for a
his eyes.
native of Tehran, Iran, native,
We sat in the stands and watched asked, "Where's it at?" and swirled
helplessly as they went through the around looking for the dressing
motions. The muscular guy, who room.
looked like he used to be a wrestler,
After he was escorted away,
tightened a chain underneath the Teddy Long showed up with a
ring. He was soaked with sweat, bodyguard.
A chorus of
reflecting the intensity ofhis work. "Peanuthead!" came from the
The older man, also soaked with sparse crowd, a reference to the
sweat, seemed to have a hard time smooth head that has become his
hauling 20-foot planks out of the trademark.
U-Haul that had been pulled up to
The audience continued to grow.
the entrance of the Fieldhouse.
As match time neared, The WildThese guys, just like the wres- Eyed Southern Boys finally showed
tlers who would take to the ring in up. They walked in, appearing to
a few hours, were hard workers. be bewildered. "Aw, we gawt
Seemingly stuck in a nowhere job, lawst," one of them explained to
they make a living in the best way Ames.
they can.
World Championship Wrestling
Barry Horowitz and Lou Perez
(WCW) had come to town.
were the first combatants.
"I want all you wetbacks to
Ron Ames, the promoter for shutup out there!" yelled Horowitz
World Championship Wrestling, to the crowd. That remark was not
sat alone in the stands later in the received graciously, and Horowitz
afternoon. Legs crossed, he was bombarded with boos
scribbled notes on a pad in his throughout the match.
briefcase.
Horowitz had control of the
Polite and well-dressed, heap- match until Perez came from bepeared tired as he explained the hind to cradle him for the 3-count
rules for the reporters and photog- victory, sending the mostly Hisraphers. But once he started talk- panic crowd into a frenzied uproar.
ing about his association, the
A dumbfounded Horowitz stood
wrinkles around his eyes disap- alone in the ring amidst a booing
peared.
audience. Undaunted,thelastmove
''These guys... they're athletes," he made before running back to the

move - a pat on the back.
He deserved it. He had executed
his mission well. He hadworked
the crowd into a frenzy.

Norman took time out of his busy
schedule to visit the young fan.
"He's got a big bean," Ames
said.
Norman, whose real name is
Mike Shaw, seemed nervous at the
outset of the conversation. It was
plainly obvious that he is not the
huge mammoth that he appears to
be in the ring.
"It's been hard (being on the
road)," he said. "My wife and I
have a three-month old baby. I'm
ready to go home.. .I'm homesick.
But it's pan of the business, so
what can I do?
"I do enjoy being on the road,"
he continued. "I enjoy the wrestling business. I'd enjoy it more if
I could wrestle nightly and be home
nightly.
"I've been wrestling over 10
years. I know all about (the road
trips). Seventeen countries, 48 of
the 50 states. I've wrestled in all IO
Canadian provinces. So I guess
I've traveled enough."
Shaw insisted that he was not
like the other wrestlers, who often
went out for a night on the town
after their matches.
"Well, the other guys do," he
said. "I stay alone on the tour.
That's the way I operate."
Shaw's kindness reflects the way
Norman treats the fans in the arena.
His affection and concern are
genuine.
This explains why he is one of
the most popular wrestlers in

The Iron Sheik emerged from
the dressing room zestfully waving his Iranian flag. Aside from his
shiny head and protruding belly,
his curly-tipped boots were his most
dominant feature. Entering the ring,
he demanded the crowd pay respect as he sang his Iranian national
anthem.
Instead, the crowd pelted The
Sheik with wadded paper cups and
programs, the boos drowned out
only by the crowd's unending chant
of "U.S.A! U.S.A!"
Those chants became louder as
Trucker Norman, from the "highways and byways of America,"
entered the arena.
The Sheik attacked him with the
Iranian flag and continued to
pummel him until Norman hit the
ground.
The crowd screamed "U.S.A!
U.S.A!" and suddenly Norman
came to life. Milking the crowd for
support, Norman rose to his feet
and began to fight back.
Later, The Sheik pulled out a
foreign object from his trunks and
nailed Norman with it. The referee
did not make the count. Instead,
Norman grabbed the object, catching The Shiek by surprise and
covering him for the three count
wcw.
and the victory.
The crowd screamed "U.S.A!
The crowd grew restless during
U.S.A!" louder than ever, and bethe nexttwo matches. Tiny Hector
gan to froth at the mouth.
Guerrero beat the flamboyant
Ames had told us earlier that Buddy Landrell and Bambi deNorman had recently visited a dy- feated Susan Sexton in the women's
ing girl in Florida who had ex- match.
pressed a desire to meet him. There was no wild screaming.
These wrestlers had not induced it.

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT

COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE •••
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The masked Dr. X quickly ran to
the ring. About 6 feet tall and quite
bulky, he waited patiently.
Suddenly, heavy gasps filled the
air along with a barrage of "oohs"
and "aahs".
El Gigante, the 7-foot 7 giant
easily disposed of Dr. X, flooring
him with a flurry of chops and
kicks and winning in less than two
minutes.
The crowd, shocked by his size,
seemed stunned into silence. There
was no wild-eyed cheering or jeering, only simple clapping.
El Gigante grabbed the microphone and thanked the crowd for
their support and help. He wasn't
just a freak ...he had a bean.
Again, the crowd went wild.

Tim PAN AlmmcAN /Tony Mercado

Seven foot seven "El Gigante" towers over his opponent Dr. X. El Gigante won his match easily.
got underway. Ricky Monon and
TerryTaylorfacedButchReedand
Wild Bill Irwin.
The action was lethargic and
quite boring. Eventually Morton
cradled Irwin for the win. Again,
no one seemed to care.

As The Freebirds waited patiently in the ring for the WildEyed Southern Boys, the crowd
booed. The two Freebirds, Michael
Hayes and Jimmy Garvin, were so
arrogant it was annoying. They
dressed in fancy robes, played with
After a brief intermission, the their hair and yelled at the crowd.
final two matches of the evening
The Southern Boys took a wrong

turn on their way to the ring. The
fans mobbed them. A UTPA police officer got caught up in the
attack as he desperately tried to
steer them back on the correct route
to the ring. The fans went wild.
The Freebirds exhibited arrogance throughout the match.
"Freebirds suck!" echoed through
the arena as the battle continued.
Eventually, after a chaotic series
of events, the Southern Boys defeated the conceited, arrogant
Freebirds. A victory for the com-

See Wrestling Page 8

*
*
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ENTIRE

STOCK
FRAMES
& LENSES

SINGLE VISION

YOU GET ALL THESE:

GREAT NEW MANAGEMENT

Plaatlc...................................No Extra Charge
One cHe with each
complete offer....................... No Extra Charge

EL BOSQUE

Chooae from our Entire Selection of Hundred•
FRAME: of Beautiful Color• & Stylea.... No Extra Charge
Adjuttmtnta: Aa Many lmea Aa NHded....... No Extra Charge

FEDERAL VISION CENTERS
t609 IIEff.ftJll«tfltJR

E!Jltf8«R¢, TcXM

512-J/JJ-8382 *512-JlJ.J-6162

7MJ9

McAllen
117 S. McColl
687-6909
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Mission
Conway & Exp.
Between Foy's & Walmart
580-3344
9 to 6

Harlingen
5300 S. Exp. 83
Between Ed Carey Dr. & Helen Moore Rd.
428-9922

9 to 6
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SOBA - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - thcAACSB in 1979andtheMBA
program was accredited in 1985.
To be reaccredited, UTPA must
meet the minimum requirements
set by the AACSB. "The school
being accredited must be a fouryear school," said Brewenon. "It
must have adequate research facilities, adequate computer facilities, a high percentage of faculty
with doctorates and a certain
amount of research published by
the faculty. The visitation team
will detennine whether the school
qualifies in these areas."
Out of more than 1,200 business
schools and programs in existence
· th u s 665 bel
t th
10
e . .,
ong o e
AACSB. Onl 235 The AACSB is
y
the self-proclaimed
"sole accred'
iting agency for baccalaureate and
master's degree programs in busi-

ness administration and accounting," since 1916.
The AACSB is currently coming
under fire, both nationally and here
at UTPA, said Charles Strong,
professor what ? and president of
The Rio Grande Valley Certified
Public Accountant Association.
Critics believe the program is
oriented towards large, researchoriented business programs. They
also feel AACSB makes unrealistic economic demands on the institutions, he said.
"W h
.
e ave not been servmg our
students in the valley like we
h uld AACS ·
s o · .
. B is better for big
schools with big b udgets ,"he sai'd •
"I feel that the v alley would be
better served by the ACBSP (Association of Collegiate Business

Schools and Programs) process.
The ACBSP was instituted in
May, 1989.
The organization plans to use
accreditation standards more oriented to smaller, teaching-oriented
programs, according to Strong.
Brewerton said of the ACBSP,
"Basically, what that organization
is saying is 'come to us---whatever
you are--and we will anoint you;
we '11 make you accredited.'
"I think we, as an institution,
would be foolish to pursue ACBSP
accreditation."
"MemberschoolsoftheAACSB
vary from lIT-Austin to schools
like Babson University, or
Shippensburg University," said
Brewerton. "The AACSB may
have big schools as members, but
in tenns of size UfPA is ranked
about one third of the way down,

that's how many small schools
there are.
"Accreditation of our programs
by the AACSB is directly beneficial to the students."

Wrestling - - - mon man. The audience erupted.
One fan noted that all the good
guys won that night.
That was unusual.
Another fan noted that all of the
Hispanic wrestlers were victorious.
That was even more unusual.
But the important victor of the
night was Ron ~es. His WCW
showwasasmashmgsuccess. The
fans hated the bad guys and loved
~e good guys. Ames had done his
Job, and so had the wrestlers.
U1PA loved WCW.

2!!E~~~

M iriam Stoll

B.A. Hlatory, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business

Soccer home finale Saturday
The Bronc soccer team will put
it's 14-victory winning streak over
Texas Lutheran on the line when
the two teams battle at 2 p.m. Saturday at the UTPA soccer field.
"We haven't lost to them in the
time I've been here as head coach
and an assistafit," said Coach Eloy
Moran.
The Broncs are 3-3 on the season
after losing to Centenary College,
8-0, and squeaking past
LeToumeau College, 2-1, last
weekend.

"I became a Macintosh convert in
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business school.
'~ our computer lab I'd always find
lines of people waiting to use the Macintosh
computers, while other computers just sat
there. So I had a choice: wait for a Macintosh,
or come back at 6AM. to grab one before
they'd all be taken.
'Mer business school, I took a job at a
large bank and used my Macintosh for
producing everything from spreadsheets
to a company newsletter.
"Today I use Macintosh to help me
run my own management consulting finn. When I give apresentation,
I can see in people's faces
that they're really impressed.
And that makes me feel great.
"Sometimes I take Friday
off, put my Macintosh and skis
in the car, and head for the
mountains. I ski days and work
nights. It's perfect.
"You know, I can't say
where I'll be in five, ten, or
fifteen years, but I can say that
my Macintosh will be there
with me'.'

WRITING
SERVICES,
ESSAYS, research papers, resumes.

Composition, mechanics, grammar.
Callafter6:00p.m. 380-1563. Rush
job.
COLLEGE REP. WANTED to
distribute
"Student
Rate"
subscription cards at this campus.
Good income. For information and
application write to: Collegiate
Marketing Services, 303 W. Center
Ave. Mooresville, NC 28115.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP:
Retired English teacher. Near
campus. Glenn 383-2066.
NEED
HELP
WITH
RESEARCH PAPERS? Essays?
English Lit.? Qualified tutor-B.S.,
M.A. 630-3492.
1990 NINJA dark blue 2x6 (800
miles) call Rohen 686-6294 after 5
p.m.
BEST FUNDRAISER ONCAMPUS! Looking for a fraternity,
sorority or student organization that
would like to earn $500-$1000 for
a one week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Dot or Lisa at
(800) 592-2121. ext. 107.

Texas Lutheran, an NAIA
school from Seguin, will be the
last home game of the season for
the Broncs. The final six matches
will be on the road.

FOR RENT:
2 bedroom,
furnished apartment, 3 blocks from
campus. Ideal for women or couple.
Call Carmen Gomez, 383-3425.
STUDY
ABROAD
IN
AUSTRALIA. Information on
semester, summer and Internship
programs. All run under $6000.
Call Curtain University 1-800-878-

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

'IOOOi:.
Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.

call 1-IOMJZ-OSZI

Ext. 50

SUNDAY

Stop by Technology Resources, LRC 116
Mon-Thurs, 8:00am - 5:30pm
Friday, 8:00am -12:00pm
Don't miss the "Back-to-School" Event
Sept 27 in the Lobby of the I.RC.
T-Shlrts & other prizes to be given away!

SERVICE.

.e

Get your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too.
Tasty meats piled on fresh baked bread, topped with
free fixin's. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.

r-------------

Why do people love Macintosh~?
Ask them.
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$1.00
Off
:
ANY FOOTLONG SOB
1

*With any porchascz of a mczdlom soft drink
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Ronny Cabrera sparked the
Bronc's offense, scoring both
goals against LeToumeau, giving
him four goals for the season.
"Ronny's playing great," Moran
said. "He hit the post twice
(against LeToumeau). They
couldn't stop him."
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for spring inside

'Good Fellas'
give great film
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Controversy
abreast in CAS
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Lady Bronc basket ball
'improved'
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Mannella initiates
censorship petition
MONICA MARTINEZ
JOE VASQUEZ
Staff Writers
A petition started by Frank
Manuella against his own work,
the"RecliningWoman," intheArt
Gallery of the CAS building, has
created controversy.
'The petition is a second piece of
art," said Manuella. "It is the inability to see.

T.. P.. A...c.. /David Gonzalez

Bob Winsburg and David Bishop curiously observe as someone's truck is hauled away.

Careless parking results in tow aways
DAVID GONZALEZ
Reporter
Complaints to the University
Police by frustrated students resulted in four cars being towed
from the unimproved parking lot
last Friday.
According to Investigator Willie Rocha, some cars were parked
facing each other with other cars
parking behind and blocking the
middle car in.
One girl (who wished to remain
anonymous) said she waited for
almost two hours for someone to
move one ofthe cars blocking her
before she decided to complain to
police.
Asked whether she felt pity for
the people whose cars were towed
away, the girl said "they knew
what they were doing..." and they
" ... didn't show any common
courtesy.,,
Jesse Orozco, a student whose
car was removed, complained that
because the cars were parked in
an unimproved parl<lng lot the
police had no right to have them
towed.
He said he was one of the first
people to park there in the morning
anyway and does not understand
why his car was picked as being
the one in the wrong place.
"I'm pissed-off. I was one of the

first in the morning. Later on another car parked behind me," he
said.
Even Patrick Twist, a student
whose car was trapped between
two others, said-the other vehicles
should not have been towed away
because it is an unimproved park-

one student said "this place is a
mess, they should fix the place
up."
University Engineer "Lalo"
Gomez said that the University is
currently working with an engineering firm to plan the improvements for the parl<lng lot.

On a large orange arrow above
the petition, Manuella asks viewers to, "Please sign to remove
'Reclining Woman' from gallery."
"People are becoming part of the
art," he said. "By their comments
they become part of the art themselves."
An announcement posted next
to Manuella 's arrow by Dr. Dorey
Schmidt, professor of English, .
states, "Students! Do not become
part of this deception! My request
for audience awareness and sensitivity by artists must not be dis-

T,- P.. A - /David Gonzaliz

Cars parked in the middle row find themselves trapped like a fly
between the fangs of a spider.
ing lot.
The cars were talc.en away to South Time restriction set
The new parking lot located
Hi-Way Garage in Edinburg. It reportedly cost the drivers $65 to south of the Student Services
Building has a time limit of 30
have their vehicles released.
minutes
for students, staff and
Investigator Rocha insisted that
faculty.
Anyone
found violatif any other complaints come in
about cars being trapped, the Po- ing the time restrictions will be
lice Department will take the same ticketed.
Visitors are allowed a twoaction without hesitation.
hour
limit on the lot.
As far as the lot not being paved,

Early Wednesday morning a police sentinel was positioned at the
south entrance of the CAS building and two others were walking
around the gallery.
"I didn't mean for that to happen," Manuella said when told
about the development, then added,
"Well, terrific."
The exhibition's scheduled run
ends this weekend.
Some comments made by view-

ers on the petition are as follows:
-Hitler staned this way!
-I feel in the contextofhumorit is
fantastic -as whatever- a rather
barbaric, simplistic view of women
not readily accepted.
-Censorship, assholes!
-I don't think it's necessary if it
upsets half the population.
-Manuella's claim that it is
reminiscent of "Venus di Milo" or
'The Pieta" is ridiculous.
-Feeble minded fascists/I st
amendment.
-Great piece of art, keep it there.
-Let the artist display his art. If
you don't like it, don't look at it.
-People, this is censorship. .
-I don't like it, but don't take it
down.
-Leave it up for the rest of the
semester and the second as well-I
like it. It's art!
-You're right! Let's hear it for
Manuella-Yeah!
-Maybe I'm uncultured, and I'm
missing something but this is the
stupidest thing I've ever seen. P.S.
the breasts were a bit much.

Computer lab draws student ire
By JOE VASQUEZ
Staff Writer

~ ·

torted into a demand for censorship."
Schmidt stated that she did not
sign the petition.
She claims ~at Manuella is attempting t'j create more interest in
his JJiece by starting the petition.
"By doing this it brings more
publicity to his work," she said,
suggesting that, "negative criticism
ultimately leading to censorship is
wrong."
''There must be freedom ofspeech
for the critic, as well as the artist,"
she added.

exists for extended lab hours.
Of the 43 hours of available lab
time to students, approximately 10
hours is reserved for classes.
Hours in the CAS lab are Monday to Thursday 7:45 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. and Friday 7:45 to noon, said
Skurka.
He added that Monday through
Thursday student use time ends at
2:30 p.m. because classes begin to
use the lab at that point.
Anne Harwell, from Technology Resources, said, "If we have
enough students who will use the
lab on nights and weekends, we
will make an effort to meet these
needs. That's our goal"
Other complaints include not being able to use the word processing
programs in the MAC lab unless
students provide their own.

Problems oflimited access time,
writing software and laser printer
availability in the CAS computer
lab have arisen.
According to Eloy Saenz, junior
communications major, he was
denied access to the computer MAC
lab last week.
'They are not consistent when
they should be open or not," he
said. "There are no staff members
(lab assistants) to oversee the students, so the lab was closed at
times."
He added, nevertheless, that a lab
assistant is available during his
graphics class when the professor
is providing instruction.
Michael Skurka, computer user
services specialist I, said there had
been a staffing problem, but frnan'That's news to me," said Skurka.
cial aid has provided sufficient "All it requires is an ID (UTPA) to
work study students to have lab check out a disk (programmed with
assistants available at all times.
writing software)."
Some students also believe a need
Skurka said several different word

packages, Mac Write II, Word Perfeet and MicroSoft Word, are
available to students.
Another problem encountered by
students is the availability of a professional quality LaserWriter. Only
one is available, and it is located in
the MAC lab.
Harwell said the qualitative difference between the LaserWriter
and the ImageWriter, which is the
predominant printer used in campus labs, is its higher resolution.
Skurka said he is asking his supervisors to provide other
laserwriters.
"I've recommended to my supervisor that we obtain additional
laser printers for weekends and
nights," he said.
The computer fees collected at
registration($9persemester,$4.50
per summer session) are not allotted to buy other computers or
printers, said Harwell, but are used
to hire lab assistants and to maintain the equipment and provide
computer supplies.

Faculty Senate rebukes Nevarez and Dean
By DAVID ARMSTRONG
Copy Editor
The Faculty Senate voted last
week to approve a committee proposal of seven recommendations,
including a reprimand ofPresident
Nevlirez and the censuring of other
university personnel.
The vote, 19-3 with one abstention, was taken by secret ballot.
PresidentNevru-ez, who could not
be reached for comment, was reprimanded for, "not exercising the
proper oversight in the investigation (of Drs. Lee and Ellard's alleged violations of university
policies)," said Dr. Jerry Polinard,
chainnan of the Faculty Senate.
'The president issued a memo
stating that there had been a thor-

ceived extensive legal review prior trate their efforts on these goals."
to any action and the situation was "It is now time to go forward," he
said.
handled appropriately.
The MIC of the SOBA was comHe could not comment on the posed of Drs. Wig Demoville,
hearings and findings of the Tribu- George Petrie, Gilbert de los
nal proceedings since Lee a,nd Santos, Walter Greene, Dewayne
Ellard requested they be closed and Hodges and Zewdineh Assefa.
confidential, but will discuss any Assefa withdrew from the comaspects of the case as soon as the mittee prior to the rendering of the
findings are made public.
final report for personal reasons.
"At this point, the substance of
the actions ofDr. Lee and Dr. Ellard The seven recommendations
hasnotbeengivenpublicscrutiny," passed by the Faculty Senate are:
(1) The individual censure of the
Brewerton said.
"The senate action to censure members of the SOBA MIC for
avoids the substantial ethics issues "actions unbecoming members of
in this case," he added. "I will the professorate, ... exceeding its
continue to aspire to the highest legitimate functions, ... displaying
standards of scholarship and ethics a lack of collegiality and fundaBrewerton said all procedural in the (SOBA) and am trying to mental fairness, ... failing to follow
decisions made in the affair re- encourage our faculty to concen- PA U Policies and Procedures per-

ough investigation. Our findings
in the senate (investigation) were
very different."
"A censure is defined as the academy finding the actions of the
person to be unbecoming of a
member of the academy," said
Polinard.
A reprimand is the lesser of the
two evils.
F.J. Brewerton, dean ofthe School
of Business Administration
(SOBA), was censured for his part
in the alleged bogus investigation,
along with fonner Vice-President
of Academic Affairs Ronald
Applbaum and the members of the
Merit Improvement Committee
(MIC).

taining to termination of tenured
faculty."
(2)ThecensureofF.J.Brewerton,
dean of SOBA, for "actions unbecoming amemberofthe professorate, ... failing to treat his colleagues
in a fair and collegial manner while
recommending that they be tenninated, ... failing to follow PAU
Policies and Procedures."
(3) The censure, in absentia, VicePresident Ronald Applbaum for
"conduct unbecoming a member
of the professorate, ... failing to
conduct even a perfunctory investigation into the charges, ... should
have ensured that due process was
followed."

a thorough investigation had talc.err
place, ... it seems clear that no such
investigation took place or that it
was one of the most inept investigations ever conducted."
(5) "The administration ... immediate!y establish a Faculty-Administration committee to review and
revise university procedures relevant to disciplinary action against
tenured and non-tenured faculty."
(6) A "fonnal request that the
President hold those responsible
for the unfair treatment of Professors Lee and Ellard directly responsible."
(7) The conveyance of these decisions "to the appropriate accrediting agencies of the SOBA and
(4) The reprimand of President UTPA,The University of Texas
Nev~rez for"failing to exercise the System Board of Regents, and the
proper oversight, ... contending that Chronicle of Higher Education."
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Reclining Woman
draws mixed review
ecentl y, Reclining
Woman, the installation
in the CAS Gallery, has
provoked two equally
disturbing behaviors from two different groups of people.
First, the immature people on campus; the "men," who grunt and make
lewd and lascivious remarks; the
"women," who giggle and blush as
though they were still in junior high
school.
Second, the self-righteous persons
who are offended by the "blatant sexism" of the display of female breasts, as
evidenced by the responses of the
aforementioned immature persons.
Most of the people I have talked to
cannot even say the word "breast". Instead, they refer to the two plastic globes
as "additions to the piece" or"bosoms."
Also, some of the people who are so
· "offended" at being "forced" to view
the piece have referred to the breasts as
"super-inflated balloons."
Obviously, they are not being forced
to look very closely, or they would
realize that those are not balloons, inflated or otherwise. They are, once
again, plastic globes. The nipples,
however, are made of styrofoam.
My response to both groups is this:
Shoving the female form behind
closed doors will not make the gigglers
and gawkers grow up. Rather, it will
funher mystify femininity, making it
the butt of further jokes and the continuing embarrassment of insecure
people.
Women are beautiful. Women possess, among other things, the ability to

R

SQUELCH
CORNER
Sophie D. Pena
harbor and nurture life. If it were not for
mothers, none ofus would be here today.
Why should we be afraid of, or mock,
the breast? The breast gives nourishment and comfort. There are few sights
more tender than a baby at its mother's
breast
Why must the display of the human
anatomy always be seen as something
negative? There will always be some
people too immature or insecure to understand the beauty of the human fonn.
Those ofus who do appreciate it should
not have to worry about the attitudes of
tho~ other people.
To knuckle under to their juvenile and
reactionary comments is only to encourage further such behavior. It is the constitutional right of artists
and viewers to have such works displayed.
The piece is neitherexplicitnor"dirty."
It is a celebration of woman, of Eve, of
fertility and life.
It should not be viewed as a freak show
or a disregard for the accomplishments
of women. If some people get that impression from the piece, itis because that ·
is what they see.
Art awakens different visions in different people. That is what art is about.
And for those who would rather see a
"satirization" of the male body, simply
view Reclining Woman from the East.
Sophie D. Peiia is a junior
English major.

Professor pans
campus eyesores

Woman" needs radical mastectomies.
Hang it on the Broncs sign and call the
First impressions from a newcomer to area pollution comer, or put it in the
the University of Texas-Pan Ameri- men's room instead of paper towels for
can.
drying hands.
I applaud student participation in the
litter cleanup of South Padre Island, but
Bob Rollins
Lecturer, Comm.Department
there's no shortage ofcampus pollution.
With such a beautiful campus, why
Student calls
pollute it with eyesores?
I cheer the Broncs, but boo the type of 'Woman' inaccurate
sign on the southeast comer of the campus announcing games. Such signs are
I know it's a dying horse, but I just
banned in many areas. Why not ban it on couldn't resist kicking it. Yes sports fans
campus?
I'm talking about that infamous "art" exIf male students can't hit wastebaskets hibit entitled "Wo~anReclining." I think
with paper towels in men's rooms, why we all know what it looks like: A couple
not install hand dryers?
of sheets and a couple of huge balloons
And that endless piece of muslin with representing women's breasts.
two balloons in the lobby of the CAS
First off, it isn't the first time the artist of
building has about as much artistry as the "sculpture" has worked in this methe packaging of ice bags. "Reclining dium. Last year, as Dorothy Schmidt

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They
must be signed and include the writer's hometown, classification at UT-PA and be typed. An
address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be fewer than
250 words and guest columns no more than 600 words. Letters and guest columns will be
edited for length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will not
be changed. Guest columns will be run as space pennits. Letters can be brought to Emilia
Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive,
EH 100, Edinburg TX 78539.
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he Faculty Senate.
Quite an imposing name,
isn't it? It conjures up visions of sombre-faced men
and women in business attire, sitting
around a table contemplating ways of
improving methods of education, etc.
No way!
The Faculty Senate has become the
self-appointed watchdog and devil's
advocate of the administration and is
currently embroiled in a bitter power
struggle with the administration.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......,......,_ __,

Debu1-co1urr1n
I attended the Faculty Senate meeting
of Sept. 19. It ran reasonably smoothly,
until they reached an area of overblown
dissension-namely the infamous Lee and
Ellard case.
At this point any semblance of order
went out the window. The meeting,
which suddenly seemed more like a
battle between the open-necked shirts
and the suits - or maybe a bad sixties
movie with the hippies against the 'evil'
establislupent - became a verbal brawl.
Accusations and counter-accusations
flew back and forth and the tension in
the room became almost palpable.
Really people, these "senators"

pointed out in her letter a few weeks ago,
this same artist invited students to "participate" in his exhibit which consisted of
a bunch of balloons with happy faces
propelled around the gallery with oscillating fans. Tres, tres chic!!!
Some of you might also remember an
exhibit entitled ''The Whale." It was
almost identical to "Reclining Woman,"
but itssheets were placed vertically rather
than horizontally. And yes, of course, it
wasn't size 36000D0D.
My quarrel is not with the redundancy
of the medium. My complaint is that the
very large and mighty, awe-inspiring
balloons just do not depict women's
breasts accurately. The artist should have
filled the entire gallery with the two colossal spheres and just left the sheets out
of it, thereby achieving his goal of making his statement about women.
I was also dismayed by a letter on
display at the entrance of the gallery. It
was from a male art appreciation student
that said when he and another male friend
saw the great and powerful balloons, they
immediately tho'Jght of a female friend
they hadn't seen in years. They called her
up and lived happily ever after.
Gilbert T. Vela
Junior

fact, rather than refuting the charges,
the Senate was reduced to trying to find
flaws in the procedures used in an
attempt to vindicate what is fast becoming an untenable position.
("children" would be more apt) are suphat does this mean,
guys? That it's okay if
posed to be our role-models and advisors,
yet I was half-expecting them to start
everyone does it even
ifit's wrong? Sounds a
tossing water balloons and mooning each
other at any moment.
little like the childhood excuse, 'Ah,
he. a~inistration, _whose in- gee mom, everyone else does it!'
vesttga~on wa~ c~ed out ~y Afterreadingthereportsofbothsides
theMentlnvest1gatmgComm1t- and talking to many of those involved,
tee (MIC) - composed ofSOBA ~~my conclusioninnat 'Lee and Ellard.
{aculty~e~bers-~ntends~~Ellar_d were busted, supposedly for policy
self-plag1anzed, violated uruvers1ty poll- violations _ whatever the real reasons
cies ~d, basically, stole merit and travel _ and the Faculty Senate seized the
morues. Theyf~elco~ctp~ureswe~ long-awaited opportunity to show the
,followed both m the mveSttgauon and m administration up and attempt to gain a
the actions taken to penalize the offenders. measure of control.
he ~aculty Senate ~e?em~ntl~ i_-ejects_ the Both the faculty and the administra- ·
~ndmgs of the admlillstrat1on ~ mvesttga- tion are ultimately here to serve the
tion, has conducted one of th~tr own an_d students. we are being neglected so
pressed counter~charges_ agamst Prest- they can squabble and play little games
dent Nevarez, V1ce-Pres1dent Applbaum, with themselves.
Dean of SOBA F.J. Brewerton and the A little advice: stop slinging the shit
and let the administrators do the admembers of the MIC.
A note of interest: The Senate's findings ministrating and the faculty do the
were; the charges had some base in fact, teaching.
but the actions of the accused (self-plagia~
rism, violations of policy and misapproDavid Armstrong is a senior
priation of funds) were, to some extent,
accounting major.
"common practice" among faculty. In

Outsider's Insight
David Armstrong

w
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social mores of the society in which he
she lives. The artist directs the course o
the times. It is his/her function to perceive
current values and reflect them in the art
Mr. Neagle, your view that racism is 2 work.
Live Crew's problem is way off base. Different artists are receptive to differTheir lyrics are clearly outrageous and ent concerns. You should not be criticizpeople don't wantto hear them. Sure, they ing Frank Manuella, but rather our society
have the right to express their views, but if and possibly your own relationships, since
a city doesn't want to sell their albums or the work "Reclining Woman" certainly
have them perfonn within the city limits, seemed to strike a personal nerve.
then that is their right? This is one reason I saw the work somewhat differently:
why we have dry counties. Do you think Women must certainly be important to
it is unconstitutional for cities to ban por- merit an image that takes up the whole
nography? I don't think skin color is an Gallery space. And the much-larger-thanissue because if it were, then why haven't life breasts indicated to me that nurturing
Eddie Murphy and Richard Pryor been aspect must be considered important also.
bothered? You need to rethink your ideas His art fonn was an installation. An
before publishing them.
installation utilizes the entire space of a
gallery for its structure. If you would rather
James E. Bo~le ,see still life painjngs or quaint Mexican
Junior street scenes, I'm sure there's a 19th
Century art room in a museum someArt professor
where.
defends 'Woman'
Dr. Nancy Moyer
Professor
,Department
of Ar
In response to the letter from Dorothy
Schmidt which appeared in The Pan He's baaack!
American, September 20.
It's me again:
I am somewhat disturbed by the narrow
Last week a reader commented on one
view taken by Dr. Schmidt's letter. Mr.
of my letters. He said I would like to see
Manuella also received an unsigned comthe valley remain a backward fann run
plaint of similar content.
by corporate bosses. In my letter I had
My concern is with the lack of understanding of art itself. The artist reflects the
Letters Continued Page 3

Crew review off base,
needs rethinking
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Letters - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - attempted to illuminate the depravity of Saddam
Hussein, the cynicism of those who ignore it and the
courage of those who stand up to the bastard.
So what's this babbling about fanns? If Ignowski
can get his wits together and formulate a comprehensible argument, maybe we can debate. I suspect he
has been brainwashed into mindlessly embracing the
concepts of compassion and tolerance.

thirteen cents that is needed for the single shot that
can prevent a child from getting measles.
In November, 1989, the leaders of six countries:
Canada, Egypt, Mali, Mexico, Palcistan and Sweden
called for a World Summit to address the needs of
children. On September 29 and 30 the heads of 72
nations will convene at the United Nations headquarters. The summit's goal; to give children "first call"
on the world's resources - be the economy good or
These are admirable traits, but tolerance of blatant bad - be we in peacetime or at war.
atrocities is no friend of compassion. It is the mark of
the witness who chooses not to get involved. It
betrays callousness or cowardice-talce your pick.
It's the kind of tolerance which opportunists like
Mandatory orientation for foreign students
Saddam Hussein invariably interpret as weakness,
stupidity or both.
Foreign students must attend an orientation meeting today in
While I'm on a roll, I wantto talce a quick jab at each
the University Center Ballroom at 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
of the editorials which appeared last week.
GAO speaker to address students
I don't agree with Panfilo Garcia, that in order to
mature, one should abandon one's high school chums
The Theta Rho Chapter ofAlpha Kappa Psi and the Accounting Society will host guest speaker . Enrique Olivarez from the
and stop going to high school football games.
General Accounting Office (GAO) in San Antonio today
This is basically a commuter campus, and ties with
during activity period in Business Administration Building
one's old friends and home ~mmunity have priceRoom 110.
less value and will likely outlast ties formed here.
Olivarez will discuss the availability of job opportunities in
the GAO. All business majors are invited.
Rob Neagle is misinformed if he thinks Andrew
Dice Clay is never bothered by those who object to his
Graduation deadline Oct. 8
obscenity.
And poor Victor Aguilar, lamenting intolerance of
The deadline to apply for the May, 1991 graduation date for
both the bachelor and master's degrees is Monday, Oct 8. All
his views, flogged his readers with the hackneyed
applications received after the deadline will be processed for
maxim that one should tolerate another person's
the next eligible graduation date.
belief.
The applications can be picked up and returned to the Office
of Admissions and Records. A graduation fee of $15 should
Victor can avoid intolerance by keeping his views
be paid to the Office of Payments and Collections, Student
to support and defend his beliefs.
Services Building, Room 115.
Believe this: I saw an element of truth in each
When the application is approved by the student's departeditorial and I wanted to get a better look at it, but the
ment head and dean, the student will receive a copy of the
approved application. If the graduation re.quirements are not
writing got in the way.
JackC.King
Graduate student

Children's summit needs support
This weekend marks a milestone in global cooperation. It is the first time that world leaders will meet
in an effon to respond to the needs of the earth's
children. For some of these children it is a matter of
survival.
Today about forty thousand children will die from
lack of food, shelter or adequate health care. That's
equal to the combined populations of Edinburg and
Edcouch being wiped out - and that's every day.
Measles alone kills about one and a half million
children each year. Governments aren't spending the ·

A lofty goal? Perhaps. But wonderful to imagine! It's encouraging to know that world leaders are
...more children getting immunization shots, basic addressing the plight of children this weekend in
medicine, good nutrition, adequate shelter.
New York. Meanwhile let's not underestimate the
...children staying in school and being protected by value of even one of us becoming aware of the root
causes of these problems - nor the importance of
child labor laws that are enforced.
...children's needs getting first priority when govern- even one action to alleviate them.
ments spend their money!
...nations resolving conflicts, with first consideration
Sister Pat Sullivan
given not to economic gain but rather to the health and
Director of Catholic Campus Ministry
future of this planet's children.

Oct 27, Dec. 8, Feb. 9, April 13, and June 8. Applications to take eligible for the emergency loans.
the test must be mailed approximately one month before each test
Loans will not be processed during arena registration or
date. The fee is $11.50.
during the drop and add period. For more information call the
The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is set for Loan Collection Office at 381-2723.
Nov.17, March 9, and May 11, with a registration deadline one
month before the test.
The Law School Admissions Test (LSAT) will be given Dec.

1 and Feb. 9. Registration deadline is one month before the test

The Texas Academic Skills Program test (fASP) will be given
Nov. 17, Feb. 16, April 20, and June 15. The fee is $24 and a
month registration deadline shouldbe observed. Late registration is
allowed but, also required, is an additional fee of $20.
The TASP test is required by Texas colleges and universities
for all entering freshmen and transfer students before they advance beyond 60 semester credit hours of college work. The
pUipOse of the test is to identify deficiencies in basic education
skills and rememdy them with special courses.
The Graduate Record Examination (GRE) is set for Oct. 13,
Dec. 8, Feb. 2, April 13, and June 1. Students are required to
observearegistrationdeadlineofonemonthandoneweekbefore
the testing dates. The fee is $35 plus $20 if a studentregisters late.
The Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) is
scheduled for Ocl 20, Jan. 19, March 16, and June 15. The test
is $30 plus $20 for late registration.
The Pharmacy College Admission Test will be administered
completed, a $5 fee will be required to transfer the application
Nov.10, Feb. 9, andApril6, with application deadlines approxito a later graduation date.
mately a month before the tests. The fee is $30.

CMC group to attend vigil for children

Bilingual group meets

The Bilingual Education Student Organization will meet Oct.
The Campus Ministry Center will attend an ecumenical
prayer vigil at Holy Spirit Church, 2201 Martin Ave. in 6 at8:30-9:30 a.m. at Western Sizzlin' in Edinburg. All bilingual
education majors are welcome. For more information contact
McAllen on Friday.
The group will participate in the vigil in observance of the Dalia Prado at 381-3415.
world summit for children. Interested students will leave the
Emergency loan applications available
mininstry center at 6: 15 p.m.
For more information call 383-0133.
Students and prospective students who plan to pay for their
spring tuition using an Emergency Tuition Loan must apply
National Tests scheduled for campus
between Monday and Nov. 30.
Applications will be available during the application period at
Eight national tests will be administered throughout the fall
and spring semesters. For more information about any of these the Loan Collections Office, Administration Building, Room
tests, contact the Office of Placement, Testing and Coopera- 214. The applicant must pay a $15 non-refundable processing fee
tive Education in Student Services Building Room 147, or call when the application is turned in at the Payment and Collections
Office, Student Services Building; Room 115.
381-2247.
Students who receive other forms of financial aid or who have
outstanding
obligations such as loans or parking fines are not
The American College Testing Program (ACT) will be given

JOIN THE TEAM
* protect tha wagas, haalth and safaty, amploymant and pension rights al
people
promote equal amplaymant opportunity;

*
* provide jab training, unamplaymant Insurance and worker's compensation;
* strenghtan flea callac:tln bargaining;
* collect, analyze and publish labor statistics.

The School of Education Student Organization (SESO) will
meet Tuesday in Education Building Room 119 at TIME.
Items to be discussed include the November district conference in Corpus Christi and the Second Annual Teacher Aide
Conference in the spring.
Also SESO will introduce Future Teaching Association
members for the Bridging Program.

Physical therapy offered on campus
A physical therapy clinic operated by the physical therapist
assistant program is now available to students, faculty and
staff.
The clinic provides common treatments free of charge. These
include heat and cold applications, ultra-sound, whirlpool,
electrical stimulation, traction, massage, athletic taping, exercise therapy, and patient education therapies.
Located in Building D (between the CAS and LA Buildings),
the clinic is open from 2 to 4 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday and from 3 to 5 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday.
For more information call Joe Wilkinson at 381-229

.Interviewers to seek students
Interviewer representing companies, agencies and school
districts will be on campus recruiting students in October.
Student may come to the Office of Placement, Testing and
Cooperative Education, Room 147 of the Student Services
Building to sign up for appointments with the interviewers

All university ID's must be bar-coded
All faculty, students and staff must have their identification
cards bar coded before books can be checked out.
Library personnel are available for bar-coding Monday
through Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Friday, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Notices are posted throughout the library indicating the location of bar-coding stations.

SEPTEMBER SAVINGS
1990 MITSUBISHI PRECIS
3DOOR

$109*

4 speed, full carpeting, cloth seals, 1.5 liter engine,
up to 33 MPG Hwy.

that keeps America working

Education organization slates meeting

and the fee is $67.

$5,990Q

mo.

Sale price $5,990 + TI& Land $1,000 down+ TI & L, 60 pmts.@ 11.9% APR with approved credit

Stk.#PR9006

UP TO $4400 savings- Discount & Rebate on all

1990 Montero & 1990 Galant GSX
1991 Mighty Max Pick-up
2.4 liter EFI auto trans., ac, full carpet, tint glass, tilt
steering, cargo light, full size spare.

$179
mo.

* $ 89 9 0

Sale price $8,990 + Tf&L and $1,000 down, 60 pmts. @11.9% APR with approved credit.

HE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
ofIers careers as

* Accountants/ Auditors
* Attorneys
.
* Computer Specialists
* Contract and Procurement Specialists
* Economists
* Equal Oprortunity Specialists
* lndustria Hygienists
* Investigators
* Manpower Development Specialists
* Mathematical Statisticians
* Personnel Specialists
* Safety and Occupational Health Special
* Wage and Hour Com~liance Specialists

Workers ' Compensation Claims Examine
* Salary and Wage Specialists
Plaas• write or sand your SFl71 to:

g.s, Dapartmant pf Labor

Attn: Ella R. Mandoza
200 Constitution lvanua. N.W. (Room N4123)
Washigton, D.C. 20210
(202) 532-6362

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
Limited Time Only!

1990 MIRAGE4 dr, A/C, A/T,AM/FM CASS.
P/S, P/B Factory Warranty

$

$8,490

_ *
167 43

9
to choose
from

Month

-

'

- -,.....__,

-

, ',

-- "·

Just announced $750 Rebate on new 1990 Mitsubishi Mirage.
1990GALANT-

4 dr, Auto A/C, A/T, AM/FM CASS.

$~~-::;g;rranty

$209 55*
■

13
to choose

Month

from

•60 Monthly Payments W/$1,000 Down+ TT&L@12% APR
Prices exclude TT&L-AII units subject to prior sale.
Artwork for illustration u oses onl .

'88 DODGE COLT - S SPEED, A/C----·------·--·------------·--·-·--·-··-·-·--·$3,790.00
'86 Dodge Pick-up-Auto, A/C-3/4 ton-•--·-·-·····-··-·-·--·-·--·-··---··-·--·-·--$4990.00
'87 Honda Civic-Afr, A/C, AM/FM cass.-•-··-····-··-·-·--·--·-··-···--···--···$5990.00
'87 Ford Taurus LS - Auto, PN & locks-·-·--··-·-····-··-·-··-·-·--·-··-·-··-·--$5990.00

L•a-N1J
MITSUBISHI

Service Contracts &
financing available

,velcome Credit Union Members

'
I

''I

. ..RIO GRANDE VALLEY

I
I

• ••oN THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO
Contact:

Gilbert Longoria
Reno Alfaro

'

'''

·1

DEALER GROUP

Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez

Betty Garcia
Manager

Lower Valley

Mitsubishi Hotline

Upper Valley

423-7328

969-2828

383-4915
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Scorsese . delivers goods
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
GoodFellas,
directed by
Martin
Scorsese; starring RobertDe
......,""'-___.L--.............. Niro,
Ray
Liotta; Rated R; 147 minutes;
Warner Bros.
Coming off the critical and popular drubbing of "The Last Temptation of Christ," Scorsese returns to
full form with the front-runner in
this fall's gangster movie race. It
will face off with the Cohen
brothers' "Miller's Crossing" and
Francis Ford Coppella' s "The
Godfather, Part III."

GoodFellas is the story of a
lowlife hood and his lowlife friends
in New York's Little Italy. Henry
Hill (Ray Liotta) is a half-Irish,
half-Sicilian thug on his way up in
the mob run by Paulie (Paul
Sorvino). Henry learns as a te~n
that the mafia is a "family" organization. When a letter from school
arrives to inform his parents that he
hasn't been to class in months,
Henry's employers jump the
mailman, threatening him with
bodily harm ifhe delivers anymore
negative mail.
Henry grows up, hooking up with
Irish hood Jimmy Conway (Robert
De Niro) and Tommy DeVito (Joe
Pesci). The film takes off in grand
style from there, depicting their

adventures in a comic/absurdist
light,thegrotesqueviolenceoftheir
activities transformed into shock
comedy. The audience easily appreciates Henry's happy delirium
at his material success, since
Scorsese has presented the killing
and violence as everyday business
matters.
An especially bizarre moment
occurs when Henry pistol-whips a
man who had harassed his girlfriend, Karen (Lorraine Bracco).
Henry gives her the bloody pistol
to hide, but instead of being repelled or scared, she admits to being turned on.
Henry marries Karen and things
aregreatuntilTommykillsaformer
boss. Henry and Jimmy help him

bury the body and conceal the
crime, but from then on the giddiness of the previous days is gone,
replaced by paranoia and fear.
Things become worse as Henry
is forced to serve time and his
family runs out of money. As a
result, Henry is "forced" to get into
cocaine trafficking.
This leads to the single best sequence in the film, a moment-bymoment account of a day's drug
dealing and the DEA bust that
comes at the end of it. The quick,
tense pacing and verite-style camera work make Henry's paranoia at
being followed immediate, hilarious, and real.
Besides, any film ihat ends with
Sid Vicious' "My Way" is great.

e 1990 Warner Bros., Inc.

Ray Liotta, Robert De Niro, Paul Sorvlno, and Joe
Pescl In "GoodFellas."

'The Flash' runs out of steamBy PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
The Flash;
CBS (KGBT
Ch. 4); Thursdays at 7pm;
Action-drama.
What does a
television producer do when acertain genre or fad is popular in the
cinema? He makes a TV rip-off
versionofahitmovie, that's what
That's what we have, unfortunately,
in "The Flash."
ItseemsasifWamerBros., which
owns the screen rights to almost all
DC Comics characters, sent a mandate to Pet Fly Productions, which
actually produced the show: "Give
us a small screen 'Batman."'

Anattemptatamini-"Batman"is
what we got in the pilot, aired last
Thursday on CBS. Opening shot:
a nighttime scene in mythical Central City (L.A.), steam rising from
every orifice and with matted-in
skyscrapers for a Gothic effect.
Suddenly: motorcycles! Guns!
Explosions! Black leather! A
Danny Elfman-inspired musical
score!
A terrorist cycle gang called the
Dark Riders is, well, terrorizing
Central City with small glowing
balls that go KABOOM when the
background music swells. Their
goal: to terrorize the city and blow
things up.
Fear not, crime lab ace Barry
(John Wesley Schipp) is The Flash!
You see, a lightning bolt hit his

crime lab, spraying him with After Barry fights with his girlchemicals that make him go really friend (Paula Marshall), his dad
fast, so fast that he doesn't even (M. Emmet Walsh), and his foxy
scientist friend who'stryingtohelp
have to act along the way.

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

B

ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

CALL 1-800-842-2776

Security- so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth- so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want . And
diversity--to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET

WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

r f 5 mech4nic.a. /_ /
1'hese i:?l fe R0 13°T
ftJ.rf-5/

~

(Amanda Pays), he gets to put on a
ridiculouspadded-musclecostume
and clobber the bad guy. The
climax just happens to echo the

n ol tl,e- f)t/foS

endingof"Batman," complete with
the Flash logo zipping across the
full moon and the hero uttering,
"You made me!" to the villain.

~y-e,
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CHOOSE THE APARTMENT ·
COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE •..

*L~!oac 1✓ ~ t1l(rlJ
iwoo11r
2 .f1U!11r11r111;ook

*
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The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

*
*

10 FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

*

GREAT NEW MANAGEMENT
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.""

• The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but arc
a,·ailablc for all Supplemental Retirement Annu11y plans.

.

..

,.

EL BOSQUE

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call l 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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Spikers unsuccessful
in home opener
By DAVID HUNTER
CoachBeckyDeLosSantossaid win 15-13. Taking that momenSports
Writer
she
feels good about the upcoming tum,
__,__ _...,;.;,;;,;__ _ _ _ _ _ games.
15-9.they won the fourth set easily,
Heartbreaksareusuallyworstfelt
when they hit close at home. The
Lady Bronc volleyball team felt
the pain when they lost against the
Lady Javelinas of Texas A&I
University 14-16, 10-15, 15-13, 159 and 16-14 before a home crowd
of about 300 last Wednesday.
The team will play at the Stephen
F. Austin Tournament in
Nacagdoches tomorrow. Competitors include Southern Mississippi, Grambling State, the host
Lady
Jacks and the Lady Broncs.
1

''The way it looks it will be an
UTPA fell behind early in the
evenly matched tournament," De final set, at one point trailing by six
Los Santos said.
points. They rallied to tie the match.
Both teams struggled through nine
The Lady Broncs, playing their match points. Nevertheless, they
first home match of the year, came came out on the losing side.
close to victory against Texas A&I.
In set one, UTPA managed a 16"I liked the fact that we played to
14 victory. They took control in the last point in game five," De Los
set two, bringing the crowd to its Santos said. "It made me realize
feet en route to a 15-10.
we can come back which was a
The third set proved to be the problem we had last year. Our
turning point for the Lady Javeli- main weakness now is lapses in
nas as they came from behind to concentration."

I .

llfE PAN AMEIIICAN /

Tony Men:.do

Sock it to me! Bolivian sophmore Demian Morquin maneuvers around two Texas Lutheran
players in last Saturday's game. The Broncs won the game 2-1.

Lady cagers will be improved
By DAVID HUNTER
Sports Writer

"I would be surprised

After breaking last year's 58
game losing streak that had flirted
with an NCAA record, Lady Bronc
basketball coach Tim Hicks enters
the 1990-91 season confident that
the team can be competitive.
Hicks feels some major problems have been addressed with the
new team.
"I feel with the recruiting class
we have addressed the problems
with depth and scoring ability that

If the team was not
competitive"
Tim Hicks
Lady Bronc coach
we have lacked the past few years."
Despite breaking the streak, the
Lady Broncs struggled through a
3-24 season and remained winless
in the American South Conference
for the third consecutive year.
"We need to prove that we can be

College

ClaS<£>
Qings

competitive in the conference and
we haven't done that yet," Hicks
said. "I feel we are on the right
track and I would be surprised if
the team was not competitive."
Two of the teams five veterans,
Ronnie Guerra (Harlingen senior)
and Anna Muniz (Brownsville senior) have been through 78 losses
with only three wins. Rhonda
Carrington (Dallas senior), Julie
Sanders (Katy sophomore) and Iris
Garza (Pharrjunior) are the team's
other veterans.
New to the team are junior college transfers Alyya AbdurRahman (Houston junior), Bobbie
Brown (Jayton junior), Ana Caroll
(El Paso junior), Monique Cook
(Portland, Ore. junior), Jarlene
Martin (Victoria junior) and Tina
Sap (Gilbert, Ariz. junior).
The team is supplied with only
two freshmen: Sonja Willcot (San
Antonio) and Araceli Rios
(Edcouch).
"It's not often when veterans
and newcomers come together and
mesh like we did," Jarlene Martin
said. "Right now there is a lot of
unity, and we definitely have the
right attitude."

Representative in store
Tuesday, October 2

9-3

South Texas Book Store 8 Supply
1516 W. University
Edinburg
(behind Pizza But)
Prices starting at:
$99.95........Stainless steel
$350................... 10K Gold
$395................... 14K Gold
--==i- $30 ........................ Deposit

'#lVIAN
VVIARTIN

The Gourmet Shop

QUALITY POSITIONS

Soups * Salads * Sandwiches
Fresh Brewed Coffee & Pastries
Lunch Special
1:15 p.m.3:00 p.m.
Mon-Fri 10:30

QUALIFIED PEOPLE

DEMONSTRATORS:

National company needs friendly outgoing people to work In local
stores on Friday and Saturday. Excellent opportunity to make extra
money. Call Kimberley at Vivian Martin Employment Service,
687-9404. No fen.

Fresh Garden Sal&d or Soup
Du Jour with French Bread
& Iced Tea $1.99 plus tax.

5401 North Tenth
The Courtyard, Suite 126
McAllen, Texas 78504

Tel. (512) 687-9404
Fax (512) 687-9243

L.:=..I

ee ,A,o

South Dallas

SUNDAY

SERVICE.

BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

VALLIY •WIDI

Sentember
Special

....,·····················
•...•........

ii WHITE FLOUR

~!PATOS
..•.• 1--------TRY' EM, YOU'LL

LOVE 'EM!

2 beef or chicken paos
Spanish Rice, Rancheru
Beans, and a 12 oz.
Coke.

$2.89
IPICIAUIIIII Ill NAIIDMADI FLOUR ,omLLAS
11ft. I'S on NOMIMADI IECIPII ALL FOOD
MADI FIISH DAILY ON PIUUSIS

NOW OPEN DAILT Al 7:00 A.M. 1UNDAY 9:00 A.M.
0

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
McALLEN (Pecan)........................................682■3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83)........................................'1•8269
McALLEN (No. IOth) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••682•15'16

IDINBURG ................................................... 383•0725
a■OWNSYILLE ............................................541 ■024 I

MISSION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••585•4545 .
WISLACO ....................................................969• I 4 I 4
H RLINGEN ••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••428•622•

Get your favorite Subway subs on Sunday too.
Tasty meats piled on fresh baked bread, topped with
free fixin's. Come to Subway for our Sunday best.

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

r------------.SOC ll.1.R DI'.TNKS AND DRA.FT llEER
8 :00 - 10:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING

SOMETHING?

: ANY
$1.00
Off
FOOTLONG SOB
1

10:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRTNKS
We will decorate
& give you a

I
I

*With CJny purchCJsci of a mvdlum soft drink

Bottle of Champagne

'':lfl:1
····:·•· ·•·--.,.

For FREE
• NO COVER AND SPEC IAi DRINKS 00 NOT APPLY TO 18 °i'o 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER 1.0. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY • McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

::J.
!I.
~! 1~~~!~?)
Offer good on Sondays only

!

I

L_

{<m.>ss from Pop-A-Top on 107)
One

ci~f:r"v~:r,~s1t8~it/~r visit

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Soccer wins home finale
The UTPA soccer team polished off a perfect record at home this
season, nailing Texas Lutheran 2-1 Saturday.
Demian Morquin, Argentinean sophomore, got UTPA on the board
first, scoring on a penalty shot late in the first half to give the Broncs
a 1-0 lead. Texas Lutheran managed to tie the game before the half.
Bolivian sophomore Ronny Cabrera scored the game-winner for
UTPA. His unassisted goal midway through the final half gave the
Broncs the 2-1 victory.
UTPA improves their season mark to 4-3 facing si,c matches on the
road to finish off the season. The next game will be Saturday at
Houston Baptist University.

1-M deadlines loom near
Intramural tennis and badminton entries are due tomorrow with
games expected to begin Tuesday.
Entries are available in all three divisions: Male, female and coed.
Forms may be picked up in the Housing and Recreation Office in
UC-320 or UC-102. For more information call 381-3439.
Meanwhile, flag football enters their third week of action, with the
original 13 teams now cut to 10 teams.

TYPINGSERVICE: Researchpapers,
reports, etc.; Grammar correction;
Proofreading &editing. Over ten years'
experience. Call 585-2838.
TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: Retired English teacher. Near campus.
Glenn 383-2066.
WRITING SERVICES, essays, research papers, resumes, composition,
mechanics, grammar, call after 6 p.m.
380-1563 Rush jobs.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards
at this campus. Good income. For information and application write to: Collegiate Marketing Services, 303 W. Center Ave. Mooresville, NC 28115.

Only 10 positions available. Call now 1800-950-8472 ExL 20.

BEST FUNDRAISER ON-CAMPUS!
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like to earn
$500-$1000 for a one week on-campus
marketing project.Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Dot or Lisa at (800)
592-2121 Ext 107.

RAISE A THOUSAND IN A WEEK.
The fundraiser that's working on 1,800
campuses. Your campus group can earn
up to $1000 in just one week. No investment needed. Be first on your campus. A
FREE gift just for calling. Call now 1800-765-8472 Ext. 90.

PROFESSIONAL EDINBURG SECRET ARY will do student typing. Call
381-4179 after 6 p.m. If no answer, call
back. Easy rates.

ALL YOU NEED TO GET THIS JOB
is a small vehicle and a neat clean appearance. Cash paid weekly. Daily gas
draw if needed. Also need two persons
with strong voices to make phone calls.
Please apply in person to Debbie or Ed at
501 W. Samano, Edinburg(comer7th &
Samano). Between 8:30 - 11 :30 a.m. or
2 - 4:30 p.m. Mon - Thurs.

1990NINJADARKBLUE. ZX-6 (850
miles). Call Robert 686-6294 after 5
p.m. $3,995.00.

WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA.

NEED HELP WITII RESEARCH

STUDENTS.Eamupto$10/hr.Market
credit cards on campus; Flexible hours.

Information on semester, summer, and
internship programs. All run under $ 6000.
Call Curtin University 1-800-878-3696.

PAPERS? Essays? English Lit? Qualifled tutor - B.S., M.A. 630-3492.

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

·1ooori:::

WHK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-IOMJZ-0528
Ext. 50

The Ultimate
Tuxedo Rental
'KHpi"I TIN Y•l•y's -.SI I.Hk.,, M.tt
,._,,,, TINlr t.sl!"
Tim Moses
Computer Science
Vanderbilt University

WEDDINGa

aaprass

PROMa
PARTJEa
SOCIAU

Lowllat••
Per. .nallae4 Attentlen

_ -:Z w-. X I Acre■- &•• Jt-Maaot
I....._~_::r-_.~_
....._ :aezs a.:aax, Edlnlnal'•

TANNOW
TAN FAST
State of the Art Equipment

"Macintosh practically eliminates the need to
keep manuals next to my computer, becauseregardless of which program I'm using-I can open,
close, save, and print files in exactly the same way
And you can't say that about any other computer.
"Today lots of other computers are attempting
to look and work like a Macintosh, but it's just not
/??\~":::,,-. possible.They're too fundamentally different
.·:· :-{-s·::·t:s=::
/ 1>.. ,.. .....,. . to begin with. This may sound a little
.....
;,:::~~~~iI{§Jt~{/:·,-.i::~:•·•. strange, but comparing a Macintosh
>\·. to other computers is like com}> ;~:~> paring apples to oranges. You can
/::-; '.· squash the orange into shape
;f,... ... .· . and paint it to look like an
,~ ~·:. · ,:· .;,. ,' apple, but underneath the
-,~\. ·:.,,/), :. makeup, it's still an orange.
:•:y · \::.,
"I ts' fu nny-I work at
~::::-::-:·
·, · · he Vanderbilt computer
store and I've seen lots of
eople switch from other
computers to Macintosh, but
I've never seen anybody with a
Macintosh switch to another
computer."
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Vivian 's

a83_

flower e>hop

TAN EXPRESS. INC,
08

116 N. 12th Street-Edinburg
• (East Side of Courthouse on Square)

BOSS' PAY I• Tue.,Oct,16
"Gee, nobody ever thinks of
being nice to the boss for a
change. It would be nice to
not think of them as just the
people who sign our checks"

••

THE COURTYARD
5401 North Tenth
Suite 103
McAllen, TX 78504

TELEPHONE (512) 631-1191

•

+a-lSincerely Yours
1619 South Glasner

Allen JJZlnral
btt TGttttt, line.

Edinburg

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Brldal Registry
Gift Items
Hellum Balloons

1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8611

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

1

y do people love Macintosh®?
Ask them.

~

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

What
it takes
It takes caring, communication, creativity to
do a good job. Many
have found the Christian
Science Reading Room
a source of help and
good ideas in accomplishing this.
You're invited to explore
this community resource.
911 N. Main St
McAllen, Tx.
Open Mon. - Fri.

11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Information
686-4241

eau
Boutique
Replar H/C $6
Students H/C S4
J.6Q W. University, Suite
F, Edinburs

380-2239
Open Mon.-Sat. sao a.m.
to6GOp.m.

Reproductive
Services

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

... In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care

Stop by Technology Resources, LRC 116
Mon-Thurs, 8:00am - 5:30pm & Friday, 8:00am -12:00pm
Apple "Back-to-School" Event
TODAY in the Lobby of the LRC.
T-Shirts & other prizes will be given away!

• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester}
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243
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